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1 Lipin-1 regulates Bnip3–mediated mitophagy in glycolytic muscle
Abdullah A. Alshudukhi, Jing Zhu, Dengtong Huang, Abdulrahman Jama, 
Jeffrey D. Smith, Qing Jun Wang, Karyn A. Esser and Hongmei Ren
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Autophagy of mitochondria (mitophagy) is essential for maintaining muscle mass
and healthy skeletal muscle. Patients with heritable phosphatidic acid
phosphatase lipin-1–null mutations present with severe rhabdomyolysis and
muscle atrophy in glycolytic muscle fibers, which are accompanied with
mitochondrial aggregates and reduced mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase
activity. However, the underlying mechanisms leading to muscle atrophy as a
result of lipin-1 deficiency are still not clear. In this study, we found that lipin-1 
deficiency in mice is associated with a marked accumulation of abnormal
mitochondria and autophagic vacuoles in glycolytic muscle fibers. Our studies
using lipin-1–deficient myoblasts suggest that lipin-1 participates in B-cell
leukemia (BCL)-2 adenovirus E1B 19 kDa protein–interacting protein 3 (Bnip3)– 
regulated mitophagy by interacting with microtubule associated protein 1A/1B-
light chain (LC)3,which is an important step in the recruitment of mitochondria to
nascent autophagosomes. The requirement of lipin-1 for Bnip3–mediated
mitophagy was further verified in vivo in lipin-1–deficient green fluorescent 
protein-LC3 transgenic mice (lipin-12/2-GFP-LC3). Finally, we showed that lipin-
1 deficiency in mice resulted in defective mitochondrial adaptation to starvation-
induced metabolic stress and impaired contractile muscle force in glycolytic
muscle fibers. In summary, our study suggests that deregulated mitophagy
arising fromlipin-1deficiency is associated with impaired muscle function and may
contribute to muscle rhabdomyolysis in humans.
2 Reduced cardiomyocyte N-glycosylation is sufficient to cause premature
death from dilated cardiomyopathy
Andrew R. Ednie, Wei Deng, Kay-Pong Yip, and Eric S. Bennett
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) often leads to heart failure and an early death, 
with upwards of 70% of DCM considered idiopathic. The responsible
mechanisms, including for congenital DCM, often are not known. The sequential
process of extracellularly facing enzymatic protein glycosylation is altered in
human DCM and in individuals with DCM risk factors. However, it is not known
whether such altered glycosylation is pathogenic or subsequent to DCM onset, 
nor are mechanisms understood. The importance of glycosylation is further 
highlighted by the observation that a significant percentage of patients with
congenital disorders of glycosylation present with cardiac deficits including DCM. 
Previously we showed that changes in sialic acid levels attached to specific
voltage-gated ion channel isoforms (VGIC) impact cardiac electrical signaling
through electrostatic mechanisms, with these same changes in protein sialylation
also causing stress-induced HF, further suggesting a link between altered
glycosylation and aberrant heart function. However, without availability and use
of appropriate models, evidence that links, mechanistically, altered glycosylation
to heart disease remains largely circumstantial. Thus, here, we created a




   
    
  
  




   
   
 
     
 
    
 
   
  
    
    
  
    
   
    
  
 
    
  





     
  
   
   
   
    













(GTKO) whose expression was shown to be altered in human end-stage
idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy. The GTKO mice present with altered myocyte
VGIC gating, action potential waveforms, Ca2+ handling, Ca2+ spark activity,
and contractility, that together contribute to DCM deteriorating into heart failure
and 100% dying early. The data demonstrate that reductions in N-glycosylation
achieved through cardiomyocyte-specific deletion of a single glycosyltransferase
impacts whole-heart and myocyte functions, drawing a direct link between
changes in myocyte N-glycosylation and heart disease. Thus, this specific GTKO
strain provides the first model to investigate the relationship between
glycosylation and cardiac disease, showing that clinically relevant changes in
cardiomyocyte complex N-glycosylation are sufficient to cause dilated
cardiomyopathy that deteriorates into heart failure and early death.
Genetic screen of two rqh1 mutants with compromised Rad3ATR kinase
signaling in the DNA replication checkpoint of fission yeast
Nafees Ahamad, Saman Khan, and Yong-jie Xu
Pharmacology &Toxicology
Genomic DNA is continuously under attack by both extrinsic and intrinsic factors. 
In order to maintain a stable genome, cells have committed a significant 
percentage of their genome to encode DNA repair, checkpoint or DNA damage
tolerance proteins that act in multiple complexes and interrelated pathways to
safeguard the genome. One family of these proteins is the RecQ-related DNA 
helicases. In humans, there are five RecQ homologs and mutations in three of 
them (BLM, WRN, and RTS/RECQ4) are related with Bloom, Werner and
Rothmund-Thomsom syndromes, which cause cancer susceptibility and
premature aging. Both fission yeast and budding yeast have only one RecQ
helicase homologous gene, encoding Rqh1 and Sgs1 respectively. Although
these genes are not essential for cell growth in yeasts, cells lacking rqh1 or sgs1
show higher sensitivities to hydroxyurea (HU) and various DNA damaging agents
.
To better understand the DNA replication checkpoint mechanisms, we have
performed a large scale genetic screen in fission yeast by random mutation of
the genome looking for mutants with enhanced sensitivities to hydroxyurea (HU). 
From a collection ~620 primary HU sensitivity (hus) mutants, we found a small
group of new mutants whose replication checkpoint is compromised in the 
presence of HU. Two of such mutants are hus9 and SN12 that carry a missense
and a truncation mutation in rqh1, respectively. Previous studies in budding yeast 
have shown that the DNA replication checkpoint is partially compromised in sgs1
deletion strain. However, studies in fission yeast suggested that Rqh1 mainly
functions in fork recovery, not the replication checkpoint under stress. We found
that while the Rad3ATR kinase signaling in the DNA damage checkpoint is
increased in the two mutants, the signaling in the replication checkpoint is
significantly compromised. We also found that Rqh1 physically interacts with
Rpa1 and Mrc1Claspin. These preliminary results indicate that similar to that in
budding yeast, Rqh1 is likely involved in checkpoint signaling at the perturbed







      
  
  
   
     
   
  
    
   
     





   
 
     
  
   
 
 
   
      







   
  
     
 
   
      
    
   
   
  
    
  
   
    
    
4 Anti-Inflammatory M2c Macrophages and Cardiomyocytes in Co-Culture
Stained with Membrane Potentiometric Dye (Di-8-ANEPPS) Suggests TGF-
B and IL-10 Enhance Coupling via Cx43 and Raise Resting Membrane
Potential at Points of Contact
Mike Castro, Thomas L. Brown Ph.D., Nancy J. Bigley Ph.D. Biochemistry &
Molecular Biology
Cardiac resident macrophages have recently been reported to facilitate electrical
conduction by interacting with cardiomyocytes via connexin 43(cx43) 
hemichannels. Cx43 is critical for impulse propagation and coordination between
muscle contractions. Cardiomyocyte electrophysiology can be altered when
coupled with non-cardiomyocyte cell types such as M2c tissue-resident
macrophages. Our hypothesis is that: M2c biochemical autocrine signals such as
transforming growth factor beta (TGF- β) and interleukin-10 (IL-10) introduced
into a co-culture with cardiomyocytes and macrophages will upregulate cx43
expression and maintain the macrophages in an M2c anti-inflammatory
phenotype mimicking cardiac resident macrophages. Consequently, these
enhanced interactions between cardiomyocytes and macrophages will elevate
the fluorescence of the membrane potentiometric dye Di-8-ANEPPS. In the co-
cultures, a ratio of 1:50 IL-10(p)GFP+ Raw264.7 macrophages to HL-1 
cardiomyocytes treated with both IL-10 and/or TGF-β exhibited a higher 
fluorescence with Di-8-ANEPPS in areas where macrophages are interacting
with cardiomyocytes. Suppressor of cytokine signaling 3 (SOCS3) down
regulated fluorescence of the membrane potentiometric stain; SOCS3 is known
to interfere with TGF-β and IL-10 signaling pathways. To confirm the cellular
interactions via gap junctions, monoclonal anti-cx43 labeled with Alexa Fluor 594
was used to stain the co-cultures treated with TGF-β and IL-10. These results
suggest that TGF-β and IL-10 increase Cx43 expression while maintaining
macrophages in the M2c phenotype by secreting these autocrine signals. TGF-β 
and IL-10 signaling enhance macrophage coupling with cardiomyocytes in co-
culture via cx43, theoretically raising the cellular resting membrane potential, 
leading to a more contractile-ready state.
5 Methylglyoxal disrupts the axon initial segment (AIS) and neuronal network
activity
Ryan B. Griggs, Jeneane M. Jaber, Duc V.M. Nguyen, Jennae N. Shelby, John
A. Miller, Leonid M. Yermakov, Domenica E. Drouet, Keiichiro Susuki
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
The axon initial segment (AIS) is an excitable axonal domain that regulates
neuronal output. AIS disruption (change in location or length) alters intrinsic
neuronal excitability and is associated with various neurological disorders. An
important unanswered question is the specific mechanism(s) that mediate AIS 
disruption in neurological diseases. Perturbed metabolism of the reactive glucose
metabolite methylglyoxal and AIS disruption are both associated with
neurological conditions such as type 2 diabetes. Interestingly, the node of 
Ranvier, whose molecular structure is similar to the AIS, is disrupted by elevating
methylglyoxal in an ex vivo nerve exposure model. Both calpain, a calcium-
sensitive protease, and the calcium selective ion channel and damage sensor 
transient receptor protein ankyrin 1 (TRPA1) are activated by methylglyoxal and




   
  
    
 
   
  
 
    
   






   
 
    
  
   
  
   
    
   
 
   
   
  
    
   
  
   
    
  




   
     
  




     
   
  
 
    
  
findings led to our hypothesis that methylglyoxal disrupts the AIS and reduces
neuronal network activity via calpain and/or TRPA1. Using an in vitro reductionist 
approach we exposed mature networks of primary cortical neuron cultures (DIV 
8-14) to various concentrations (0-1000 µM) and/or durations (0-72 h) of 
methylglyoxal in the presence or absence of pharmacological inhibitors of calpain
or TRPA1, and then quantified AIS length using immunofluorescent labeling of 
AIS markers under observer-blinded conditions. Next, we cultured neuronal
networks on multi-electrode arrays and quantified spike frequency before and
after methylglyoxal exposure. Finally, we measured AIS length in the prefrontal
cortex of wildtype mice in an in vivo methylglyoxal administration model. We
found that methylglyoxal shortens the AIS in both in vitro and in vivo models. 
Methylglyoxal evoked AIS shortening and reduction of neuronal network spiking
activity were reversible in culture. TRPA1 or calpain inhibitors ameliorated
methylglyoxal evoked AIS shortening. These findings suggest that AIS disruption
caused by methylglyoxal contributes to the pathophysiology of neurological
diseases such as diabetic brain complications.
6 Evaluation of physiologically relevant aryl hydrocarbon receptor ligands
on Ig heavy chain expression in a human B-cell line model.
Valerie Benedict
Pharmacology &Toxicology
The aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) is a transcription factor that affects immune
cell differentiation and function in animal models. AhR may serve as an
environmental sensor since it not only binds to toxicants such as 2,3,7,8-
tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) but also to endogenous, dietary and
bacterial ligands such as 6-formylindolo[3,2-b]carbazole (FICZ) and indole. In
animal studies, different AhR ligands have produced different and even opposite
functional effects on T cell subtypes, which may be due to transient vs. persistent 
activation of the AhR. The objective of this study was to determine if AhR ligands
differentially modulate the expression of Ig heavy chain constant regions (IGHC) 
(i.e. μ γ, α, ε) in a human B-cell line (CL-01). TCDD inhibited IgG secretion and
γ1-4 transcript levels but increased α1 and α2 transcript levels.  The effect of
indole and FICZ on IGHC expression patterns is currently underway. These
studies will determine the sensitivity of individual IGHCs to AhR ligands and
whether physiologically relevant AhR ligands induce different IGHC profiles.
7 Depletion of phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate at the Golgi translocates K-
Ras to mitochondria
Taylor E. Miller, Karen M. Henkels and Kwang-Jin Cho
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology y
Ras proteins are small GTPases localized to the plasma membrane (PM), which
regulate cellular proliferation, apoptosis and differentiation. After a series of post-
translational modifications, H-Ras and N-Ras traffic to the PM from the Golgi via
the classical exocytic pathway, but the exact mechanism of K-Ras trafficking to
the PM from the ER is not fully characterized. ATP5G1 (also known as
ATP5MC1) is one of the three proteins that comprise subunit c of the F0 complex
of the mitochondrial ATP synthase. In this study, we show that overexpression of 
the mitochondrial targeting sequence of ATP5G1 perturbs glucose metabolism, 
inhibits oncogenic K-Ras signaling, and redistributes phosphatidylserine (PtdSer) 
to mitochondria and other endomembranes, resulting in K-Ras translocation to




   
 
  
   
  
 
   
 
   
     
   
   
   
  
   
      
     
  
 
   
  
   
 
    
   
    
  
 
      
 
   
  
   
  





   
  
   
  
   
 
   
 
 
   
  
Golgi. Glucose supplementation restores PtdSer and K-Ras PM localization and
PI4P at the Golgi. We further show that inhibition of the Golgi- localized PI4-
kinases (PI4Ks) translocates K-Ras, and PtdSer to mitochondria and
endomembranes, respectively. We conclude that PI4P at the Golgi regulates the
PM localization of PtdSer and K-Ras.
8 Calpain-calpastatin system in peripheral nerve myelination and
demyelination
Domenica E. Drouet, Leonid M. Yermakov, John A. Miller, Keiichiro Susuki
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
Rapid and efficient nerve conduction depends on axon ensheathement by a
multilammelar lipid structure called myelin, formed by Schwann cells in the
peripheral nervous system (PNS). Whatever the underlying cause, many
patients with PNS injuries involving myelin suffer from debilitating symptoms
and long-term disability, since treatment options are very limited. To develop
more specific and effective treatments for PNS injuries, a more detailed
knowledge of basic myelin biology and injury mechanisms is required. Previous
studies have shown that calpains, a family of calcium-dependent cysteine
proteases, have dynamic roles in myelination and disease. However, the role of 
calpains related to PNS myelin has not been well studied. To fill this gap in
knowledge, the present study investigates the expression levels of calpains and
calpastatin, an endogenous inhibitor of calpain, in PNS during myelination and
demyelination. In normal rat sciatic nerves, the immunoblotting showed the
expression of both calpain-1 and calpain-2 increased throughout early
development when myelin is actively formed. During acute demyelination in rat 
sciatic nerves induced by intraneural injection of lysolecithin, we observed a
decrease in protein levels in both calpain-1 and calpain-2. Furthermore, we
examined sciatic nerves from Trembler-J mice, an established model for 
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease type 1A characterized by ongoing PNS 
demyelination and remyelination. We found an increase of calpain-1 and a
tendency of reduction of calpain-2 protein levels in Trembler-J mouse sciatic
nerves. Substrate cleavage assay showed significantly increased calpain
activity in the Trembler-J sciatic nerves compared to the wild-type. Importantly, 
expression of calpastatin was significantly increased in Trembler-J mouse
sciatic nerves, suggesting a chronic cellular response to inhibit calpain over-
activation. Our findings strongly support the idea that calpains play key roles in
PNS myelination and demyelination and lay the groundwork for future research
aimed at the development of novel therapies targeting calpains for PNS 
diseases.
9 The role of the platelet activating factor-receptor in miR-149-mediated 
effects on lung cancer growth and treatment efficacy
Shreepa Chauhan, Anita Thyagarajan, Ravi P. Sahu
Pharmacology &Toxicology
Lung cancer remains the leading causes of cancer-related deaths, with low
response rates to the current treatment options. This indicates the need for the
identification of potential factors involved in favoring lung cancer development or 
impeding the efficacy of cancer therapies. Of importance, a phospholipid
mediator, platelet activating factor (PAF)/PAF-receptor (PAF-R) signaling has
been shown to play critical roles in augmenting the tumor growth and impeding










   
  
  
   
    
    
   
  
  







    
  
   
  
   
 
 
   
  
   




   











mechanisms of PAF/PAF-R pathway have been proposed, its crosstalk with
microRNAs (miRs) has not been elucidated. In particular, miR-149 has been
shown to play critical roles including in cell proliferation and apoptosis in various
tumor types. Notably, in lung cancer models, miR-149 functions as a tumor 
suppressor. Given these findings, the focus of the current study is to determine
the impact of the PAF-R pathway on miR-149-mediated effects on lung cancer 
growth as well as therapeutic efficacy, which remains elusive. To that end, our 
first studies evaluated the functional significance of PAF-R in non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) cell lines, used as models for our study by qRT-PCR. We
demonstrated that PAF-R-expressing NSCLC cell lines upon its activation via
PAF agonist, CPAF induced increased cell proliferation. Our next studies
assessed the dose response effects of miR-149, and demonstrated decreased
proliferation of NSCLC cell lines in a dose-dependent manner, reevaluating its
tumor suppressor activity. Our next studies examined the effect of PAF-R 
expression on targeted therapy such as erlotinib and gefitinib responses like, 
and demonstrated a time-dependent and dose-dependent inhibition of cell
growths. Our continuing studies aimed at identifying the crosstalk between PAF-
R and miR-149 as well as their effects on cell growth and the efficacy of these
therapies.
10 Differential MicroRNA Biomarker Expression in Response to Moderate and
High Intensity Exercise Regimen
Jin Zhang, Michael Craig, Akshay Hira, Michael Markey, Tim Broderick, and
Madhavi Kadakia
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
The US military relies on high-intensity physical training to develop and maintain
warfighter readiness, but specialized skills training such as the US Air Force
Combat Rescue Officer program are plagued by high washout rates.  Recent
advances have enabled epigenetic analyses to identify individuals who would
respond best to a particular training protocol, assess when they have reached
peak performance while avoiding overtraining and injury.  The goal of this study
is to identify miRNA expression as biomarkers in response to exercise.  The
study is a 5-year two-arm, single-blind, randomized, dose-response trial
designed to identify whether miRNA can serve as biomarkers to differentiate
between high performance in our warfighters. We have currently tested
samples from 42 participants, 18-27y old men and women, who either 
completed a moderate intensity (MOD) or high-intensity (HI) exercise training
program in which they exercised 3d/wk for 12wk, followed by a 4wk detraining
period.  Our preliminary analysis has led to the identification of differential
expression of miRNA biomarkers of the detraining response and MOD and HI 
exercise regime.  Using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis, validated human mRNA 
targets of differentially expressed miRNA were identified.  Pathway analysis
confirmed enrichment of these mRNA in exercise-related pathways, including
AMPK, mTOR and p13K/AKT canonical pathways.  Taken together, our 
analyses confirm that miRNA biomarkers may be used to predict training status, 
and suggests their potential utility in the optimization of high-intensity physical






   
 
     
     








    
   
 
  
   
   
 












   
 
 
   
 
 
    
 
 
   
 






11 Zinc Deficiency Promotes Hypertension by Driving NFκB-Mediated Renal 
Na+ Retention
Cindellynn K. Murta, Dylan S. Schindele, Meagan K. Naraine, Tara-Yesomi
Wenegieme, Aston M. J. Waite, Martha J. Sonner and Clintoria R. Williams
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
Background: Zinc deficiency (ZnD) is comorbid with diseases such as kidney
disease and diabetes. Individuals in these populations have a higher prevalence
of hypertension. Recently, we reported that ZnD promotes hypertension in mice.
The blood pressure elevations were accompanied with increased Na+ retention
via the renal Sodium Chloride Cotransporter (NCC). Although our published
results indicate that zinc plays a critical role in blood pressure and NCC
regulation, the mechanisms involved were not investigated. 
Hypothesis: Since nuclear factor-kB (NFκB) mediates ZnD-induced detrimental
effects, we tested the hypothesis that NFκB drives ZnD-induced NCC
upregulation and subsequently Na+ retention and hypertension.
Experimental Design: To determine the role of NFκB in ZnD-induced renal Na+ 
retention and hypertension, adult male C57Bl/6 mice were fed a ZnD diet (5
weeks) followed by administration of the NFκB inhibitor - caffeic acid phenethyl
ester (CAPE; 1 week). Systolic blood pressure and urinary Na+ concentrations
were examined. To examine if NFκB mediates ZnD-induced NCC upregulation, 
mouse distal convoluted tubule (mDCT) cells were treated with the zinc chelator 
N, N, N′, N′-tetrakis(2-pyridinylmethyl)-1,2-ethanediamine (TPEN) ± CAPE, a
NFκB inhibitor. After 24 hours, NCC mRNA and protein expressions, as well as
activation, were assessed by qRT-PCR, Western blot and immunofluorescence, 
respectively. 
Results: In mice, ZnD promoted hypertension and renal Na+ retention. Further, 
increased NCC expression was accompanied with enhanced NFκB expression
in ZnD mice. However, CAPE administration lowered blood pressure and
elevated urinary Na+ concentrations. In mDCT cells, TPEN-induced NCC
upregulation was prevented by CAPE treatment.
Conclusions: Together, these results demonstrate that 1) NFκB is a novel NCC
regulator and 2) NFκB mediates ZnD-induced renal Na+ retention and
hypertension. These novel findings indicate that ZnD drives renal NFκB 
activation thereby stimulating NCC-mediated Na+ retention and promoting
hypertension.
Significance: This study identifies NFκB as a possible pharmacological target to
mitigate hypertension.
12 A Comparative Toxicological Study of Positively Charged Ionic (Ag+) and
Nanosilver (AgNPs+) Species in Sprague-Dawley Rats
John Ryan, Paige Jacob, Alec Lee, Joseph Conetta, Zofia Gagnon, Ioana
Pavel
Pharmacology &Toxicology
This study investigated the toxicity and distribution of one of the most widely
used, positively charged AgNPs+ (cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)-












    
   
   
   
    
    
  
     
   
   





     






   
   
   
  
      
   
    
  
   
   
      
  
   






digestive gland, brain, and bone tissues of 6-weeks old female Sprague-Dawley
rats. The following exposures were administered through daily water intake for 
an 18-day period: AgNPs+ (40 µg mL-1), Ag+ (40 µg mL-1), CTAB (24 µg mL-
1), and tap water vehicle. Gross observations suggest that the oral
administration of both AgNPs+ and Ag+ as well as the CTAB-capping agent 
alone had adverse effects on the health and systemic functions of Sprague-
Dawley rats (e.g., lethargy, hepatomegaly, splenomegaly, impediment of bone
development, and/or heightened immune response). However, significantly
reduced euthanasia time, alopecia, signs of osteoporosis, secondary carcinoma
in spleen, fragile veins upon blood collection, and enhanced lymphocytosis were
observed only for the AgNP+ exposure group. Graphite furnace atomic
absorption spectroscopy (GFAAS) measurements revealed that AgNPs+ 
accumulated in larger amounts (total Ag content of 0.16 µg/rat) than Ag+ (0.13
µg/rat) in all tissues except for bone. The highest accumulation of Ag from
AgNP+ and Ag+ exposures were detected in the spleen (0.8 µg Ag/g tissue dry
weight) and digestive gland (0.5 µg /g), respectively. Raman spectroscopy
showed that exposure to both silver species (AgNPs+ and Ag+) impeded the
bone development; the most drastic changes were observed in crystallinity
(63.3% and 54.2% less, respectively) and carbonate substitution (54.7 and
75.5% less), when compared to controls. This study raises awareness with
respect to the safe manufacture and use of AgNPs+ in a large variety of 
industrial, research, and biomedical applications.
13 Unstable Microsatellite DNA: Replication dependent DNA double strand 
breaks lead to highly mutagenic Break Induced replication
Rujuta Gadgil, Caitlin Goodman, S. Dean Rider, Kazuo Shin-Ya, Michael Leffak
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Sequences that appear in tandem in the genome and include repetitions of 1-6 
nucleotides are known as microsatellite sequences. For the purpose of our 
study we have focused on trinucleotide repeats (TNRs) since they are prone to
form non-B DNA structures and mutations. They also undergo expansions in
vivo to cause various inherited neurodegenerative diseases. We hypothesized
that the non-B DNA structures formed at these TNRs can cause replication fork
stalling and if left unrepaired lead to single or double strand breaks. To study
this, a novel two color marker gene assay was devised that can be analyzed by
flow cytometry. By inducing replication stress, our results show that TNRs are
prone to DNA strand breaks. We have also shown that these breaks are length
dependent and polarity dependent. The cells that encounter these breaks are
genetically unstable and hence undergo apoptosis. Also, our data showed that 
the cell undertakes different mechanisms to repair the broken DNA. Finally, we
show that some translesion polymerases are essential to maintain genomic
stability at these TNR sequences. Our study thus helped to show that the TNRs
could be considered as fragile sites that can lead to chromosome breaks under
replication stress. Such cells can undergo Break Induced Replication; which is a
highly mutagenic form of DNA repair mechanism. The cell system we designed







     
     
     













   




   
 




    
  
 
   
  










   
  
  
     
14 The Role of Subthreshold Currents during Repetitive Firing in Normal 
Muscle
Jessica Myers, Mark Rich
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
Skeletal muscle excitability is thought to be governed exclusively by Na, Cl, and
K currents. These currents are responsible for maintaining resting membrane
potential and for action potential (AP) generation. We propose that additional, 
subthreshold currents are responsible for maintaining repetitive firing during
trains of APs. Using the TRPC5 inhibitor AC1903, we are investigating the
possible contribution of TRPC5 to subthreshold currents in skeletal muscle. 
Intracellular recordings were obtained from extensor digitorum longus (EDL) 
muscles of wild-type mice. Passive properties, single AP properties, and
properties of trains were measured for each fiber before and after addition of 
AC1903 or DMSO (control). Multiple 20 Hz trains were performed on each fiber 
while adjusting current injection in order to find the highest current at which
trains failed. In a second set of experiments, 60 Hz trains were performed at 
maximum current injection (1000 nA) and percentage of fibers showing train
failure was measured. Passive properties and single AP properties did not 
change significantly after addition of AC1903 in either set of experiments; 
therefore, the change in required current to complete a train was most likely not 
a result of Na, K, or Cl channel involvement. Our findings support the
contribution of subthreshold current via TRPC5 to maintenance of high-
frequency firing.
15 ATR kinase inhibition sensitizes quiescent human keratinocytes to the
lethal effects of UVB radiation and cisplatin but increases mutagenesis
Rebekah J. Hutcherson, Kavya Shaj and Michael G. Kemp Pharmacology
&Toxicology
A wide variety of environmental carcinogens and anti-cancer drugs generate
DNA lesions that are potentially lethal or mutagenic to human cells. The ATR 
protein kinase is known to be activated by DNA polymerase stalling at DNA 
lesions where it functions to protect replicating, proliferating cells from the lethal
effects of DNA damage and replication stress. However, little is known about 
ATR function in cells that are not actively synthesizing DNA. To address this
gap in knowledge, we used HaCaT keratinocytes and other cell lines maintained
in a non-replicating, quiescent state to examine ATR kinase function in
response to a prevalent environmental carcinogen (UVB radiation) and a
commonly used anti-cancer drug (cisplatin). We find that ATR signaling is
activated by both DNA damaging agents in quiescent cells in a manner 
dependent on the nucleotide excision repair (NER) system, which removes UVB 
photoproducts and cisplatin adducts from genomic DNA. Though inhibiting ATR 
did not impact the rate of removal of UVB and cisplatin lesions from DNA, it did
alter the post-excision steps of NER. We observed increased levels of 
chromatin-associated RPA and PCNA as well as elevated levels of the mono-
ubiquitinated form of PCNA, which is a signal for the recruitment of translesion
synthesis (TLS) polymerases to sites of DNA damage. Correlated with this
biochemical marker of TLS, we observed that ATR kinase inhibition increased
mutagenesis at the HPRT locus in quiescent HaCaT keratinocytes treated with
either UVB radiation or cisplatin and resulted in increased cell lethality. 
Together, these data indicate that ATR protects quiescent cells from the lethal





    
           
    
  
    
  
    
   
 
     
   
   
   
     
 
    
  
   






   
  
   
  
  
    
 
   
   
  
   
   





      
   
 
 
   
  
   
   
16 TIP60 Regulation of ΔNp63α is Associated with Cisplatin Resistance
Akshay Hira, Andrew J. Stacy, Jin Zhang, Michael Craig and Madhavi P. Kadakia
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
ΔNp63α, a member of the p53 transcription factor family, is overexpressed in
non-melanoma skin cancer and regulates cell survival, migration and invasion. 
TIP60 is histone acetyltransferase (HAT) which mediates cellular processes
such as transcription and the DNA damage response (DDR). Since ΔNp63α is
known to transcriptionally regulate several DDR genes and promote cisplatin
resistance, its stabilization by TIP60 may contribute to the failure of platinum-
based drugs in squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). We hypothesize that TIP60
regulates the transcriptional activity of ΔNp63α thereby modulating
chemoresistance. In this study, we showed that overexpression of TIP60 in both
H1299 and A431 cells led to increase in the levels of ΔNp63α, while TIP60
silencing in A431 cell lines led to a decrease in endogenous ΔNp63α transcript 
and protein levels, thus confirming that TIP60 positively regulates ΔNp63α in
these cell lines. Increased levels of ΔNp63α and TIP60 were observed in a
cisplatin resistant A431 SCC line. Further, stable expression of TIP60 or 
ΔNp63α individually promoted resistance to cisplatin, whereas loss of ΔNp63α
and TIP60 sensitized cells to cisplatin. Higher acetylation of ΔNp63α and TIP60
were seen in cisplatin resistant cells. High-throughput transcriptome sequencing
was performed using the Ion ProtonTM AmpliSeq panel to identify downstream
mRNA targets of TIP60. An NGS data set generated from Lenti viral transduced
A431 cells resulting from overexpression of TIP60 and eGFP as a control
identified 228 mRNA showing differential gene expression. Taken together, our 
data suggest that TIP60-mediated regulation of ΔNp63α increases cisplatin
resistance and has potential implications for cancer treatment and drug design. 
Additionally, since ΔNp63α confers cisplatin resistance through regulation of 
genes involved in DNA damage repair, our findings provide critical insight into
the mechanism by which genes involved in cisplatin resistance are regulated
and may lead to strategies for treating resistant tumors with increased efficacy.
17 Methylglyoxal disrupts the nodes of Ranvier in the central nervous system
Duc V.M. Nguyen, Parker A. Vaughan, Josef K. Steinbrunner, Leonid M. 
Yermakov, Ryan B. Griggs, David R. Ladle, Keiichiro Susuki. Neuroscience, Cell
Biology & Physiology
Molecular organization of the node of Ranvier and associated paranodes, key
domains along myelinated axons, are arranged in a specific way for neurons to
properly perform their physiological function: action potential propagation. Due
to high concentration of voltage-gated sodium (Nav) channels at the nodes of
Ranvier, action potentials can propagate rapidly and efficiently along the axon. 
Disruption of nodal structures is implicated in various neurological conditions, 
suggesting alterations in nodal Nav channel clusters could be detrimental to
nervous system function. For example, we recently found that the nodes of 
Ranvier were significantly elongated (measured the length between two
adjacent immunofluorescent Caspr clusters) in the corpus callosum in the type 2
diabetes model db/db mice associated with cognitive impairment. These nodal
changes might contribute to nervous system dysfunction in type 2 diabetes, 
although the cellular and molecular mechanisms of how nodes are disrupted
remain poorly understood. Elevated methylglyoxal, a reactive metabolite of 





    
  
     
    




   
 
    
 
    
  






    





   
  
   
 




    
 
   
  
  
    
  
   
 
     
   
  
 
neurological conditions including type 2 diabetes. Here we test the hypothesis
that elevation of methylglyoxal leads to nodal elongation and nerve conduction
failure. Two weeks of repeated intraperitoneal injection of methylglyoxal (50
mg/kg/d) into adult wild type mice produced nodal elongation in the optic
nerves. To examine the effects of methylglyoxal-induced nodal elongation on
nerve conduction, our ongoing study includes two complementary approaches: 
1) recordings of compound action potentials in the ex vivo preparation of the
optic nerves, and 2) measurement of fluorescent signals of Nav channel
clusters in immunohistochemistry. These observations suggest a mechanism in
which elevation of methylglyoxal induced by diabetes mediates structural
changes in nodes of Ranvier, leading to neurological signs.
18 Detection of the small oligonucleotide products of nucleotide excision 
repair in UVB-irradiated human skin
Jun-Hyuk Choi, Sueji Han, and Michael G. Kemp
Pharmacology &Toxicology
UVB radiation results in the formation of potentially mutagenic photoproducts in
the DNA of epidermal skin cells. In vitro approaches have demonstrated that the
nucleotide excision repair (NER) machinery removes UV photoproducts from
DNA in the form of small (~30-nt-long), excised, damage-containing DNA 
oligonucleotides (sedDNAs). Though this process presumably takes place in
human skin exposed to UVB radiation, sedDNAs have not previously been
detected in human skin. Using surgically discarded human skin, we have
optimized the detection of the sedDNA products of NER from small amounts of 
human epidermal tissue ex vivo within minutes of UVB exposure. Moreover, 
sedDNA generation was inhibited by treatment of skin explants with
spironolactone, which depletes the epidermis of the essential NER protein XPB 
to mimic the skin of xeroderma pigmentosum patients. Analyses of sedDNA 
production in skin samples from different individuals revealed a 15-fold range in
inter-individual variation. Together, these data suggest that sedDNA detection
should be a useful assay for determining how genetic, environmental, and other 
factors influence NER activity in human skin epidermis and whether abnormal
sedDNA processing contributes to photosensitive skin disorders. 
19 The role of ΔNp63α and TIP60 in cisplatin-mediated DNA damage
response
Nabaa Hmood, Akshay Hira, Andrew J. Stacy, Michael P. Craig, Jin Zhang, 
Madhavi Kadakia
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Cisplatin is a chemotherapeutic used to treat various types of cancer, including
Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC). SCC has been found to frequently develop
resistance to cisplatin.  The TIP60 Histone Acetyltransferase (HAT) and the p53
transcription factor family member ΔNp63α have individually been found to
promote cisplatin resistance in SCC via dysregulation of genes involved in DNA 
damage repair. Our lab recently found that TIP60 upregulates ΔNp63α. We
observed that both are upregulated in a cisplatin resistant SCC A431 cell line
(Pt) line relative to non-resistant A431 parental controls. Further, preliminary
data shows that silencing TIP60 sensitizes cells to cisplatin and is associated
with reduced ΔNp63α.  In an effort to understand the role that TIP60 and
ΔNp63α play in conferring cisplatin resistance, 58 DNA damage response




   
    
  
  
     
      
 
   
 
     
 
      
 
   
   
    
   
  
   
 
    
 
    
     
 
    
     
  
   










      
  
    





   
    
Our findings show that in the absence of cisplatin treatment, most DDR genes
show a baseline elevation in Pt cells. In response to cisplatin, parental A431
cells generally show an increase in DDR genes while the response is blunted in
A431-Pt cells. Our goal is to determine whether TIP60 regulation of ΔNp63α
controls the expression of these genes and if this regulatory axis presents itself 
as a therapeutic target to sensitize SCC to cisplatin.
20 Non-addictive Drug Combinations to Treat Chronic Pain and possibly
eliminate Transition from Acute to Chronic Pain
Tahir Sulehria, Destiny Williams, Rebecca Elliston, Razia Johnson-Richardson
and Adrian M. Corbett.
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
Chronic pain is one of reasons behind the current opioid epidemic, as opioids
are addictive and only mask the pain but don’t treat the cause, so use is
continual. We wanted to examine some non-addictive combinations of drugs to
treat chronic pain, similar in mechanism to what we had used in post-stroke
treatment (Corbett et al., 2015).  In our study, we used 10 month old Male
Sprague-Dawley rats and performed Spared Nerve Injury to induce chronic
neuropathic pain. We then tested three daily drug treatments against a control
group, beginning the drug treatments on post-surgery day one: 1) Fluoxetine, 
Ibuprofen, Ascorbic Acid, 2) Duloxetine, Meloxicam, Ascorbic Acid 3) No drugs
(control), 4) no drugs and no spared nerve surgery (sham).  In a second series
of tests we administered two groups of drugs one day prior to surgeries: 1) 
generic fluoxetine, ibuprofen and ascorbic acid, or 2) brand name Prozac, 
ibuprofen and ascorbic acid, to determine whether they could break the
transition from acute to chronic pain. We tested mechanical sensitivity using
the Ugo Basile Dynamic Plantar Aesthesiometer (Von Frey filaments) on the
lateral hind paws. This was performed on post-surgery days 7, 15, 30
comparing their response to the response given before the spared nerve
surgery (pre-surgery), for a normalized individual response. Responses below
1 show a hypersensitivity to mechanical pain.  The drug combinations showed a
significant difference from control at different times and showed some different
effects based on drug administration timing.
21 Analysis of ATR kinase function in genotoxin-exposed quiescent human 
cells
Mariyyah Madkhali, Rebekah J. Hutcherson, and Michael G. Kemp
Pharmacology &Toxicology
The ATR protein kinase is activated in response to DNA damage and other 
forms of genotoxic stress caused by both environmental carcinogens and anti-
cancer drugs. However, much of our understanding of ATR kinase function is
limited to proliferating cells in which DNA replication stress is the primary signal
for ATR activation and where the major regulatory targets of ATR signaling are
proteins involved in DNA synthesis and cell cycle progression. Here we have
used HaCaT keratinocytes maintained in a non-replicating, quiescent state in
vitro to examine how cell killing by different genotoxic agents is impacted by cell
growth status and by treatment with small molecule ATR kinase inhibitors. The
genotoxins we examined include commonly used various mutagens and anti-
cancer drugs that inhibit topoisomerase activity or induce base lesions, DNA 
double-strand breaks, or transcription stress. As expected, we find that 





   
   
   
     
 
    












   
   
 
 
   
      
   
   
 
   
    
  
 




    
 
  
      
   
 
 
   
  
    
     
   
 
genotoxins. However, we find that many of these compounds nonetheless lead
the activation of ATR kinase signaling in the quiescent state and to modest but 
negative effects on quiescent cell viability. These results indicate that ATR can
be activated in the absence of canonical replication stress, which implies that 
other, potentially novel modes of ATR kinase activation and function exist in
non-replicating, quiescent cells. Because ATR kinase inhibitors are currently
being tested in clinical trials for use in anti-cancer therapies, this work provides
valuable information on the positive and negative consequences of ATR kinase
inhibition in quiescent or slowly growing cancer cells.
22 Lipin1 Regulates Myoblast Differentiation through the MyoD-Mef2c-HDAC5
Axis
Abdulrahman Jama, Dengtong Huang, Abdullah A. Alshudukhi, Roman Chrast 
and Hongmei Ren
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Myogenesis is synergistically regulated by myogenic regulatory factors (MRFs) 
and myocyte enhancer factor 2 (MEF2). Our previous work in global lipin1-
deficient (fld) mice demonstrated that lipin1 played a novel role in skeletal
muscle (SM) regeneration. The current study aimed to determine the
mechanism by which lipin1 regulates myogenesis. Myogenic factor 5 (Myf5) is
the first of the MRFs to be expressed during mammalian development. We
using cell-type specific Myf5-cre;Lipin1fl/fl conditional knockout (Lipin1Myf5cKO) 
mice unequivocally showed that lipin1 was a major determinant of SM
development. In vitro experiments conducted on lipin1 deficient myoblasts
suggested that lipin1 regulated myoblast differentiation through PKC/ 
deacetylase histone deacetylase 5 (HDAC5)/MEF2c/MyoD mediated pathway. 
Lipin1 deficiency leads to suppression of the activities of protein kinases, PKCμ
and PKCα, as well as inhibition of their downstream target class II HDAC5
nuclear export, and consequently inhibition of MEF2c and MyoD expression in
the SM of Lipin1Myf5cKO mice. Loss of MyoD induced accumulation of Myf5, 
Pax3 and Pax7 expression levels, and increased propensity for self-renewal
rather than progression through the myogenic differentiation. Overall, MyoD and
MEF2c suppression induced by lipin1 deficiency inhibited myoblast 
differentiation in Lipin1Myf5cKO mice. Our findings provide insights into the
signaling circuitry that regulates skeletal muscle development, and have
important implications for developing therapies aimed at improving skeletal
muscle development, repair and regeneration.
23 Transketolase-like 1 inhibition as a therapeutic target for diffuse midline
glioma
Christopher A. Waker, Thomas L. Brown, & Robert M. Lober
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
Diffuse midline glioma, K27M-mutant (DMG) are universally fatal brain tumors. 
The lack of rational therapeutic targets is a critical barrier for improving patient 
survival and quality of life.  The characteristic histone H3 K27M mutation
present in DMG induces aberrant expression of Cancer-Testis (CT) antigens.
There is a growing body of evidence that the CT antigen Transketolase-like 1
(TKTL1) supports the cellular proliferation and metastatic potential of some
tumor types, with an association to higher grade and worse survival. 
Functionally, TKTL1 may drive aerobic glycolysis to support rapid cellular 






     
    





   
    
   
      
  
      
  
   
  
   
 
  
   
  
    
  
    
    
    
  




   
  
  
   
   
    
  
 
   
      
    
 
   
   
     
    
 
  
synthesis of nucleotides and fatty acids.  Our preliminary work has identified
mRNA expression of TKTL1 in a majority of primary DMG samples and TKTL1
protein expression in autopsy-derived DMG cell cultures. However, its role in
DMG tumorigenesis is not yet understood. We hypothesize that TKTL1
inhibition decreases DMG tumorigenesis and aerobic glycolysis. To test our 
hypothesis, we will inhibit TKTL1 expression via lentiviral Tet-induced shRNA 
(EZ-Tet-pLKO-Blast) or irreversibly block TKTL1 using the pharmacological
inhibitor, oxythiamine, in two well-characterized in vitro models of DMG: SU-
DIPG-IV and SF8628. We will assess tumorigenicity through measurement of 
DMG proliferative rate using trypan blue exclusion, in addition to tumor colony
formation using the soft agar assay.  Also, we will determine chemotherapy
sensitization through quantification of drug-induced proliferation rate, EC50, and
staining for markers of apoptosis and necrosis. Finally, we will identify the
DMG metabolic profile using extracellular flux analysis to measure glycolytic
and mitochondrial respiratory function. We anticipate that TKTL1 inhibition will
decrease tumorigenic potential and increase the sensitivity of DMG to
chemotherapy because biosynthetic precursor production is necessary to
sustain tumor cell proliferation. The work could provide evidence for a druggable
target in DMG involved in tumorigenic potential and response to chemotherapy.
24 Creatine Protects Fibroblasts From Stress Induced Senescence
Avinash S Mahajan, Michael G Kemp, Christine M Rapp, Jeffrey B Travers
Pharmacology &Toxicology
Dermal fibroblasts provide structural support to the skin by producing collagen
beneath the epidermis. Fibroblasts also produce insulin like growth factor-1 
(IGF-1), which binds to IGF-1 receptors (IGF-1Rs) on keratinocytes to activate
signaling pathways that regulate cell proliferation and cellular responses to
genotoxic stressors like ultraviolet B radiation found in sunlight. Our group has
determined that the lack of IGF-1 expression due to fibroblast senescence in the
dermis of geriatric individuals is correlated with an increased incidence of skin
cancer in geriatric patients. The present studies were designed to test the
hypothesis that pro-energetics like creatine can protect fibroblasts against 
senescence. To that end, we used an experimental model of senescence in
which primary human fibroblasts are treated with hydrogen peroxide in vitro,
with senescence measured by staining for beta- galactosidase activity (+beta-
gal). Our studies indicate that pretreatment with creatine protects human
fibroblasts from H2O2-induced senescence. These studies suggest a potential
strategy for protecting fibroblasts in geriatric skin from undergoing stress-
induced senescence, which may maintain IGF-1 levels and limit mutagenesis
and carcinogenesis in epidermal keratinocytes.
25 The F-box protein FBXL16 regulates the stability of c-myc oncoprotein
Marion Morel and Weiwen Long
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
F-box proteins are major components of the SCF (SKP1-CUL1-F-box) E3
ubiquitin ligases as they are responsible for substrate recognition. In this
complex, F-box proteins bind to SKP1 through the F-box motif to bring the
ubiquitination machinery and mediate protein ubiquitination of the substrates. 
So far, 69 F-box proteins are identified in humans, and they fall into 3 families
depending on their substrate recognition domains: FBXLs (Leucine-Rich




    
   
  
   
 
   
   
 
    
   
 
   
 
 
    
   
      
   
  
   




     
   
  
  
   
   
  
    
   
   
    
     





   
   
  
   
   
   
    
is a poorly studied F-box protein which consists of an N-terminal Proline-rich
domain, an F-box motif and a C-terminal domain of Leucine-rich repeats. 
FBXL16 was first identified as a transcriptional target of E2F1 (Sato et al, 2010) 
and was then showed as a binding partner of PP2A (Protein Phosphatase 2A) 
and as a regulator of its phosphatase activity (Honarpour et al, 2014). 
Interestingly, FBXL16 was shown to be overexpressed in a number of cancers, 
particularly invasive breast carcinoma (Oncomine) indicating that FBXL16 may
play important roles in cancers. In this study, by both knockdown and
overexpression experiments, we found that FBXL16 promotes cancer cell
migration. To our surprise, we observed that knockdown of FBXL16 in cancer 
cells resulted in a strong decrease of c-myc protein level. Importantly, we also
found that FBXL16 binds to and stabilizes c-myc protein. Mechanistically, 
FBXL16 overexpression decreased c-myc protein ubiquitination. Taken
together, our study demonstrates a positive role of FBXL16 in regulating c-myc
protein stability by inhibiting its ubiquitination.
26 Oxygen-Sensing by the Carotid Body: The Thermal Micro-Domain Theory
Ryan J. Rakoczy, M.S. & Christopher N. Wyatt, PhD
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
The carotid bodies (CB) are peripheral chemoreceptors that detect changes in
arterial oxygenation and, via afferent inputs to the brainstem, correct the pattern
of breathing to regain blood gas homeostasis. Detection of a hypoxic stimulus
causes closure of potassium channels and subsequent cellular depolarization; 
however, the precise mechanism used by the oxygen-sensitive CB Type I cell to
detect hypoxia has resisted a satisfying theory of explanation (Rakoczy & Wyatt, 
2018). Recently, an oxygen-sensing micro-domain has been described by
several groups whereby a large CB Type I cell nucleus confines a dense
mitochondrial population to a fine cytosolic ribbon directly under the cellular 
membrane. Furthermore, it has also been demonstrated in several cell types
that mitochondrial thermogenesis, during peak oxidative phosphorylation, can
be measured using a new thermo-fluorophore. 
Through an interplay between mitochondrial thermogenesis and heat-sensitive
ion channels, it is hypothesized that the lack of oxygen experienced by a cell
during hypoxia slows oxidative phosphorylation, thus lowering mitochondrial
thermogenesis. This heat reduction may then be sensed by heat-sensitive
channels that close causing Type I cellular depolarization and ultimately
correction of breathing. As the mitochondria serve as the oxygen-sensor 
producing a thermal signal that interacts with heat-sensitive ion channels, this
theory may underpin the mechanism by which the CB Type I cell detects low
oxygen levels. Future experiments will measure CB Type I cell mitochondrial
thermogenesis under varying oxygen tensions, identify the channels co-
localizing to the oxygen-sensing micro-domain, and determine if these channels
conductance properties vary with temperature.
27 Alternative Non-invasive Insulin Delivery for Management of Diabetes
Abeer Najjar, Khalid M. Elased
Pharmacology &Toxicology
The prevalence of diabetes is increasing worldwide. Many of type 2 diabetic
patients and all type 1 diabetic individuals require insulin for the management of 
hyperglycemia. Insulin syringe and pumps were modernized for minimal








   






     
    
     







    
 
     
   
   
   
 
   
   
    
 









    
 
      
  
  
    
 
     
to embrace multiple insulin injections, due to concern of needle phobia, 
lipodystrophy, and hypoglycemia. Therefore, minimally invasive alternatives
delivery for insulin is desirable. Administration of insulin to the lungs was the
first reported novel approach to deliver insulin. In 2006 Exubera®, was the first
inhaled insulin approved by the FDA. However, in 2007 it was withdrawn due to
poor sale and failure to gain acceptance from patient and physicians. The
innovation for inhaled insulin continued, in 2014 Afrezza was approved by the
FDA. Afrezza indicated as combination therapy for T1DM and T2DM together 
with long-acting insulin. Afrezza is a powder ultra-rapid acting insulin with fast 
absorbance and elimination rate that leads to reduce the incidence of 
hypoglycemia. This may improve patient satisfaction and acceptability of this
therapy. However, there is a black box warning of acute bronchospasm risks. 
Afrezza is contraindicated in chronic pulmonary disease situation such as
asthma or COPD. The aim of the study is to give an updated overview of the
effectiveness and safety of inhaled insulin profile based on key and recent
clinical trials and find if there is any evidence of pulmonary function safety
issues that would be a concern for the use of Afrezza. Additionally, the study
reviews some of the different insulin technology that is under investigation. This
includes oral, buccal, peritoneal and transdermal delivery of insulin. In
conclusion, alternative routes of administration of insulin could improve a
patient’s quality of life and compliance.
28 Phosphatidic acid binds to ERK3 and stimulates phosphorylation of ERK3 
activation loop
Amanda Myers, Hitham Aldharee, Shimpi Bedi and Weiwen Long Biochemistry
& Molecular Biology
Protein kinases modulate the activity of other proteins through phosphorylation
and themselves are often regulated by phosphorylation of their activation loop. 
Extracellular signal-Regulated Kinase 3 (ERK3) is an atypical member of the
ERK family of Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinases (MAPK), with a Ser-Glu-Gly
(SEG) motif in its activation loop rather than the canonical Thr-Xaa-Tyr (TXY) 
motif of ERK1/2. Activation loop phosphorylation of ERK3 is not regulated by
the signals known to activate ERK1/2, such as mitogenic growth factors. The
cellular stimuli activating ERK3 kinase are virtually unknown. Some kinases,
including mTOR and p21 activated kinase 1 and 2 (PAK1/2), are stimulated by
binding to certain phospho-lipid signaling molecules, such as phosphatidic acids
(PA). Here, we show ERK3 binds to specific phospholipids in vitro, and the C-
terminal domain may be important for this interaction. In addition, ERK3 can
localize to the cell membrane. Further, phosphatidic acid stimulated
phosphorylation of the activation loop in ERK3. Together, these results suggest 
that ERK3 kinase activity might be upregulated by specific phosphatidic acid
species in cells.
29 A molecular switch: Kv2.1 currents maintain or suppress repetitive firing 
in motoneurons
Shannon H. Romer, Adam S. Deardorff, Robert E.W. Fyffe
Neurology
Kv2.1 is a widely expressed delayed rectifier channel that in lumbar 
motoneurons (MNs) is clustered as a component of a highly regulated signaling
ensemble at specific synaptic inputs. The clustering properties of Kv2.1 are








   
  
   
 
     
  








    
   
   
     
   
  
   
    
    
  
   
    
  
    
  
 
   
   
   
  
   
   
  
   
  





     
     
     
properties in other neuronal cell types.  To determine the contribution that Kv2.1
clustering has on MN firing properties, the inhibitor Stromatoxin (STX) was used
to block Kv2 currents in whole-cell current clamp recordings of rat lumbar MNs
under normal conditions and after activity-induced changes in Kv2.1 clustering. 
The results reveal that Kv2 currents maintain MN repetitive firing properties and
membrane excitability, and may relieve Na+ channel inactivation by
hyperpolarizing the interspike interval (ISI). Conversely, in the presence of
prolonged 10μM glutamate treatment, increased outward current through Kv2.1
channels homeostatically reduces firing rates. These results are consistent with
the notion that differential modulation of Kv2.1 channel kinetics allows these
channels to act in a variable way across a spectrum of MN activity states. 
30 Effects of Angiotensin II Type 1 A Receptor (AT1aR) on renal and urinary 
biomarkers of acute kidney injury in Two-kidney One Clip model of 
Renovascular Hypertension.
Anhar Hosawi, Sanjeev Dhakal, Laale Alawi, Harshal Sawant, Unmesha
Thanekar, Nadja Grobe, Khalid M. Elased
Pharmacology &Toxicology
Renin angiotensin system (RAS) plays a key role in the pathogenesis and
progression of hypertension and renal injury. Angiotensin-II (Ang-II) type 1
receptor (AT1R) mediates the action of Ang-II to increase blood pressure, fluid
retention and aldosterone secretion. Ang-II is involved in cell injury, vascular 
remodeling and inflammation. These effects could be counteracted through its
catabolism into vasodilator peptide, Ang (1-7) by angiotensin converting enzyme
2 (ACE2) and/or neprilysin (NEP). Our previous studies demonstrated urinary
shedding of renal ACE2 and NEP in the db/db diabetic mice which could act as
biomarker for diabetic kidney disease (DKD). The aim of the study is to test the
hypothesis that there is increased urinary ACE2 and NEP shedding in the two-
kidney one clip (2K1C) model of renovascular hypertension. Further, we
investigated the effects of deleting AT1aR on these RAS components and on
kidney injury molecule-1 (KIM-1). Renovascular hypertension was induced in
AT1aR knock out (AT1aKO) and WT mice by 2K1C surgery. Blood pressure
(BP) measurements by radio-telemetry revealed significant increase in 2K1C 
mice (p<0.001 vs. sham). Deleting AT1aR significantly decreased BP in 2K1C 
mice compared to 2K1C WT mice (p<0.001). Renal expression of ACE2 and
NEP were significantly decreased in the clipped kidney of WT and AT1aKO
group (p<0.05). In contrast to diabetes, there was no detectable urinary ACE2
and NEP expression and activity in 2K1C mice. However, urinary KIM-1 
expression was increased in 2K1C mice. Although deleting AT1aR attenuated
albuminuria and hypertension, it did not alter urinary KIM-1 expression. These
results suggest that the decreased renal NEP and ACE2 in the clipped kidney of 
2K1C model may worsen kidney injury via impaired Ang (1-7) formation. In
conclusion, urinary KIM-1 could serve as an early indicator of non-diabetic acute
kidney injury. Urinary ACE2 and NEP could be used as biomarkers of DKD.
31 ERK3 interacts with DGKζ and may Alter its Subcellular Localization 
through the C34 Domain of ERK3
Katherine Popp, Amanda Myers, Weiwen Long
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Extracellular regulated kinase 3 (ERK3) is an atypical mitogen activated protein




     
   
   
 
    
   
  
  
   
   
  
   
 
   
  
  
    
  













   





     
    
   
  
 
      






kinase targets are largely unknown, ERK3 has shown to promote migration and
invasiveness of many types of cancer cells. To identify potential kinase
substrates, a yeast two hybrid (Y2H) assay was performed by which
diacylglycerol kinase zeta (DGKζ) was identified as one of the preys baited by
ERK3. DGKζ is a membrane associated lipid kinase that is responsible for 
phosphorylating diacylglycerol (DAG) to phosphatidic acid (PA) and, effectively
terminates DAG signaling. In the present work, the interaction between ERK3
and DGKζ was validated and further characterized. To confirm the outcome of
the Y2H assay, first, ERK3 protein complex in cancer cells was
immunoprecipitated using an anti-ERK3 antibody, followed by Western blotting
analysis. Importantly, DGKζ was found to be co-immunoprecipitated (co-IP) with
ERK3, substantiating the interaction between these two proteins. Further co-IP 
experiments revealed that the C34 domain, unique to ERK3 and some other 
atypical MAPKs, important for interacting with DGKζ. Co-immunofluorescence
was then done to assess the localization of the two proteins in cancer cells. We
have found that ERK3 and DGKz co-localize in the cell, providing further 
evidence of their interaction. Interestingly, overexpression of the C34 domain of 
ERK3 greatly enhances the localization of DGKζ to the cytoplasm and plasma
membrane. Taken together, these data suggest that ERK3 interacts with DGKζ 
and may alter the latter’s subcellular localization through its C34 domain.
32 The Effects of Dexamethasone on Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine Glioma
Sensitivity Toward Panobinostat
Collin J. Vinson, Christopher A. Waker, Chanel Keoni, Robert M. Lober 
Neurology
The standard of care for reducing intracranial pressure resulting from cerebral
edema in brain tumor patients is the use of glucocorticoid treatment [Jha, 2003].
Dexamethasone (DEX) is a well-studied glucocorticoid that is regularly used in
clinical practice.  However, the effects of DEX on the growth response of diffuse
intrinsic pontine glioma (DIPG) in vitro, has yet to be well defined. Additionally, it
is still unknown whether the sensitivity of DIPG toward potential
chemotherapeutic compounds, such as Panobinostat, is altered when treated
with glucocorticoids prior to chemotherapy. These questions have yet to be
addressed, as obtaining DIPG samples for testing is difficult. DIPG exhibits a
lack of response toward potential chemotherapeutics, resulting in the use of 
radiotherapy as the primary means of treatment [Hargrave et al. 2006]. 
Panobinostat (PANO), a potent histone deacetylase inhibitor has recently
displayed therapeutic efficacy against DIPG with H3K27M mutations in both in
vitro and in vivo mouse models [Grasso CS et al., 2015]. PANO has been
shown to reduce the initial growth rate of DIPG and induce apoptosis, 
suggesting the use of PANO as a potential chemotherapeutic agent [Grasso CS 
et al., 2015]. We show that DEX alters the sensitivity of DIPG cells, treated with
varying concentrations of PANO, shown utilizing Trypan Blue exclusion. This
study also presents a look at our future direction of study, examining the effect 





        
    
   
 




   
  










   
 
   
   
  
    
    
   
    
   
      
 
 
   
   
   
   




   
  
 
   





Exercise enhanced the function of endothelial progenitor cell-derived 
exosomes on protecting neurons against hypoxia/reoxygenation insult
Jinju Wang, Shuzhen Chen, Ji C. Bihl
Pharmacology & Toxicology
Our recent study has revealed that exercise upregulates the levels of miR-126 
in circulating endothelial progenitor cell-derived exosomes (EPC-EXs), 
accompanying with enhanced protective function on ECs. Whether exercise can
regulate the function of EPC-EXs on protecting neurons against 
hypoxia/reoxygenation (H/R) injury is unclear. Here, we isolated the circulating
EPC-EXs from exercise mice (10 m/min) and investigated their role in neurons
subjected to H/R. Mouse neurons cultured in hypoxia condition for 6 hr followed
by 24 hr reoxygenation and were treated with EPC-EXs (4 x 107 EPC-EXs/ml) 
isolated from exercise (EPC-EXE) or sedentary mice (EPC-EXs). For 
mechanism study, N2a cells were transfected with miR-126 inhibitor or pre-
treated with PI3k inhibitor (LY294002). After 24 hr treatment, apoptosis and
axon growth ability of N2a cells were determined. The growth factors (VEGF 
and BDNF), miR-126 level and its downstream signal gene (Akt) were
measured. We found: 1) H/R insult induced decrease of VEGF and BDNF 
secretion as well as axon growth ability, increase of apoptosis of N2a cells; 2)
EPC-EXS treatment raised miR-126 level and rescued N2a cells from H/R-
induced injury, with better effect elicited by EPC-EXE. 3) EPC-EXE had better 
effect than EPC-EXS on activating the PI3k/Akt signal pathway, which was
significantly reduced by miR-126 and PI3k inhibitors. Altogether, exercise
boosts the effects of EPC-EXs on protecting neurons against H/R insult through
activating the miR-126/PI3k/Akt signal pathway. 
Bioactivity of food melanoidins is mediated by gut microbiota
Sumudu Rajakaruna, Sergio Pérez-Burillo, Silvia Pastoriza, Oleg Paliy & José
Ángel Rufián-Henares
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Melanoidins are an important component of the human diet (average
consumption 10g/day), which escape gastrointestinal digestion and are
fermented by the gut microbiota. Melanoidins from different food sources
(coffee, bread, beer, balsamic vinegar, sweet wine, biscuit, chocolate, and
breakfast cereals) were submitted to an in vitro digestion and fermentation
process, and their bioactivity was assessed. Some melanoidins were
extensively used by gut microbes, increasing production of short chain fatty
acids and favoring growth of beneficial Bifidobacterium and Faecalibacterium
members. Quantification of individual phenolic compounds after in vitro
fermentation allowed their identification as microbial metabolites or phenolics
released from the melanoidin backbone. Additionally, the antioxidant capacity of 
melanoidins was also affected by gut microbiota fermentation.
Glutathione Reductase Promotes Fungal Clearance and Suppresses
Inflammation during Systemic Candida albicans Infection
Victoria Y. Kim, Jinhui Li, Abel Batty, Sara A. Crowell, Yi, Jin, Jian Zhang, Leif 
D. Nelin and Yusen Liu
Immunology
We have previously shown that glutathione reductase (Gsr) facilitates neutrophil
bactericidal activities and is pivotal for host defense against bacterial






     
     
     
  
    
 
    
    
  
    
     
   
  
 
   
  
 
   




   
  
  
   
    
    
    







   
    
   








against fungal pathogens.  It is also unclear whether Gsr plays a role in
immunological functions outside of neutrophils during immune defense.  In this
study, we report findings of markedly increased susceptibility of Gsr–/– mice to
C. albicans challenge.  Upon infection by C. albicans, Gsr–/– mice displayed
dramatically increased fungal burden in the kidneys, cytokine and chemokine
storm, striking neutrophil infiltration and histological abnormalities in both the
kidneys and hearts, and substantially elevated mortality. Large fungal foci
surrounded by massive numbers of neutrophils were detected outside of
glomerulus in the kidneys of Gsr-/- mice but were not found in wildtype mice.
Examination of the neutrophils and macrophages of Gsr–/– mice also revealed
several defects, including compromised phagocytosis, attenuated respiratory
burst, and impaired fungicidal activity in Gsr-/- neutrophils in vitro.  Moreover, 
upon C. albicans stimulation, Gsr-/- macrophages produced increased levels of 
inflammatory cytokines and exhibited elevated p38 and JNK activities, at least in
part due to lower mitogen-activated protein kinase phosphatase (Mkp)-1 activity
and greater Syk activity.  Thus, Gsr-mediated redox regulation is crucial for 
fungal clearance by neutrophils and the proper control of the inflammatory
response by macrophages during host defense against fungal challenge.
36 A tel2 mutation that destabilizes the Tel2-Tti1-Tti2 complex eliminates
Rad3ATR kinase signaling in the DNA replication checkpoint and leads to
telomere shortening in fission yeast
Yong-jie Xu, Saman Khan, Adam C. Didier, Michal Wozniak, Yufeng Liu, 
Amanpreet Singh, and Toru M. Nakamura
Pharmacology & Toxicology
In response to perturbed DNA replication, ATR (ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3-
related) kinase is activated to initiate the checkpoint signaling necessary for 
maintaining genome integrity and cell survival. To better understand the
signaling mechanism, we carried out a large-scale genetic screen in fission
yeast looking for mutants with enhanced sensitivity to hydroxyurea. From a
collection of ~370 primary mutants, we found a few mutants in which Rad3
(ATR ortholog)-mediated phospho-signaling was significantly compromised. 
One such mutant carried an uncharacterized mutation in tel2, a gene encoding
an essential and highly conserved eukaryotic protein. Previous studies in
various biological models have shown that Tel2 mainly functions in Tel2-Tti1-
Tti2 (TTT) complex that regulates the steady-state levels of all
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase-like protein kinases (PIKKs), including ATR. We
show here that although the levels of Rad3 and Rad3-mediated phospho-
signaling in DNA damage checkpoint were moderately reduced in the tel2
mutant, the phospho-signaling in DNA replication checkpoint was almost 
completely eliminated. In addition, the tel2 mutation caused telomere
shortening. Since the interactions of Tel2 with Tti1 and Tti2 were significantly
weakened by the mutation, destabilization of the TTT complex likely contributes




   
  
  
    
 






    
 
  
   
      
  
  
   
   
   
   
 
 
   
  
   











    
   
      
  
   
    
   
  
   
   
   
 
  
37 p63 Signatures in the Pathogenesis of Barrett’s Esophagus
Nikhil Reddy, Michael Craig, Mumtaz Sajjad, Sangeeta Agrawal, Madhavi P.
Kadakia
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Background: 
Esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) represents a major form of histological
esophageal cancer. It is believed that EAC develops from chronic
gastroesophageal reflux irritating the esophagus. The pathological progression
of EAC consists of reflux esophagitis (GERD) leading to Barrett’s esophagus
(BE), and eventually adenocarcinoma. As a premalignant precursor for EAC, BE
is associated with a 30-125 fold increase in risk for developing EAC. 
Accordingly, detection of EAC at early stages of progression is crucial. 
Currently, BE patients are monitored by endoscopy, but a less-invasive, cost-
effective alternative would be preferable.
p63 is a transcription factor known to regulate cell proliferation and
differentiation. When exposed to the stressful conditions of acid reflux in the
esophagus, p63 expression is reduced. Under these conditions, a glandular 
pattern develops and persists which is consistent with the timeline of EAC 
progression. This downregulation of p63 and subsequent metaplasia of 
esophageal tissue may signify an early event in the timeline of the BE and EAC. 
By examining relative p63 levels in patient samples, we hope to determine if 
p63 represents a potential early patient serum biomarker of progression to EAC. 
Methods:
Archived de-identified formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues were
obtained from 15 normal, 16 GERD/BE and 15 BE with LGD/ BE with HGD/EAC 
subjects to perform validation studies using qRT-PCR. Total RNA were isolated
from 25µm FFPE tissue sections following manufacturer protocols. Real-time
PCR analysis was performed using a QuantStudio7 sequence detection system
using TaqMan Universal Master Mix II (No UNG) and gene-specific assays on
demand for p63. Raw CT values were normalized to endogenous GAPDH. 
Relative expression is presented as 2-ΔCT.
Results:
In accordance with our preliminary study hypothesis, p63 levels decreased with
disease progression from normal to EAC. As a result, p63 may represent a
novel serum biomarker for early detection of EAC.
38 Lipin1 deficiency leads to myopathy
Sandhya Ramani Sattiraju, Rebecca R Reese, Abdullah A. Alshudukhi, 
Abdulrahman Jama, Elise M Hill, Hongmei Ren Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Lipin1 deficiency is associated with massive rhabdomyolysis episodes in early
life. Lipin1 is a phosphatidic acid (PA) phosphatase (PAP) that catalyzes the
conversion of PA to diacylglycerol (DAG), a critical step in the synthesis of
glycerophospholipids. Our recent study showed that loss of lipin1 leads to
myopathy, but the molecular mechanism underlying the adverse muscle effect
is unknown. In this study, we utilized muscle-specific lipin1-deficient
(lipin1Myf5cKO) mice to elucidate the effects of lipin1 deficiency on muscle
degeneration. We found that lipin1 deficiency induced significantly increased
pro-apoptotic Bcl-2–associated X protein (Bax) and Bcl-2 antagonist/killer (Bak),




    
     
   
  
     
      
  
  
   
  
   
 
      
 
   
    
 
    
   
 
   
  
  
   
 
     
   





   






     
   
 
 
   
 
    
 
    
    
     
    
positive myonuclei in skeletal muscle from lipin1Myf5cKO mice, indicating
enhanced apoptotic signaling. Moreover, lipin1 deficient skeletal muscle also
showed increased protein expression of receptor-interacting serine/threonine-
protein kinase 3 (Ripk3) and mixed-lineage kinase-domain-like pseudokinase
(Mlkl), suggesting increased necrotic cell death. We further observed elevated
IgG positive myofibers and Evans blue dye (EBD) positive myofibers in lipin1
defiency muscles, indicating loss of fiber integrity and increased muscle
damage. Future studies should investigate how lipin1 deficiency can
compromise myofiber integrity and cause repeated muscle damage. Overall, 
our studies provides critical insights into the mechanistic basis by which lipin1
deficiency leads to skeletal myopathy.
39 The F-Box protein FBXL16 inhibits SCF-E3 ligase activity and upregulates
ERα Signaling in breast Cancer
Krushangi Shah, Marion Morel, Weiwen Long
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
F-box proteins are major components of the SCF (SKP1-CUL1-F-box) E3
ubiquitin ligases as they are responsible for substrate recognition. In this
complex, F-box proteins bind to SKP1 through the F-box motif to mediate
protein ubiquitination of the substrates. Out of sixty-nine known F-box proteins, 
FBXL16, which was shown to be a transcriptional target of E2F1, is a poorly
studied F-box protein. We have found that in contrast to many other F-Box
proteins known to form a SCF-E3 ligase complex for degrading their substrates, 
FBXL16 stabilizes proteins targeted by SCF-E3 ligases, such as steroid
receptor coactivator 3 (SRC-3), estrogen receptor alpha (ERα) and c-myc. In
consistent with its role in stabilizing these oncogenic proteins, FBXL16 is highly
upregulated in invasive ductal and invasive lobular breast tumors, and its
upregulation indicates poor patient survival. Besides, FBXL16 expression has
strong positive correlation with ER status, implying that FBXL16 may play
important roles in ER signaling and breast cancer progression. Mutations in
ERα, dysregulation of ERα co-regulators and/or alterations of other signaling
pathways are thought to make ERα signaling ligand-independent and lead to
drug resistance and advanced disease progression. Identifying co-regulators
which enable ERα to be activated in a ligand-independent manner will help in
discovering new drug targets for circumventing endocrine therapy resistance. 
We show that silencing FBXL16 greatly reduced transcript levels of ERα and its
target genes and inhibited breast cancer cell growth and migration. 
Mechanically, FBXL16 increases ERα transcription and protein stability and
greatly increases the protein level of SRC-3 coactivator to promote cell growth
and migration. Taken together, our study reveals FBXL16 as a unique negative
regulator of SCF-E3 ligases and a novel co-activator for ERα signaling in
promoting breast cancer cell growth and invasiveness. Further investigation is
being carried out to identify the roles of FBXL16 in endocrine therapy resistance
and metastatic progression of breast cancer.
40 ERK3 negatively regulates IL-6/STAT3 signaling via SOCS3 in cancer 
cells
Astha Shakya, Minyi Chen, Michael Markey and Weiwen Long.
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Extracellular signal-regulated kinase 3 (ERK3) is an atypical mitogen activated








   
      
 
    
      
   
 
 












    
    
  
     
  
   
   
   
 
















cancer, breast cancer and melanoma. It has a single Ser-Glu-Gly (SEG) 
phospho-acceptor motif in its activation loop, instead of the Thr-Xaa-Tyr (TXY) 
motif conserved in the classical MAPKs. Moreover, compared to the
conventional MAPKs, much less is known about the targets of ERK3 signaling. 
Hence, to elucidate the ERK3-regulated genes and pathways, we performed
gene microarray analyses of both A549 lung cancer cells and A375 melanoma
cells after treatment with either a siRNA specifically targeting ERK3 or a non-
targeting control siRNA. Interestingly, IL-6 target genes were found to be highly
upregulated upon ERK3 knockdown. Interleukin-6 (IL-6) is a pleiotropic cytokine
which signals via the JAK/STAT3 pathway. Phosphorylation of STAT3 at 
Tyrosine 705 (Y705) by JAK activates STAT3 in response to IL-6 stimulation. IL-
6 signaling is negatively regulated by a feedback inhibitor SOCS3 (Suppressor 
of cytokine signaling 3), which binds to and inhibits JAK kinase activity. 
Interestingly, we noted that ERK3 interacts with SOCS3 from a published Yeast-
two-hybrid screening. We validated the interaction between ERK3 and SOCS3 
by co-immunoprecipitation assay. In addition, we found that ERK3 
downregulates the phosphorylation of STAT3 at Y705. In line with its negative
regulation of oncogenic STAT3 activity, ERK3 inhibits melanoma cell growth, 
migration/invasion and colony formation in soft agar. Taken together, we have
revealed a novel role for ERK3 in suppressing IL-6/STAT3 signaling via SOCS3 
in cancer cells.
41 TIP60 upregulates ΔNp63α to promote cell proliferation and G2/M
progression
Andrew J. Stacy, Jin Zhang, Akshay Hira, Michael P. Craig, and Madhavi P.
Kadakia
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
An estimated 5.4 million cases of non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) are
reported in the U.S. at an associated cost of $4.8 billion. ΔNp63α, a proto-
oncogene in the p53 family of transcription factors, is overexpressed in
squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and associated with poor prognosis and
survival. ΔNp63α elicits its tumorigenic effects, in part, by promoting cellular
proliferation and cell survival. Despite its importance to SCC, the upstream
regulation of ΔNp63α is poorly understood.  In this study, we identify TIP60 as a
novel upstream regulator of ΔNp63α.  Using a combination of overexpression, 
silencing, and stable expression approaches in multiple cell lines, we showed
that TIP60 upregulates ΔNp63α expression.  Utilizing a pharmacological
inhibitor and cycloheximide treatment, we showed that TIP60 catalytic activity is
required for stabilization of ΔNp63α protein levels. We further showed that 
TIP60 inhibits ΔNp63α ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation by
immunoprecipitation of ubiquitinated ΔNp63α with and without TIP60
overexpression. Stabilization of the ΔNp63α protein was further associated with
TIP60-mediated acetylation. Finally, we demonstrated that TIP60-mediated
regulation of ΔNp63α increases cellular proliferation by promoting G2/M
progression by performing MTS assays and flow cytometry. Taken together, 
our findings provide evidence that TIP60 may contribute to SCC progression by







    
  
   
 
    
  
    
    
  
 
    
  
   
 









      
  
 
   
  
     
    
  
  
     
   
  
   
    
     
    
     
     
   
 
 
   
   
  
   
42 ΔNp63α suppresses cell invasion by modulating Rac1 activity
Amjad A. Aljagthmi, Natasha T. Hill, Mariana Cooke, Marcelo G. Kazanietz, 
Martín C. Abba, Weiwen Long, Madhavi P. Kadakia
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
ΔNp63α, a member of the p53 family of transcription factors, is overexpressed
in a number of cancers and plays a role in proliferation, differentiation, migration
and invasion. ΔNp63α has been shown to regulate several microRNAs that are
involved in development and cancer. We identified miRNA miR-320a as a
positively regulated target of ΔNp63α. Previous studies have shown that miR-
320a is downregulated in colorectal cancer and targets the small GTPase Rac1, 
leading to a reduction in non-canonical WNT signaling and EMT, thereby
inhibiting tumor metastasis and invasion. We showed that miR-320a is a direct 
target of ΔNp63α. Knockdown of ΔNp63α in HaCaT and A431 cells
downregulates miR-320a levels and leads to a corresponding elevation in PKCγ
transcript and protein levels. Rac1 phosphorylation at Ser71 was increased in
the absence of ΔNp63α, whereas overexpression of ΔNp63α reversed S71
phosphorylation of Rac1. Moreover, increased PKCγ levels, Rac1
phosphorylation and cell invasion observed upon knockdown of ΔNp63α was
reversed by either overexpressing miR-320a mimic or Rac1 silencing. Finally, 
silencing PKCγ or treatment with the PKC inhibitor Gö6976 reversed increased
Rac1 phosphorylation and cell invasion observed upon silencing ΔNp63α. 
Taken together, our data suggest that ΔNp63α positively regulates miR-320a, 
thereby inhibiting PKCγ expression, Rac1 phosphorylation, and cancer invasion. 
43 Fractional thermolysis for forearm actinic keratosis: six month follow up 
comparison of untreated arm
Roy Chen, Jeffrey Wargo, Amy Williams, Elizabeth Cates, Dan Spandau, 
Christina Knisely, Jeffrey Travers
Dermatology
Actinic keratosis (AK) are precancerous lesions associated with chronic
ultraviolet light exposure and increased age. Our lab has found evidence that 
keratinocyte response to UVB radiation has been found to be dependent on the
activation of IGF-1 receptor. However, with age, the skin loses its ability to
synthesize IGF-1, causing progression to nonmelanoma skin cancer (NMSC). 
Skin wounding like fractionated laser resurfacing (FLR) is now being researched
as a potential treatment for  AKs to prevent NMSC. The wounding process is
able reduce the number of senescent fibroblasts in the skin as well as increase
the number of replicating fibroblasts. Newly synthesized fibroblasts have
increased expression of IGF-1 which is able to correct the underlying deficiency. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the long term effects of FLR on
treatment and prevention of AKs. 35 participants >65 years old were treated and
followed at both 3 and 6 months. When comparing the baseline to 6 month
status of the treated arm, the ratio of AKs between arms went from 1.17 to .33
(ratio of treated arm to untreated arm). At both the 3 and 6 month follow up, the
difference between arms was statistically significant (p<.001) with average AKs
on the FLR-treated arm dropping from 7 AKs to 2 AKs. When comparing the
treated and untreated arms, the differences were also statistically significant 
(p<.001). We hypothesized that FLR induced damage would be beneficial in
preventing incidence of new AKs. Further follow up is being conducted with this









   
  
   
  







     
 
  
    
 
     
    
  
   
  
       
   
 
    
  
44 Refusal of Care in the Emergency Department Setting: Patient 
Perspectives
Catherine A. Marco, MD, Morgan Bryant, BS, Brock Landrum, BS, Brenden
Drerup, BS, Mitchell Weeman, BS
Emergency Medicine
Objective: ED patients may refuse any aspect of medical care.  They may leave
prior to physician evaluation, elope during treatment, or leave against medical
advice during treatment.  This study was undertaken to identify patient 
perspectives and reasons for refusal of care. 
Methods: This prospective study was conducted at an urban Level 1 Trauma
Center.  This study examined ED patients who left without being seen (LWBS), 
eloped during treatment, or left against medical advice during July to December 
2018.  This project included both retrospective chart review and a prospective
patient survey. 
Results: A total of 298 patients were enrolled (138 males, 160 females). 
Ethnicity included patients who were White (61%), African American (36%), and
other.  Thirty-eight percent (113/298) of patients left against medical advice, 
23% (70/298) eloped, and 39% (115/298) left without being seen by a provider. 
When compared to the ED population, patients who refused care were
significantly younger than the control sample (p < 0.001).  They had significantly
fewer level 1 & 2 triage (p<0.001), similar level 3 (p=0.15), and more level 4 & 5
(p<0.001). When comparing by groups, patients who left AMA were significantly
older than both of the other those who eloped or left without being seen (p <
0.001). Among 68 patients who consented to telephone interviews, the
primary reason for refusal of care was wait time (23%), followed by unmet 
expectations (23%), negative interaction with ED staff (15%) (Table 1). 
Conclusion: ED patients who refused care were significantly younger and lower 
triage level than controls.  Common reasons cited by patients for refusal of care







   
    
  















   





    
    
  
  
45 MDM4 Alternative Splicing in Melanoma
Abdullah Alatawi, Michael Markey Ph.D.
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Melanoma is a serious form of skin cancer that begins in cells known as
melanocytes. While it is less common than basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and
squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), melanoma is far more dangerous because of 
its ability to spread to other organs more rapidly if it not treated at an early
stage.
In melanoma, WT p53 is found inactivated in some way in approximately 90% of 
cases.
The purpose of this research is to investigate the expression of the gene MDM4
in melanoma. MDM4 is an important negative regulator of the tumor suppressor 
p53. 
MDM4 is considered a promising therapeutic target in melanoma, especially
because it is overexpressed in 65% of cases
However, no study has thus far determined what actual splice variants of MDM4
are expressed in melanoma. Because different variants contain different exons, 
splicing of MDM4 in melanoma will be important to consider in designing
molecules targeted to the MDM4 protein.
46 A Diagnostic Algorithm For Burning Mouth Pain
Jaree Naqvi, BA, Michael Isaacs, MD, and Ginat Mirowski, MD, DMD 
Dermatology
Burning mouth pain affects up to 15% of the population and remains a
frustrating and difficult symptom to manage. Burning mouth syndrome in
particular refers to an idiopathic burning or tingling pain in the mouth with






   
  
   
 
 
   
   
   
  
   




    
  
 




     
   
    
 
 




   
 
   
 
  
     
 
    
    




   
 
 
mouth syndrome will suffer for 34 months prior to receiving a diagnosis with
appropriate management. Due to the sparsity of literature regarding the
management of this syndrome and oral burning pain in general within 
Dermatology literature, we performed an extensive literature review and present 
a novel decision tree based algorithm to work up and diagnose burning mouth
pain.
47 Risk Factors for Pneumonia Following Rib Fractures
Brittany Bowers, BS, Catherine Marco, MD, Derek Sorensen, MD, Claire
Hardman, RN, Jasmine Holmes, BS, Mary McCarthy, MD
Emergency Medicine
Objective: Pneumonia is a known complication following rib fractures. The
purpose of this study is to identify factors associated with the development of 
pneumonia following rib fractures. 
Methods: In this retrospective chart review, eligible participants included trauma
patients with one or more rib fractures who were admitted to Miami Valley
Hospital during 2012 through 2017. Variables studied included age, gender, 
injury severity score (ISS), mechanism of injury, smoking status, alcohol use, 
administration of influenza and pneumococcal vaccine, number and side of rib
fracture(s), spirometer use, blood transfusion, and intravenous fluid
administration.
Results: Among 78 cases and 74 controls matched for age and ISS, patients
who developed pneumonia were more likely to be male, have higher number of 
rib fractures, consume alcohol of 1 to 5 drinks per day, and have a higher rate of 
intravenous fluid administration during the initial 24 hours following trauma. 
Conclusions: Risk factors for the development of pneumonia following rib
fractures include male gender, higher number of rib fractures, alcohol
consumption, and higher rates of intravenous fluid administration during the
initial 24 hours following trauma.
48 Differential MicroRNA Signatures in the Pathogenesis of Barrett’s
Esophagus
Michael P. Craig, Sumudu Rajakaruna, Oleg Paliy, Mumtaz Sajjad,  Srivats
Madhavan, Nikhil Reddy, Jin Zhang, Michael Bottomley, Sangeeta Agrawal
and Madhavi P. Kadakia
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Objectives: Barrett’s Esophagus (BE) is the precursor lesion and a major risk
factor for Esophageal Adenocarcinoma (EAC). Although patients with BE 
undergo routine endoscopic surveillance, current screening methodologies have
proven ineffective at identifying individuals at risk of progression from BE to
EAC. Since miRNAs have potential diagnostic and prognostic value as disease
biomarkers, we sought to identify a microRNA (miRNA) signature of BE and
EAC.
Methods: High-throughput sequencing (HTS) of miRNA was performed on
serum and tissue biopsies from 31 patients identified either as normal, 












    
    
  
  








    






   
    
    






   
   
   
  
   
   
 
  
    
 
    
(LGD), or EAC. Logistic regression modeling of miRNA profiles with Lasso
regularization was used to identify discriminating miRNA. qRT-PCR was used to
validate changes in miRNA expression using 46 formalin-fixed, paraffin-
embedded (FFPE) specimens obtained from normal, GERD, BE, BE with LGD 
or HGD and EAC subjects. 
Results: A 3-class predictive model was able to classify tissue samples into
normal, GERD/BE, or LGD/EAC classes with an accuracy of 80%. Sixteen
miRNAs were identified that predicted one of the three classes. Our analysis
confirmed previous reports indicating that miR-29c-3p and miR-193b-5p
expressions are altered in BE and EAC, and identified miR-4485-5p as a novel
biomarker of esophageal dysplasia. qRT-PCR validated 11 out of 16
discriminating miRNAs, further providing support to the three-class model. MiR-
4485-5p was identified as a novel biomarker of esophageal dysplasia. 
Conclusions: Our data provide a miRNA signature of normal, precancerous and
cancerous tissue that may stratify patients at risk for progressing to EAC. 
Further, we found that serum miRNAs have a limited ability to distinguish
between disease states, thus limiting their potential utility in early disease
detection.
49 Hair growth in a patient with alopecia universalis and atopic dermatitis
treated with dupilumab (**This poster was withdrawn)
Justin Thrush, BS, MBA, Sibel Gokce, MD, Julian Trevino, MD 
Dermatology
Introduction
Dupilumab is a novel treatment approved on March 28, 2017, for moderate-to-
severe atopic dermatitis inadequately controlled by topical therapies. Some
studies have shown up to a 40% association between alopecia and atopic
diseases such as atopic dermatitis.4 This could have major implications in the
treatment of both of these diseases. This case illustrates a woman with severe
atopic dermatitis and concomitant alopecia universalis, both successfully treated
simultaneously with dupilumab.
Case Report
A 36-year-old female presented with severe recalcitrant atopic dermatitis
resistant to multiple treatment modalities. The patient also had a 4-year history
of alopecia universalis starting in 2012. After inadequate treatment of her atopic
dermatitis with multiple therapies, the patient was started on dupilumab in June
2017. Interestingly, at follow-up visit in February 2018, the patient reported re-
growth of hair on her scalp and eyebrows. In November 2018, she reported
regrowth of her eyelashes as well. Additionally, she reported excellent control of 
her atopic dermatitis since starting dupilumab. She has continued to have return
of her hair growth while taking dupilumab 300 mg biweekly injections.
Discussion
This case is an interesting example of hair regrowth in a patient with alopecia
universalis and concomitant atopic dermatitis treated with dupilumab. In this





     
  
   
  
   
 
  
      
  
  
     
  
 
    
 
   
       
   
 
  
   
   
 
 








    













significantly impacting her quality of life. The atopic dermatitis failed to improve
with both topical and systemic medications as noted above, many of which
overlap as treatment for alopecia universalis. Similar to her atopic dermatitis
however, all of these treatments failed to improve her alopecia until she was
started on dupilumab. This case is important to report, as treatment options for 
patients suffering from alopecia universalis are fairly limited.8
50 Marijuana Use and Mental Health among Emergency Department Patients
Megan Hanna, Catherine Marco, MD, John Detherage, Ashley LaFountain, 
Jacqueline Ziegman, Justin Anderson, Rachel Rhee. 
Emergency Medicine
Background: There is an increasing interest in marijuana use and its effect on
mental health. According to the CDC, marijuana is the most commonly used
illicit drug in the U.S. with an increasing number of users in recent years (14.5
million in 2007 to 19.8 million in 2013).
Objective: This study was undertaken to identify common reasons for marijuana
use and any relationship between its use and mental health among Emergency
Medicine patients.
Methods: A total of 303 patients participated from the Miami Valley Hospital
Emergency Department. Eligible participants included those with any marijuana
use. Subjects were administered a survey which addressed age of first use, 
reasons for use, presence of anxiety and depression (in the present and past) 
among other variables.
Results: 303 patients consented to participate (among 352 eligible participants; 
86% response rate). Majority of participants reported marijuana use improved
their mental health (N=158; 52%) and did not worsen it (N=222; 73%). A 
minority reported marijuana use worsened their mental health (N = 32; 11%) or 
had a neutral/no effect on it (16%). The most common reasons cited for 
marijuana use included recreation (N=211; 70%), anxiety (N=89; 29%), pain
(N=74; 24%), depression (N=50; 17%), and sleep (N=24; 8%). The age of first 
marijuana use varied (from age 6 to 65; mean=18). Frequency of marijuana use
also varied among participants. Majority of patients had no marijuana use in the
last 30 days (60%), while 18% reported 1-9 days of use, 10% reported 10-20
days of use, and 11% reported daily use.
Conclusions: Marijuana use is common among ED patients. The age of first use
varied from age 6 to 65. Marijuana users most commonly use it for recreation, 
followed by treatment of anxiety, pain, depression, and sleep disturbances. 
Participants report variable effects of marijuana use on mental health.
51 Implementation and Outcomes of a Hypertension Program in El Viejo, 
Nicaragua
Jennifer S. Lee, DO, MPH, Mark Humphrey, MD, MPH, Tim Crawford, Ph.D.,





   
   
   
     
      
  
 






    
   
   
  
 




   
  
 
     







    
 
   
    
   
  
   




   
 
  
     
Background: Successful management and treatment of hypertension in LMICs
requires the identification of barriers to care.  Programs aimed at overcoming
these barriers can be developed and implemented by health care teams.  This
paper describes the development and implementation of a hypertension
program in a clinic in El Viejo, Nicaragua, and the initial findings at 5 months
from program initiation. 
Program Description: We describe our experiences as an educational institution
partnering with a non-governmental organization in designing and implementing
a hypertension program serving the population in and around El Viejo, 
Nicaragua.  The initial steps, program components, and early findings are
discussed. 
Methods: We conduct a retrospective chart review of the program participants to
evaluate the program’s performance. We generate a cohort profile consisting of 
52 program enrollees and report clinical longitudinal outcomes.  Qualitative
findings are reported from interviews of clinic staff. 
Results: A total of 52 patients were identified for chart review.  There were
decreases in mean systolic and diastolic blood pressure measurements, 
however, decreases were significant for diastolic measurements only (p =.04) 
with a decrease in diastolic blood pressure from a mean of 88.2 upon
enrollment to a mean of 83.0 at 5 months.  Approximately 64.0% of participants
met their blood pressure goals. 
Conclusion: Further studies need to be conducted to determine the
effectiveness and generalizability of this hypertension program in LMICs.
52 Antimicrobial use in positive respiratory viral panel: impact of 
procalcitonin use and antimicrobial stewardship
Rachel Burgoon, PharmD Candidate, Steve Burdette, MD, Craig Pleiman, 
Pharm, David Beleny, Aleda Chen, PharmD, PhD
Internal Medicine
This retrospective study evaluated the impact of procalcitonin use in patients
with diagnosed viral infections and whether it is altering the course of antibiotic
therapy. A total of 800 patients had a positive respiratory virus PCR and were
hospitalized during peak respiratory virus season and were evaluated for PCT
level(s), chest x-ray, length of hospital stay and antibiotic days/duration of 
therapy. Analyzed data showed a statistically significant decrease in both days
of therapy (p = 0.003) and duration of therapy (p = 0.004) from 2015 to 2018. 
Average days of therapy decreased from 9.4 to 5.7 days, while duration of 
therapy decreased from 5.3 to 3.6 days. Patients with a positive PCT showed
decreased days of therapy from 12.2 days to 9.4 days from 2016 to 2018. 
Patients with a negative PCT result decreased average days of therapy from 7.2
(2016) to 4.9 (2018). Chest x-ray results were combined with PCT results to
show a significant (p = 0.002) decrease in days of therapy. Patients with an







   
   
    
   
  
 




   
  
  
   
 




























(11.2) compared to patients with a normal chest x-ray and negative PCT (4.6). 
The duration of therapy corresponding with these two groups were 6.6 and 2.9
respectively, suggesting that a driving factor in ABX discontinuation was
imaging/lab results. The total length of hospital stay was not significant (p =
0.766), decreasing from 6.2 days in 2015 to 6 days in 2018. The significant
decrease in both antibiotic days of therapy and duration of therapy suggests
that in this patient population, MVH has effectively decreased the antibiotic
utilization in those patients with confirmed respiratory virus infection.
53 Consent for Emergency Treatment: Emergency Department Patient Recall
and Understanding
Ashley LaFountain, B.S., Ashwatha Thenappan, B.S., Daniel Ross, M.S. and 
Catherine A. Marco, M.D.
Emergency Medicine
Background: Informed consent is required prior to medical treatment and is an
essential part of patient autonomy. The Emergency Department (ED) Consent 
for Treatment document at Miami Valley Hospital is a comprehensive document 
that details consent for treatment, attending physicians, release of medical
information and privacy, photographs/video recording, financial agreement and
assignment, cooperation with billing, patient assistance program, Medicare, and
personal property. 
Objective: This study was undertaken to measure patient recall and
understanding of consent for treatment among ED patients.
Methods: The prospective survey study was conducted at Miami Valley
Hospital’s Emergency Department, an urban level 1 trauma center. Eligible
participants included ED patients, 18 and older, not in distress, able to
communicate, and consented to participate.
Results: 293 patients consented to participate (95% participation rate). The
majority of participants stated they signed a consent document (N = 272; 93%). 
Most did not read the document (36%) or received only a verbal explanation
(45%). A minority read the entire document (7%) or part of the document (11%). 
Many did not recall anything (N = 107; 39%). The most frequently recalled
elements included treatment (N = 144; 52%), finances and billing (N = 36; 13%),
and privacy rights (N = 12; 4%). None recalled attending physician information, 
personal property, or photography. Respondents who did not recall what they
consented to were significantly older (median 56 years) than respondents who
remembered something (median 47; p=0.01). More walk-in respondents (56%) 
recalled consenting to treatment compared to ambulance arrivals (41.1%; 
p=0.02). Higher triage level patients more frequently recalled consenting to
treatment (p=0.02). 
Conclusion: Most individuals were able to recall signing a consent document.
However, many patients did not read or understand it. While consent for 
treatment remains an important element of medical care, many individuals do





   
    
  
     
  
   
   
    
 
      
 
   
   
    
      
  
   
   









   
 
    
 
    
  
 
   
  
    
   
  
  
     
 




54 Exertional Heat Stroke at the 2019 Toyota USA Triathlon Age Group 
National Championships - A Case Report
Lauren Wichman, M4, Robert Flannery, MD
Family Medicine
Exertional heat illnesses are a major cause of sudden death in competitive
athletes. They are commonly associated with an elevated ambient temperature, 
preventing the human body from dissipating heat produced by skeletal muscle
during intense exercise. Exertional heat stroke (EHS) is a medical emergency
defined by a rectal core temperature of greater than 105 degrees Fahrenheit. It 
is associated with multiorgan dysfunction and damage if not adequately treated
in a timely manner.
A 45-year-old male collapsed before the finish line of the 2019 Toyota USA 
Triathlon Age Group National Championships with altered mental status. After 
evaluation in the medical tent, he was found to have a rectal core temperature
of 108.7 degrees Fahrenheit. His triathlon suit was removed, and he was
immediately transferred onto a stretcher and into a prepared ice bath. He was
submerged in ice water up to his neck while healthcare team members held
onto the stretcher handles. IV fluids were initiated. The patient became
extremely agitated and required IV Midazolam. After 10 minutes, his rectal core
temperature decreased to 103.3 degrees Fahrenheit and he required another 
10 minutes of rapid cooling therapy. His rectal core temperature then reached
98 degrees Fahrenheit. He was able to walk without assistance to the
ambulance for transport to the hospital for further workup and monitoring of 
potential medical complications. 
This case illustrates the importance of initiating rapid cooling treatment as soon
as possible to minimize morbidity and mortality from EHS. When rapid cooling
therapy is initiated within 30 minutes from collapse, as in this case, the mortality
rate from EHS approaches zero.
55 Application Radiofrequency Ablation Combination Therapy for Chronic
Radiation Proctitis Refractory to Argon Plasma Coagulation
Declan Feery, BS, Patrick Chen, DO, Padmini Krishnamurthy, MD
Internal Medicine
Radiation proctitis (RP) is a complication of Radiation Therapy (RT) for pelvic
cancers. Patients present with diarrhea, tenesmus, and frank lower 
gastrointestinal bleeding (LGI), which may lead to symptomatic anemia. 
Fulguration of the mucosa using Argon Plasma Coagulation (APC) is currently
the treatment of choice for RP.
Here, we present a case of a 71-year-old patient who received RT for prostatic
cancer and subsequently developed chronic RP one year later. The patient
developed recurrent bouts of RP requiring hospitalizations and transfusions of 
blood products for symptomatic anemia from LGI bleeding. He had failed
treatment with APC several times, thus a novel methodology for treating him
was employed. 
An exact treatment protocol for RP has not been established due to a lack of
large, controlled trials1. Current treatment relies on small case series. The
definitive treatment of chronic RP is endoscopic ablation using coagulative
devices such as APC. The mainstay endoscopic treatment has been APC, 






   
    
 
  
   





























   




   
 
     
 
   
   
temporarily2. More recently, Radiofrequency Ablation (RFA), which is
traditionally used in the setting of Barret’s Esophagus, has been used for 
treatment of chronic RP. In a meta-analysis by McCarty et al, RFA reduced the
blood transfusion rate in 82% of patients and serious bleeding was reported in
1.4% of patients3.
An advantage to RFA is that it covers a broad surface with limited penetration. 
RFA ablates the superficial mucosa, serving as a promising alternative for 
refractory cases. However, there is limited long-term data on RFA for chronic
RP. 
Conclusions:
A larger body of evidence is needed to consider RFA as a mainstay treatment 
for radiation proctitis. In the interim, it may be feasible to recognize RFA as a
modality for refractory cases such as ours.
References: 
1. Tabaja, L., & Sidani, S. M. (2018). Management of Radiation Proctitis. 
Digestive Diseases and Sciences, 63(9), 2180.
2. Hanson, B., MacDonald, R., & Shaukat, A. (2012). Endoscopic and medical
therapy for chronic radiation proctopathy: a systematic review. Diseases of the
Colon & Rectum, 55(10), 1081-1095.
3. Thomas R. McCarty, Rajat Garg, Tarun Rustagi. Efficacy and safety of 
Radiofrequency ablation for treatment of chronic radiation proctitis: A systematic
Review and Meta-analysis. Gastrointest Endoscopy. 2018. 87(6S): AB381.
56 Emergency Department Triage Pain Scores and Association with Leaving
Against Medical Advice
Brock Landrum; Catherine A. Marco, MD; Morgan Bryant; Brendan Drerup; 
Mitchell Weeman
Emergency Medicine
Objective: Pain is the most common reason a patient presents to the
emergency department (ED). Patients in the ED have the right to refuse care
and may leave against medical advice (AMA), leave without being seen, or 
elope during treatment. ED Patients who leave AMA have increased mortality
and re-presentation to the ED. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
association of ED triage pain score and leaving AMA in ED patients who refuse
care.
Methods: This study was part of a prospective chart review of ED patients who
left AMA, left without being seen, or eloped during treatment at Miami Valley
Hospital. Data was collected from July to December 2018. Patient triage pain
scores were compared between groups using a Kruskal Wallis two-tailed test.
Results: 298 patients were included in the study. Thirty-eight percent of






   
 
 




    
 
    
 
 







   
 
 
   
   
  
    
    
  
   
 
   
   
    
   
 
  
   
    
   
 
   
 
   
 
  
    
eloped during treatment (n=70). Median triage pain scores were not significantly
different between the left AMA (7, IQR [2,10]), left without being seen (7, IQR
[3,9]), or eloped during treatment (8, IQR [5,10]) groups (P=0.17). 
Conclusion: ED triage pain score is not associated with leaving AMA in ED 
patients who refuse care. Further research should compare triage pain scores
between ED patients who leave AMA to the general ED population.
57 A Case Presentation: Intrathyroidal Bronchogenic Cyst
Brooke Kenneda, MS4 and Ankur Gupta MD, FACE, ECNU
Internal Medicine
Objective: To present a case of bronchogenic cyst within the thyroid gland and
review of the current literature.
Case Report: A 68-year old woman with hypothyroidism on thyroxine was
evaluated for incidental 4-cm thyroid mass detected on computed tomography
(CT) scan of head and neck in workup of vertigo. Patient denied dysphagia, 
hoarseness, or history of radiation to neck. Physical exam was unremarkable
but ultrasound (USG) revealed a 3.2x3.2x3-cm hypoechoic nodule occupying
most of the left thyroid lobe and a 0.6-cm hypoechoic nodule in the right lobe. 
Initial fine-needle aspiration (FNA) showed respiratory epithelial cells and mucin
without follicular cells. Repeat FNA showed colloid with few follicular cells, 
favoring a colloid nodule. Follow-up annual USG showed significant increase in
left thyroid nodule and a stable right thyroid nodule. Patient underwent left 
hemithyroidectomy. Surgical pathology showed a benign cyst lined with
respiratory epithelium showing seromucinous glands and bars of cartilage
consistent with a bronchogenic cyst, as well as thyroid tissue showing
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis.
Discussion: Bronchogenic cysts are derived from ventral foregut, secondary to
abnormal budding during embryogenesis. The majority of bronchogenic cysts
have been located within the mediastinum or peripheral lung, with intrathyroidal
occurrence reported in less than ten cases to our knowledge. Most intrathyroidal
bronchogenic cysts are discovered due to compression of nearby structures or
incidentally on imaging. True diagnosis of these cysts requires surgical
resection and histopathologic analysis.  Bronchogenic cysts are mostly benign
and amenable to complete resection with recurrence only seen with incomplete
resection. In rare instances malignancy has been reported.
Conclusion: Intrathyroidal bronchogenic cysts are a result of error in
embryogenesis. These cysts present a diagnostic dilemma due to their variable
location and ability to grow for decades unnoticed. This case represents the
ninth occurrence observed in adults.
58 Hypertension In Pregnancy: Patient Knowledge vs. Perceived 
Understanding
Kriti Goel, Dr. Yaklic, Dr. Maxwell, Traci Rackett
OB/GYN
Aim: We plan to improve the quality of hypertension in pregnancy education








     














      
 
 




    
  
   
    
    
   
 
 
   
   
 
  
    
    
    







of their condition and to increase their ability and empowerment to manage their 
condition. The prediction is this will lead to better health outcomes for mother 
and baby.
Background: Hypertension in pregnancy is a leading cause of maternal mortality
worldwide. In the United States, risk of severe obstetric complications is 1.4-2.2
times for gestational hypertension and 3.3-34.8 times higher for hospitalizations
with severe preeclampsia/eclampsia as compared to hospitalizations without 
any hypertensive disorders. Patient education is a key factor in addressing
hypertensive disorders in pregnancy, according to the ACOG Task Force. 
ACOG recommends health care providers inform women of the risks, signs and
symptoms of preeclampsia and stress the importance of contacting health care
providers if these are evident.
Methods: We surveyed women (n=42) at FRHC before the implementation of 
the hypertension management education protocol among women who have
received one of the four diagnoses of hypertension in pregnancy. The survey
includes demographic information, objective knowledge-based, and self-
reported understanding questions. This report is based off pre-intervention
survey results only. Protocol implementation information is currently being
collected and is not reported here.
Results: Patients who were surveyed self-reported high numbers on
‘empowerment’, ‘understanding’ and ‘ability’ scales, averaging 4.3, 4.3, 4.2 out 
of 5 respectively. However, the same patients scored .9, 1.9, 2.7 on objective
knowledge questions health consequences, management, symptoms
respectively. There is no correlation between self-reported scores (avg 4.2) and
knowledge question scores (avg 1.6).
Conclusion: The large discrepancy between perceived understanding and
actual knowledge is alarming and could be causing poor medical management 
at home. An inflated sense of understanding can have negative health
consequences for the women. We predict discrepancy reduction with
implementation of our education protocol.
59 A Retrospective Study To Identify Factors Contributing To Pressure
Ulcers In Pediatric Patients With Lower Extremity Splints
Kenton Barry, BS; Rob Hoopes, BS; Justin Thrush, BS; Michael Albert, MD; 
Adrienne Stolfi, MSPH
Orthopedics & Plastic Surgery
Background: Ulcers are a preventable splinting complication with lower 
extremity fractures that cause increases in patient morbidity and medical care
costs. The primary purpose of this study was to identify factors that are involved
in pressure ulcer development while assessing the incidence of pressure ulcers
with lower extremity fractures splinted in a pediatric emergency department 
(ED).
Methods: In this retrospective study, pediatric patients’ charts from 2016-2019




   
  
  
    
 
    
 
  
   
    






    
  




      
 
  
    
   
   
   
 
   
   
 
    
   
    







    
  
    
  
 
splinted in an ED, and followed up with a pediatric orthopedist. Variables
gathered included age, weight, gender, mechanism of injury, time from injury to
orthopedic specialist visit, time in splint before seeing the specialist, pressure
ulcer location and grading, and method of splinting. 
Results: In total, 250 patients’ charts were reviewed. Univariate analysis
showed age, weight, time from injury to specialist visit, and number of days in
splint were highly correlated to the occurrence of pressure ulcers. Multiple
logistic regression showed that for every 1-day increase in time from initial injury
to the follow-up orthopedic visit, the odds of a pressure ulcer increased by 18%
(p <0.05). Neither age nor method of splinting (long leg vs short leg) were
significantly related to pressure ulcer formation when controlled for other
variables.  Patients who did not go to the pediatric ER, but instead an outside
ER, were 6.23 times likely to develop pressure ulcers (95% CI 2.2-17.9) after 
controlling for age, method of splinting, and time from injury to specialist visit 
(days).
Conclusion: Based on these findings, future efforts will be tailored towards
educating ED providers about proper splinting techniques and the importance of 
efficient patient follow-up in order to decrease incidence of pressure ulcers.
60 Incidence of New Onset Atrial Fibrillation in Geriatric Trauma Patients: 
Association with Surgical Intervention
Blake Nelson, Catherine A. Marco, MD, Mary McCarthy MD, Adam Schaefer,
Joshua Madden, Claire Hardman, RN, BSN
Emergency Medicine
Introduction: Atrial fibrillation is known as the most common cardiac dysrhythmia
in the United States. Geriatric patients are at highest risk for new onset atrial
fibrillation with the mean age for its incidence being 73 years old. In addition,
patients over the age of 65 are expected to make up 40% of the trauma registry
in the next 30 years. Given these statistics, the purpose of this study was to
retrospectively examine the rates of new onset atrial fibrillation among geriatric
trauma patients, and to identify any association with surgical intervention. 
Methods: Retrospective analysis was completed on a total of 63 patients who
met the inclusion criteria of age > 65, admission to Miami Valley Hospital
following a traumatic injury, and incidence of new onset atrial fibrillation during
their admission. A total of 25 controls were also identified and matched based
on their age and injury severity score. Data from this study were analyzed with
either a Chi squared or Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables, or a Mann
Whitney Wilcoxon or Student T-test for continuous variables. All p-values were
two-tailed. In addition, statistical significance for all analyses was set at p<0.05. 
Results: Among 63 participants with new onset atrial fibrillation following
trauma, risk factors for development of atrial fibrillation included only male
gender (p = 0.04).  11 patients (17%) in the atrial fibrillation group underwent a
surgical procedure, compared to 2 (8%) controls (p = 0.33). Patients with new













   
  
  





       
  
     
 
    
   
 
  
    
   
  
  




   
 





   
  
  
    
    
   
  
 
   
Conclusions: Among trauma patients with new onset atrial fibrillation, there were
significantly more male cases than controls.  Cases had significantly longer total
hospital length of stay.  Other demographic and clinical factors were not 
statistically associated with new onset atrial fibrillation.
61 Asymptomatic Nonfunctional Incidental Pheochromocytoma
Alexandria Sutton, MS4; Ankur Gupta, MD, FACE 
Internal Medicine
A 62-year-old African-American woman with past medical history of 
hypertension, coronary artery disease status post cardiac bypass, breast
cancer, and parathyroid adenoma status post resection presented for evaluation
of an incidentally found small left adrenal nodule on computed tomography (CT) 
scan of the abdomen that was originally done for back pain. The patient had
hypertension since age 26 years that was well-controlled on metoprolol, 
hydralazine, and furosemide. She denied hypertensive spells, headaches, 
palpitations, increase sweating, or significant weight changes.  Biochemical
evaluation was consistent with non-functional left adrenal nodule with normal
plasma catecholamines, metanephrines, aldosterone, renin, DHEAS, and
dexamethasone suppression test. CT scan adrenal protocol showed a 1.2 cm
heterogeneous left adrenal nodule that showed increased density (50 HU) on
pre-contrast images and 25% wash out on delayed images. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) showed a 1.4 cm left adrenal nodule without signal
loss on opposed phase T1-weighted imaging consistent with indeterminate left
adrenal nodule. (PET) scan showed mild uptake (SUV 3.6) in a left adrenal
nodule with no other concerning findings. The patient subsequently underwent 
an uneventful robotic-assisted partial left adrenalectomy without any blood
pressure issues during or after the surgery. Surgical pathology was consistent 
with left adrenal gland pheochromocytoma with no necrosis, mitoses, invasion
of periadrenal adipose tissue, or vascular or capsular invasion. Ki-67 had a
proliferative index of <1%. Genetic testing for multiple endocrine neoplasia
(MEN) syndrome was negative. We present an interesting and rare case of an
asymptomatic, nonfunctional incidental left adrenal gland pheochromocytoma. 
These tumors if not diagnosed pre-operatively may pose a challenge to the
surgical team during an adrenalectomy. Appropriate identification of a
pheochromocytoma, including one that may be asymptomatic and
nonfunctional, is important for taking precautionary measures against possible
deleterious events and even death that may result from sudden spontaneous or 
provoked catecholamine release.
62 Examination of breastfeeding support factors and their role in 
breastfeeding initiation
Emily Granger; Rose Maxwell, PhD; Abbey Bootes, MD; G. Theodore Talbot,
MD; Jerome Yaklic, MD; Kelly Rabah, MSW; Linda Smith, MPH; Gina Mc-
Farlane-EI
OB/GYN
The Healthy Start Initiative – Eliminating Disparities in Perinatal Health Program
aims to reduce infant mortality by promoting practices to improve both mother 
and infant health. This study aims to examine the trends in breastfeeding
initiation among women that receive care at Five Rivers Health Center. Last 
year, Five Rivers Health Center had breastfeeding initiation rate of 54%, which






     
   
  
   
   
   





   
   
 
   
  
   





   
  
     
 
   
  

















This study examines the factors that may play a role in determining whether or 
not a woman initiates breastfeeding; for example, differences in gestational age, 
labor induction, delivery type, skin to skin contact, express milk education, and
formula supplementation were examined as potential factors in each woman’s
decision. Women that initiated breastfeeding were similar to those that did not in
characteristics of delivery, but were significantly more likely to receive express
milk education, cue based feeding education, and formula supplementation. 
Future studies might examine the factors that determine which women receive
express milk education and other breastfeeding support measures.
63 The Relationship Between Fluid Resuscitation and New Onset Atrial 
Fibrillation in Geriatric Trauma Patients
Adam Schaefer BS, Catherine Marco MD, Blake Nelsen BS, Joshua Madden
BS, Jennifer Lynde DO, Mary McCarthy MD, Claire Hardman BSN RN
Emergency Medicine
Background: Atrial fibrillation is the most prevalent cardiac arrhythmia, and
prevalence increases with age. Atrial fibrillation is predicted to affect 5.6 million
individuals by the year 2050, half of those people being over 80 years of age. 
Atrial fibrillation is of particular concern among trauma patients, due to the
increased risk of hypotension and stroke. This study was undertaken to identify
any association of intravenous fluid administration to new onset atrial fibrillation
in trauma patients
Methods: This retrospective chart review analyzed geriatric trauma patients in
the MVH trauma registry. Inclusion criteria included age over 65 years old, 
admission following a traumatic injury, and diagnosis of new onset atrial
fibrillation during the inpatient stay. Data were collected for 63 subjects and 25
controls matched for age and injury severity score (ISS). Data collection points
included total amount of IV fluids received, IV fluids received on days 1, 2, and
3, and demographic factors such as age, length of stay, mechanism of injury, 
and co-morbid medical conditions. Data were analyzed using SASv9.4.
Results: Intravenous fluid administration days 1, 2, and 3 were not statistically
significantly associated with new onset atrial fibrillation (p=0.16, p=0.41, p=0.36
respectively). There were significantly more male cases than controls (49% vs. 
24%, p=0.04) and cases had a significantly longer length of inpatient admission
(median 7 vs. 3, p=0.01). Other demographic and clinical factors were not 
statistically significantly associated with new onset atrial fibrillation, including
mechanism of injury, co-morbid medical conditions, drug or alcohol use, or 
surgical procedures.
Conclusions: In conclusion, male trauma patients are at an increased risk for 
development of new onset atrial fibrillation and often have an increased length
of stay. Intravenous fluid resuscitation was not associated with the development 










    
 
   
   
    
   
  
   
   
   
    
  
    
  
  
   
  
  
   







   
  









   
     




64 Use of CARG toxicity tool to predict chemotherapy toxicity in older 
veterans in order to facilitate better treatment outcomes
Srinivasu Chamarthy M.D., Geetika Kumar M.D., Sahana Venkatesh M.D.
Internal Medicine
The use of therapeutic chemotherapy in the treatment of solid tumor malignancy
is associated with significant toxicity and side effects, notably in elderly cancer 
patients. However, geriatric assessment models are not consistently used by
oncologists to guide chemotherapy risk assessment and subsequent 
modification of therapy. Hurria and colleagues from The Cancer and Aging
Research Group developed a geriatric assessment model for adults >65 to
predict the risk of grade 3-5 chemotherapy toxicity in the treatment of solid
tumors. This model incorporates prior fall history, hearing problems, physical
capabilities, performance status, and objective measures including age, gender,
height, weight, type of cancer, type and dose of chemotherapy, hemoglobin, 
and creatinine clearance. The CARG Geriatric Assessment estimates risk of 
toxicity as well as likelihood of completion of chemotherapy, which is in turn, 
associated with superior functional and social status. In this study, we will
evaluate the utility of the CARG Geriatric assessment tool in predicting
chemotherapy toxicity and functional status for veterans age >65 who have
been diagnosed with malignancies excluding leukemias who are treatment-
naive. Chemotherapy-related toxicity is graded on a scale of 1-5 and we will
analyze the use of the CARG geriatric assessment to evaluate grade 3-5
toxicity. Grade 3 [hospitalization indicated], grade 4 [life threatening], and grade
5 [treatment-related death]. Outcomes will be compared against standard use of
ECOG or Karnofsky performance status to evaluate chemotherapy toxicity. We
anticipate that the use of the CARG Geriatric assessment tool will result in
improved ability to predict chemotherapy toxicity and appropriate dose
reductions will likely prevent ED visits, hospitalizations, and improved quality of 
life especially in advanced malignancies.
65 Local Evaluation of the Healthy Start Initiative – Eliminating Disparities in 
Perinatal Health Program
Sanuri Gunawardena, Rose Maxwell, PhD, Abbey Bootes, MD; G. Theodore
Talbot, MD, Jerome Yaklic, MD, Kelly Rabah, MSW; Linda Smith, MPH; Gina
Mc-Farlane-El
OB/GYN
The Healthy Start Initiative—Eliminating Disparities in Perinatal Health Program
at the Five Rivers Health Center aims to reduce infant mortality rates through
promotion of women and family health. The purpose of this evaluation is to
discover areas where quality improvement projects may be implemented,
especially in the realm of increasing the number of women who initiate
breastfeeding and continue to do so through six months postpartum. The
significance of breastfeeding for both a mother and her baby is well known, and
this study sought to examine numerous demographic factors that play a role in
whether a woman did (BR) or did not initiate breastfeeding (NBR). There was a
significant educational difference between BR and NBR women, revealing that 
women with greater than twelve years of education were more likely to initiate
breastfeeding than women who had twelve years or less of an educational





   
  
   
     
    
  
    
  







   
 
   
    
  





   
   
  





    
    
  
  




   
 
 
difference in education level between women who continued breastfeeding at 
six months postpartum versus those who discontinued breastfeeding prior to six
months. Additionally, married women were significantly more likely to breastfeed
than single women (p<0.01). Among the study population, the majority of
women had negative drug screens, but of those who had a positive screen, the
most common substance found was marijuana. Among the women who had at
least one positive screen for marijuana, those who initiated breastfeeding were
more likely to stop using marijuana earlier in the pregnancy than women who
did not initiate breastfeeding. Additional information regarding differences in
employment status, marital status, and initiating and continuing breastfeeding is
needed along with safety/risk recommendations for pregnant women who use
marijuana. Further investigation will aid in determining changes needed in
breastfeeding support activities in this Healthy Start Program to eliminate
disparities in these particular demographics.
66 The association between opioid misuse or abuse and hospital based, 
acute care following spine surgery
Jonathan Rogozinski, M.D., Trenden Flanigan, M.D., Mark Kayanja, M.D. PhD., 
Roy Chen, B.S., and Justin Fox M.D., M.H.S.
Orthopedics & Plastic Surgery
Background: The effects of a pre-operative history of opioid dependence or 
abuse on post-operative spine surgery complications and hospital based acute
care utilization after discharge are unknown. 
Methods: We used data from the 2008-2013 Florida, Nebraska, and New York
state inpatient databases. We identified all adult patients who underwent 
surgery for a primary diagnosis of degenerative spine conditions, post 
laminectomy syndrome, discogenic disease, spinal stenosis, or refusion. We
divided patients into two groups, history of opioid misuse or abuse (OMA) and
no history. Logistic regression models were used to define the association
between specific clinical variables, including, a history of chronic narcotic use
within 2 years prior to surgery, and a hospital or ED readmission within 1 year
post operatively. 
Results: The final sample included 73,442 patients (72,110 patients without a
history of OMA, and 1,332 patients with a history of OMA). The largest age
group in both categories was 35-64 (74.2% with opioid history, 56.4% without 
opioid history) comprised mostly of Medicare patients. In the unadjusted
analysis, the in-hospital outcomes for length of stay [4.7(4.5-4.9) vs 3.9 (3.9-
3.9); p <0.001), history of OMA vs no history respectively] and hospital charges
[$117,413(113,769-121,057) vs $102,081(101,633-102,529) respectively; p-
value<0.001] are increased when compared to patients without a history of 
OMA. The unadjusted odds ratios for any hospital based acute care within 1
year [3.95(3.50-4.45); p-value<0.001], hospital readmissions within 1 year 
[2.64(2.37-2.95); p-value<0.001], ED visits within 1 year [4.44(3.97-4.95) p-
value<0.001], and hospital based acute care for OMA [23.1(19.6-27.3) p-





   
  






    
    
   
         
 
  
   











    
 
  
   




   
  





   
 
 
   
 
     
   
Conclusions: We found that patients with a history of OMA had much more
frequent post-operative hospital based acute care encounters as well as health-
care utilization costs. It is important to identify these at risk patients prior to
surgery.
67 Enhanced expression of receptor tyrosine kinase Mer (MERTK) on 
SOCS3-treated polarized RAW 264.7 anti-inflammatory M2c macrophages
Sankhadip Bhadra, Dr. Nancy J. Bigley (advisor)
Microbiology & Immunology
Macrophages are phagocytic cells located in tissues, organs and even
circulated within our body as white blood cells. They are critical in detecting
tissue damage and infection. Based on the local cytokine milieu in tissue sites,
macrophages may be polarized into pro-inflammatory M1 or anti-inflammatory
M2 phenotypes. Receptor tyrosine kinase Mer (MERTK) helps in clearing dead
neutrophils and other apoptotic cells from damaged tissue sites preventing
chronic inflammation and autoimmune disorders. MERTK aids in the
maintenance of tissue homeostasis and wound healing. Phosphatidylserine
(PtdSer) present on the surface of apoptotic cells release “eat me” signals which
are recognized by the two “bridging ligands” of MERTK receptor, Gas6 and
ProS, which binds to PtdSer, initiating intracellular signals leading to
phagocytosis of the cell.
The current study explores the expression rate of the phagocytic receptor
MERTK, on macrophages polarized with either IL-10 (M2 cells), IL-4 or IL-13 
(M2a macrophages) following treatment with the suppressor of cytokine
signaling SOCS3 in comparison with macrophage polarization with only IL-10 or 
IL-4 or IL-13 . It also exhibits an enhancement in the expression of the
phagocytic MERTK receptor on the surface of IL-10 polarized M2c macrophage
when treated with SOCS3 in comparison to IL-10 polarized M2c macrophage, 
IL-4 and IL-13 polarized M2a macrophages. IL-13 polarized M2a macrophage
also shows an increase in the expression of MERTK receptor which is similar to
a previous study where a similar receptor to MERTK termed “Axl receptor” is
enhanced by IL-13 treatment on bone- marrow derived macrophage. SOCS3 
when treated with IL-13 polarized M2a macrophage acts as a negative regulator 
of MERTK receptor by decreasing the expression contrasting to the effect of 
SOCS3 on IL-10 which enhances the expression. 
Based on these observations, future research will involve co-culturing SOCS3 
polarized M2 macrophages with apoptotic cells such as N2a neuroblastoma
cells.
68 Wound Infection Rate after Cesarean Delivery in Women at High Risk for 
Infection (Retrospective Chart Review)
Jennifer Espenschied, Ashley Kaminski, G. Theodore Talbot, MD, Jerome,
Yaklic, MD, Michael Galloway, DO, Rose Maxwell, PhD 
OB/GYN
Background: Surgical site infections (SSIs) are well-known for the burden they
place on patients and hospitals. Representing approximately 17% of all hospital
acquired infections SSIs impose an obstacle on both patients and the hospital









   
   





   













   
   
  
    
     
    
    
     
 
   
   
   
 
 
     
     
 
   
   
  
 
poor outcomes. Current protocols to reduce SSIs are limited to a “one-size fits
all” approach that does not account for the multifaceted nature of SSIs.
Cesarean delivery is the primary contributor to SSI, increasing risk up to 20
times greater than any other surgery.  The objective of this chart review is to
categorize women who underwent a Cesarean delivery during 2014 according
to a risk stratification checklist as either high or low risk for wound infection. This
will provide baseline figures for establishing a wound infection rate in our female
patients that can be used to guide future quality improvement projects in aims to
reduce overall number of SSIs.
Methods: A retrospective chart review for women who had undergone Cesarean
delivery at Miami Valley Hospital in 2014 was conducted. Women were
retrospectively classified into low risk or high risk for SSI based on a risk
stratification checklist. Occurrence of SSI was obtained for both groups.
Results: Of the 391 charts that were reviewed, 357 were classified into the low-
risk for SSI (n=22) or high-risk for SSI (n=335) group. None of the women
classified into the low-risk category developed SSI, however, 6.3% (n=21) of the
women classified into the high-risk group developed SSI.
Discussion: All women who developed SSI were classified as high-risk
according to our risk stratification checklist.  This confirms the validity of the
stratification checklist in its ability to differentiate between women who are at 
high versus low risk for SSI.
69 Perceptions of Fracture Location
Breanna Dominguez M.S., Scott Huff M.D., Joseph Henningsen M.D., Andrew
Froehle PhD, Andrew Schneider M.D., Fady Hijji M.D., Jennifer Jerele M.D.,
Michael Prayson M.D
Orthopedics and Plastic Surgery
The most common complication of fractures is delayed union or nonunion which
occurs in approximately 5% of fractures. Bone stimulation devices are used to
stimulate cells in areas of delayed union or nonunion. Stimulation causes cells
to proliferate and heal the fracture and can be an alternative to surgical
intervention. The device used by the Department of Orthopedic Surgery at 
Miami Valley Hospital has a therapeutic span of 3.4 cm through 20 cm of soft
tissue. Patients with little to no medical training are expected to be able to
accurately place their device based on marks that wash off or their surgical
scar. However, for patients to be able to accurately place their device, they must 
first receive accurate placement from their surgeon. 
To determine the differences of fracture localization between medical training
levels, radiograph of an osteotomies in a cadaveric forearm and leg where the
fracture is not grossly apparent was used. Volunteers were shown
anteroposterior radiographs of the induced fractures and asked to place a
circular radio-opaque marker at the perceived site of fracture based on the










   
    
   
   
 
   
 













   
 
   
   
  
   
    
  
 
   
 












The distance from the center of the marker to the center of the fracture was
measured on each limb for each volunteer. A distance greater than 17 mm is
non-therapeutic. Results showed overall non-therapeutic physician placement 
20% and 30% for the tibia and radius respectively. Overall, more years of
training yielded more accurate placements, but not statistically significantly
differences. Most groups were more accurate in localization on the leg
compared to the forearm, most likely due to soft tissue in the forearm. This data
suggests that the average patient using a bone stimulation device may be
placing it outside the therapeutic range.
70 Pulmonary Artery Hypertension in the setting of cocaine abuse, a case
report
Declan A. Feery, BS, Colten X. Stewart, RN, BSN, Ajay X. Agarwal, MD. 
Cardiology
The association between cocaine inhalation (in the form of “crack cocaine”) and
cardiopulmonary pathologies has been fairly well established. Pulmonary
complications range from interstitial pneumonitis, fibrosis, pulmonary
hypertension, alveolar damage, thermal airway injury, and hilar 
lymphadenopathy, among many others. 
To date, the exact pathogenesis of Pulmonary Artery Hypertension (PAH) has
not been fully elucidated. Conventional wisdom suggests an overlap between
pulmonary vasoconstriction, aerosolized contaminants such as talc, and release
of endogenous Endothelin-1 may all contribute to PAH1.  Nevertheless, the
association has been established. 
Here we present a case of a 65-year-old African American male who presented
with abdominal pain, bloating, nausea, hypertensive urgency, and diffuse
anasarca as evidenced by abdominal CT. The patient had a past medical
history significant for depression, schizophrenia, hyperlipidemia, tobacco
dependence, and polysubstance abuse, including a long history of cocaine
abuse. The patient proved to be a rather poor historian, so HPI and medical
history were obtained through objective findings and chart review. A urine drug
screen was positive for cocaine and cannabis. The patient’s echocardiogram
demonstrated an ejection fraction (EF) of 25%, and he was later found to have a
markedly elevated pulmonary artery pressure. 
The cardiology service was consulted, and patient was diagnosed with a heart 
failure exacerbation. The patient had a myriad of risk factors for a heart failure
exacerbation. Etiologies considered for the patient’s presentation included
chronic cocaine abuse resulting in isolated right sided failure from PAH, acute
cocaine intoxication resulting in an acute on chronic presentation, and
discontinuation of cardiac and blood pressure medications, to name a few. 
Determining the exact etiology of his exacerbation proved to be more
challenging than originally anticipated, as his work up required a week of
trending lab values, repeat echocardiograms, and cardiac catheterization.
References:
1) Restrepo, C. S., Carrillo, J. A., Martínez, S., Ojeda, P., Rivera, A. 
L., & Hatta, A. (2007). Pulmonary Complications from Cocaine and
Cocaine-based Substances: Imaging Manifestations. Radiological





    













   
  
  
   
 
  
    














   
 





   





71 Impact of Vitamin D on Sexual Function (SF) in Women With Polycystic
Ovarian Syndrome (PCOS) – Preliminary findings
Hannah Smith, Michelle Durrant, MD, Rose Maxwell, PhD, Meaghan Ebetino, 
MD, Jerome L. Yaklic, MD, Richard Legro, MD, Marilyn Kindig, DO, Steven R. 
Lindheim, MD, MMM
OB/GYN
Background: Polycystic ovary syndrome, a heterogeneous clinical disorder 
characterized primarily by chronic anovulation and hyperandrogenism, is
associated with significant psychological morbidities. We evaluated the
prevalence of sexual dysfunction (SDy) in women with PCOS and assess the
effects of Vitamin D supplementation with and without hormonal contraceptives
on sexual function (SF).
Materials and Methods: Forty-two reproductive age women with PCOS were
enrolled into the study. Participants completed the Female Sexual Function
Index (FSFI) and the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) at study entry and at 
study exit. Treatment consisted of vitamin D 600IU/day with or without a
hormonal contraceptive method. 
Results: Twenty-three women have completed the study at this time. Abnormal
SDy (FSFI < 26) was noted in 78.3% (18) of subjects. Significant improvements
were noted at 6 months for FSFI domains combined (preRx- 21.1 ± 7.3 vs post-
Rx-25.5 ± 6.3, p<0.001) and BDI (14.4 ± 7.6 vs 8.2 ± 7.6, p<0.01). Specific FSFI
domains with significant improvement included arousal (3.2 ± 1.7 vs 4.4 ± 1.4, 
p<0.01); orgasm (3.5 ± 1.9 vs 4.7 ± 1.7, p<0.01), and reduced dyspareunia (4.3
± 2.2 vs 5.3 ± 1.3, p<0.02). Improvements after Vit D were significantly greater 
for orgasm (1.4 ± 1.5 vs 0.4 ± 0.8, p<0.05) and pain (1.4 ± 2.0 vs 0.0 ± 0.3,
p<0.05). 
Conclusions: SDy is a prevalent condition in PCOS women. Women who
received Vitamin D supplementation with and without hormonal contraception
showed improvement in SDy and BDI scores after 6 months. Further research
with placebo-controlled studies are needed to determine the effects of Vitamin D 
in this population.
72 Hashimoto’s encephalopathy mimicking viral encephalitis: a rare 
presentation
R. Herriman B.A., M. Kavanaugh B.S., A. Goenka M.D.
Pediatrics
A 16-year-old female was admitted for generalized seizures following a one-
week history of fever, malaise, and persistent headache. She presented with
altered mental status, bilateral clonus, and hyperreflexia. A non-contrast 
computed tomography (CT) scan was normal and lumbar puncture revealed
elevated protein and white blood cells. The patient was treated empirically with
broad-spectrum antibiotics and antiviral therapy, but continued to experience
altered sensorium with hallucinations. Diagnostic workup for bacterial and viral
etiologies was negative. Antithyroid peroxidase antibody (anti-TPO) was >1000






      
  
 
   
 
   
   
    
  
 
         
  
   
    
   
  
      
 
 
   
 
    
 
  
   
      
  
     
 
   




   
 
   
  
    
 
     
  
     
    
  
treated with intravenous (IV) steroids and experienced significant improvement 
in her mental status. This case reinforces the importance of considering
Hashimoto’s encephalopathy as a differential in pediatric populations, who
present with altered mental status and generalized seizures.
73 Insulin-like growth factor-1(IGF-1) impacts p53 function in UVB-irradiated
human keratinocytes and skin epidermis
Abdulrahman Alkawar and Michael G. Kemp
Pharmacology & Toxicology
Skin cancer is the most prevalent human malignancy and is primarily caused by
ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths of sunlight. However, the fact that most skin
cancers occur in people over the age of 60 indicates that advantaged age is a
second skin cancer risk factor. Why geriatric skin is prone to developing skin
cancers is not clear, but several studies have shown that dermal fibroblasts in
geriatric skin express lower levels of the hormone insulin-like growth factor-1 
(IGF-1) than young adult skin and that deficient IGF-1 signaling negatively
impacts how epidermal keratinocytes respond to UVB radiation. A major
regulator of the cellular response to UVB-induced DNA damage response is the
tumor suppressor protein p53, and a previous study indicated that p53 is not 
properly activated in UVB-irradiated human keratinocytes deficient in IGF-1 
signaling. Using cultured human keratinocytes in vitro, we show here that
several downstream transcriptional targets of p53, including the cell cycle-
dependent kinase inhibitor p21, the translesion synthesis polymerase pol eta, 
and the DNA repair factors XPC and DDB, are not properly induced following
UVB exposure in cells deprived of IGF-1. Using discarded human skin from
routine panniculectomies, we show that the topical application of an IGF-1 
receptor antagonist similarly abrogates the ability of UVB exposure to properly
induce p21 protein. In a skin sample from a geriatric individual, we further
demonstrate that the injection of recombinant IGF-1 into the skin partially
restores the UVB-dependent induction of pol eta at the mRNA level. Because
these various p53 target gene products are involved in delaying entry into S
phase, accurately replicating UVB photoproducts, and removing UVB 
photoproducts from genomic DNA, our findings indicate that the inability of IGF-
1-deficient geriatric skin properly activate p53-response genes may predispose
geriatric skin to mutagenesis and carcinogenesis.
74 Understanding the Role of Hope in Overcoming Barriers to Prenatal Care
Sengupta, MP; James, A; Muterspaw, K; Petit, K; Maxwell, RA; Talbot, GT
OB/GYN
Introduction: Receiving adequate prenatal care is known to positively impact
pregnancy outcomes. However, every year approximately one million women do
not receive this care.  Barriers to receiving adequate prenatal care exist on
multiple levels. In situations where barriers do not exist some women still
receive inadequate or no prenatal care.
Individual motivation may be an underlying factor in women’s utilization of 
prenatal care services. Women who are motivated to receive adequate prenatal
may be more willing to overcome common barriers than women who





    








     
   
     
    
 
 
   
 
 
    
   
   
 
   
  
 
   




    
    
       
     
    
 
    
 
 
   
    
  
   
    
 
   
     
The objective of this project is to examine the relationship between women’s
sense of hope and their ability to overcome barriers to receiving adequate
prenatal care.
Methods: Adult women who delivered at Miami Valley Hospital between Sept 
2016 to Sept 2019 were eligible to participate in a survey that included an
assessment of demographic information, hope scale scores and barriers to
care. 
Results: Ninety-eight completed surveys were analyzed. All women reported
high scores on the hope scale. Women reported that common barriers were not 
a problem for them (e.g., getting places, not having enough to eat, not having
family support, lack of support from friends, getting childcare, having an
addiction, not enough time to visit the doctor). Barriers that were an occasional
problem were not having enough money, feeling overwhelmed by stress, and
feeling too tired for daily activities. For women who reported that any barriers
were a problem, the majority indicated that if they could overcome it. High hope
scores were associated with fewer barriers.
Conclusion: The motivational state of hope may be the mechanism that drives
the outcome of fewer barriers. Women reported having adequate prenatal care
accompanied by having higher hope scores. More research is needed to
observe the reason for women experiencing barriers in occurrence with
inadequate prenatal care. 
75 Results of a Randomized Clinical Trial related to the Effectiveness of
Flakozid, an Antiviral Drug of Herbal Origin
Bortnikova V.V., Krepkova L.V., Karabaeva V.V.,  Sidel’nikova G.F., Mizina
P.G., Job K.M., Sherwin C.M.T., Enioutina E.Y.
Pediatrics
Viral hepatitis is a life-threatening condition affecting the quality of life of infected
people and may result in death. Chronic hepatitis B (HepB) is associated with
cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma and, according to the WHO, has led to
~800,000 deaths/year. Unlike HepB, hepatitis A (HepA) does not cause chronic
liver disease but can lead to acute liver failure. The primary goal of the therapy
for these diseases is to prevent the occurrence of life-threatening conditions. 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of the herbal-based
antiviral drug Flakozid developed at the VILAR. A single-blind randomized
clinical trial was conducted in five hospitals located throughout the Russian
Federation. Adult patients were administered Flakozid, a flavonoid (phellamurin) 
isolated from leaves of Phellodendron amurense Rupr. and P. amurense var. 
Lavallei, family of Rutaceae. HepA patients treated with Flakozid demonstrated
a decreased hospitalization period, 20 days vs. 32 days in the control group. 
Bilirubin and ALT levels in the treatment group were within normal levels at the
discharge. HepB patients receiving Flakozid demonstrated faster improvements
than those in the control group, including a shorter jaundice period (12.4 days
vs. 17.8 days, respectively). The treatment group showed a decrease of bilirubin
levels (5.9-fold), ALT levels (89.6%), and GGT levels (34.3%) compared to
pretreatment levels. The control group demonstrated a slower recovery with




   
 





    
 






    
 
   
   
   
   
   
 
    






    
 





   
    
 





    
  
 
efficacy of the herb-derived antiviral drug, Flakozid, for the treatment of both
HepA and HepB in adult patients. Treatment promoted normalization of hepatic
function evident by decreases in ALT and GGT levels. Additionally, Flakozid
promoted T cell-mediated immunity.
76 Ultraviolet B Radiation Causes Microvesicle Particle Release in Human 
Skin
Cameron McGlone M3, Ben Schmeusser M2, Langni Liu MS, Pariksha Thapa, 
Elizabeth Cates LPN, Ji Bihl MD, PhD, Jeffrey B. Travers MD, PhD
Pharmacology & Toxicology
Microvesicle particles (MVP) are small, 100-1000 nm subcellular fragments
derived from cell membranes that are released into the extracellular
environment and systemic circulation. Through their ability to carry proteins and
other bioactive molecules, they are believed to exert biological effects. 
Previously, our group has demonstrated that ultraviolet B radiation (UVB) 
treatment of cells in vitro and mice in vivo results in increased MVP generation
in skin.  These studies are designed to test the hypothesis that UVB treatment 
of human skin will result in MVP generation in skin, which is blocked by
systemic antioxidants.  Briefly, the procedure of this study involves
administering a set amount of UVB radiation to volar forearm skin of human
adult volunteers. 5 mm punch-biopsies are then performed on UVB-irradiated
areas and control areas four hours post-UVB. Microvesicle particles are isolated
through ultracentrifugation and measured using a Nanosight apparatus. 
Participants are then placed on an 8-day regimen of vitamin C and E 
antioxidants, and UVB-irradiation and skin-biopsy procedures are repeated. 
Preliminary data from 5 participants enrolled thus far in this ongoing study
suggests that MVP are released in human skin upon UVB radiation exposure, 
and that the administration of vitamin C and E antioxidants significantly reduces
said release.  These studies provide evidence for a novel pathway involving
MVP where UVB can transmit biologic signals.
77 Outcomes of Delayed Pushing in the Nulliparous and Multiparous
Population
Nakachi Maduka, Kristin Petit, Danielle Holland, MD, Nancy Lo, MD, Rose
Maxwell, PhD, Jerome Yaklic, MD
OB/GYN
Introduction: The second stage of labor begins after complete dilation of the
cervix and ends with fetal delivery. The most common practice in the US is
coached glottis pushing, where the patient bears down 3-4 times with
contractions, holding her breath and counting to ten. An alternative method
used, especially with nulliparous patients, is “laboring down” in which women
delay active pushing from 60 minutes up to 3 hours after reaching the second
stage of labor. Optimal fetal position is believed to be attained with this method. 
Decreasing active pushing time can decrease the chances of a cesarean or 
operative vaginal delivery, and decrease perineal trauma and postpartum
hemorrhage. However, studies have shown an increase in the amount of time
women spent actively pushing and a prolonged second stage of labor, which











    
 
 






   








   
   
      
   
  









   
   
   
       
  
 
Research is needed to study the potential beneficial or deleterious effects of 
delayed pushing in both the nulliparous and multiparous populations.
Methods: This was a retrospective study examining nulliparous and multiparous
patients admitted to MVH in 2017. The primary outcome was mode of delivery. 
Patient demographics, labor course, and outcomes were extracted from the
electronic medical record and analyzed. 
Results: Ninety-nine deliveries were assessed for 3 groups of women: 
immediate pushing (IP, n=68), delayed pushing/15-60 minutes (DP15, n=27), 
and delayed pushing/60-120 minutes (DP60, n=4).  Spontaneous vaginal
delivery occurred for 88.2% (IP), 77.8% (DP15), and 75% (DP60) groups.
Cesarean and operative vaginal delivery were equivalent for the IP (5.9%) and
DP15 (11.1%) groups.  Maternal complications were infrequently encountered
overall. 
Discussion: Immediate (IP) and delayed (DP15) pushing were similar for mode
of delivery and maternal outcomes. Further research is needed with larger 
sample sizes for these groups and to examine outcomes in nulliparous versus
multiparous women.
78 The Relationship between Food Insecurity and Childhood Obesity
Nora Vish, Jenna Braun, Adrienne Stolfi
Pediatrics
Background:  Childhood obesity is a pressing concern affecting pediatric health
today.  18.5% of children were obese in 2015-2016. Food insecurity is
hypothesized to be a leading contributor to the poverty-obesity paradox.  In
2017, 11.8% of U.S. households were food insecure and 4.5% had very low
food security. Although some studies have shown a positive association
between obesity and food insecurity, other studies have shown no significant
relationship between food insecurity and obesity for children. This study will
explore the relationship between food insecurity and obesity in children.
Methods:  Data were drawn from the 2016-2018 Sample Core Child and Family
data files of the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS).  The NHIS is a cross-
sectional household interview survey conducted annually in the U.S. Children
were classified as obese if BMI was >95th percentile. Food security was
measured by a validated scale developed by the USDA. Multiple logistic
regression was used to determine adjusted odds ratios (AOR) and 95%
confidence intervals (CI), controlling for the effects of child’s race, sex, and age, 
poverty, and parent education. SPSS Statistics for Windows, complex sampling
design module with weighting was used for analyses.
Results: A total of 10,295 children, aged 12-17 years, representing a weighted
sample of 74,473,463 children from the 2016-2018 NHIS survey were analyzed. 
Marginal, low and very low food security were positively associated with obesity, 
with AORs (95% CI) of 1.45 (1.01-1.94), 1.45 (1.11-1.91) and 1.37 (1.004-1.87) 
respectively compared to high food security.  Poverty status was not associated
with obesity in the regression model.  Highest parent education level had a













   
    
  
  
   
   
    
   
     
  
  





   
 
  
   
   
  









   
 
   
   
  





education ≤high school and 2.00 (1.63-2.47) for some college vs. bachelor’s
degree or higher.
Conclusion: Food insecurity is a significant contributor to obesity in 12-17 year 
old children.
79 Increased Urinary Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2 in Type 2 Diabetic
Patients
Sridevi Gutta, Nadja Grobe, Hassan Osman, Mohammad Saklayen, Khalid M. 
Elased 
Pharmacology & Toxicology
Type 2 diabetes and its associated chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) have become
a major health burden. CKD is associated with tenfold increase in
cardiovascular mortality and risk in hypertensive and diabetic patients. There is
a need for new sensitive biomarker for detection and monitoring CKD since
albuminuria may be nonspecific and insensitive. Angiotensin converting enzyme
2 (ACE2) is highly expressed in renal tubules and has been proposed to be
renoprotective. ACE2 is a monocarboxy peptidase mediating degradation of
angiotensin (Ang) II. The aim of the study is to investigate the association
between urinary ACE2 and incidence or progression of CKD among individuals
with type 2 diabetes with early stage of CKD. Participant were recruited from
Dayton VA Medical Center. Western blot and ACE2 enzyme activity were used
to investigate whether ACE2 is shed in the urine of 40 patients with history of 
type 2 diabetes with and without albuminuria. Twenty healthy volunteers were
also participated in the study. Urinalysis included protein, albumin, creatinine
and glucose. There was no evidence of urinary ACE2 in healthy no-diabetic
patients. However, there was significantly increased urinary ACE2 activity in
diabetic patients with macroalbuminuria compared with patients with
microalbuminuria (p<0.05). In conclusion, urinary ACE2 increased in diabetic
patients with normoalbuminuria and microalbuminuria. The present study
identified a significant difference in urinary ACE2 in diabetic patients with
normoalbuminuria compared to healthy non-diabetic subjects suggesting that 
urinary ACE2 could be used as an early, noninvasive biomarker for early stage
of CKD.
80 Cesarean Wound Risk Assessment and Management (CRAM): Phase 2 of 
a quality improvement study
Anthony Spellman, Morgan A. Salomon, M.D., Rose A. Maxwell, Ph.D., Hari
M. Polenakovik, M.D., Jerome L. Yaklic, M.D., G. Theodore Talbot, M.D.
OB/GYN
Background: Compared to other surgical procedures, Cesarean delivery (CD) is
associated with up to 20 times higher incidence of surgical site infection (SSI),
ranging from 3 to 15%. Many factors increase the risk of SSI, including obesity, 
diabetes, tobacco use, length of surgery, and blood loss. Intrapartum risk
factors such as the presence of labor, prolonged rupture of membranes, and
chorioamnionitis further contribute to risk of SSI following CD. Several studies
have demonstrated the efficacy of universal implementation of preventative
measures to reduce the risk of infection following CD.
Methods: A prospective quality improvement project was conducted for women




   
     





    
   
 
 
    
   
  
    
  
  
   
  
   
 
   
 
  
   
   





   





     
 
 
    
 
   
  
   
   
  
 
were categorized according to a SSI risk stratification checklist into high (HR) 
and low (LR) risk for SSI groups. The LR group received a single pre-operative
intravenous antibiotics dose and an absorbent dressing worn for 1 week. The
HR group received the pre-operative antibiotic dose with an additional 24 hours
of intravenous antibiotics and a negative pressure wound therapy dressing worn
for 1 week. 
Results: SSIs decreased from 6.1% (pre-study rate) to 2.6% after initiation of
the protocol, a 57% reduction (p < 0.01). The LR and HR groups did not differ in
infection rate (1.9% and 3.0%, respectively).
Conclusion: Stratifying patients into high and low risk groups and providing
different wound management protocols according to risk significantly reduced
overall SSIs. SSI rates between the low- and high-risk groups were similar 
suggesting that the high risk wound management protocol effectively reduced
the rate of SSI to be equal to the SSI rate of a low risk population.
81 Treatment for Opioid Use Disorders and Dissociative Symptoms
Danielle Gainer, M.D., Tim Crawford, Ph.D., MPH, Karley Fischer, BS 
Psychiatry
Opioid use has been associated with numerous psychiatric symptoms, including
dissociative symptoms. Medications that are used to treat opioid use disorder 
can potentially impact dissociative symptoms, but this has not been explored in
the existing literature. We intended to examine the relationship between
dissociative symptoms and opioid use disorders using the Dissociative
Experiences Scale (DES). We studied subjects who were prescribed
methadone, buprenorphine or naltrexone for opioid use disorder. Surveys were
given to subjects in three substance use treatment facilities: TCN Behavioral
Health Services, Inc., Project C.U.R.E., Inc. and Access Ohio. All data were
analyzed using SAS version 9.4 (Cary, NC) and p-values <.05 were considered
statistically significant. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted to
examine associations between the study variables and the outcome. A multiple
linear regression model was developed to examine the association between
opioid medication type and dissociative symptoms. 
There were 116 participants included in the analysis. Approximately 55% of 
participants were prescribed buprenorphine. The majority of participants were
female (51.7%), white (89.5%), and ≤ 40 years of age (64.7%). The average
dissociative symptoms score was 16.1 (standard deviation = 14.9) and 80.9%
were considered to have low dissociation (score < 30). There was a significant 
association between medication type and dissociative symptoms (p = .01). 
Participants prescribed buprenorphine had higher mean dissociation symptom
scores (18.8) compared to methadone (12.7) and naltrexone (12.8). Their last 
use of alcohol or other drugs (p = .006) was significantly associated with
dissociation symptoms. Overall, the multiple linear regression model was 
significant (F = 3.54; p = .003) and explained 11.8% of the variance. Compared
to buprenorphine, both methadone (β = -0.479; p = .01) and naltrexone (β = -








     
   
     
 




   
 
   
  
   
     
    
   
 
   
   
  
   
 
   
    
     
  
   
   
  
 
    
 
    
       
    
  
  
   
 




   




82 Role Of Macrophage Polarization In Adipose Tissue And Perivascular 
Adipose Tissue Of Hypertensive Mice
Venkata Sai Usha Sri Polaki, Jinju Wang, Shuzhen Chen, Ji Bihl
Pharmacology & Toxicology
Hypertension also known as high blood pressure (HBP), is a long-term medical
condition in which the blood pressure in the arteries is persistently elevated. It
can lead to severe health complications and increase the risk of heart disease, 
stroke, and sometimes death. Perivascular adipose tissue (PVAT) is known as
the adipose tissue (AT) surrounding all the blood vessels and plays a critical
role in the pathogenesis of the vascular disease. In vascular pathologies, PVAT
increases in volume and becomes dysfunctional, with altered cellular 
composition and molecular characteristics. Macrophages have been found to
accumulate in PVAT during hypertension, which might be involved in the
inflammation of hypertension. Inflammation has been shown to play an
important role in hypertension; however, the exact mechanisms by which the
activated immune cells from which part lead to the development and
maintenance of hypertension remain to be elucidated. The objective of this
study is to determine the role of the polarization of macrophages in the PVAT of 
hypertensive mice. Methods: Renin transgenic (R+) mice (n=6/group) have
been used as a hypertensive mice model. The PVAT and AT samples were
collected for macrophages isolation. The polarization of macrophages in AT and
PVAT was determined by using the flow cytometry. Macrophages were defined
as F4/80 positive cells. M1 phenotype was identified as CD86 positive
macrophages, while the M2 phenotype was identified as CD206 positive
macrophages.  Results: 1) R+ showed high blood pressure when compared to
control mice. 2) The numbers of M1 macrophages were increased, while the
numbers of M2 macrophages were decreased in both the AT and PVAT of R+ 
mice. Conclusion: The M1 phenotypes of macrophages in PVAT and AT is
increased in hypertensive mice, which might be related to the inflammation of 
hypertension. Further studies will verify the inflammatory cytokine levels in
PVAT and AT in hypertensive mice.
83 Placental hypoxia inducible factor-1 in early onset preeclampsia as a
predictor of future risk in maternal and fetal health
Julie Slyby, Jerry Yaklic, Rose Maxwell, and Thomas L Brown
Neuroscience Cell Biology & Physiology and OB/GYN
Preeclampsia is a life threatening pregnancy associated disorder. It is
characterized by the rapid development of hypertension with renal dysfunction. 
While preeclampsia generally occurs later in pregnancy, early onset 
preeclampsia (EO-PE) can occur much earlier and is usually more devastating. 
Early-onset preeclampsia is also associated with an increased risk of maternal
cardiovascular and metabolic disease in mothers later in life and neurocognitive
dysfunction in their offspring. EO-PE is strongly associated with abnormal
placental development and fetal growth restriction during pregnancy. The
placenta is a transient organ that is formed during pregnancy and is essential
for embryonic survival. Hypoxia-inducible factor 1 alpha (Hif-1α) is a critical
oxygen-sensing gene that has been implicated as a major regulator of 
trophoblast differentiation. Trophoblasts are cells that make up the fetal
component of the placenta. Elevated Hif-1α has been linked to preeclampsia in










   
  
  
     
   
 
   




     
 
  
   
  
 
    
   
   
   
    
   
  
   
    
  
  
   
     
  
    
   
 
 








   
evidence that Hif-1α is a critical molecular mediator of placental development 
and indicates that prolonged expression of Hif-1α, exclusively in placental
trophoblasts during pregnancy, causes maternal pathology and fetal growth
restriction that is characteristic of early-onset preeclampsia. Although the
association of Hif-1α and preeclampsia has been suggested, no study has
quantified the levels of Hif-1α in humans in early onset preeclamptic
pregnancies. In addition, a comparison between early and late onset 
preeclampsia has not been made. Our study will establish the relationship
between Hif-1α positive placentas and the risk of future preeclamptic
pregnancies as well as future maternal health. This includes the prevalence of 
preeclampsia in a subsequent pregnancy, long term maternal cardiovascular 
health, and health issues in the offspring including neurocognitive impairments. 
These findings will determine if Hif-1α is a predictive marker for the risk of future
adverse effects from preeclampsia in both mothers and offspring.
84 Oral Vitamin D is a Safe, Effective, Well-tolerated and Underutilized 
Treatment for Psoriasis
Patrick McCullough MD, Douglas Lehrer MD
Psychiatry
Psoriasis responds safely to treatment with oral and topical vitamin D, sunshine, 
and UVB phototherapy, as first shown in the 1930’s with sunshine, phototherapy
and oral vitamin D2, and again with oral vitamin D beginning in the 1980s. 
However, while topical vitamin D analogues are routinely used to treat psoriasis, 
oral vitamin D is not, in spite of a long history of being safe and effective. In
several oral vitamin D psoriasis research studies published in the 1980s and
1990s, and UVB phototherapy studies in the 1990s and 2000s, baseline 25OHD
blood levels ranging from 20ng/ml to 90ng/ml were commonly observed in
psoriasis patients prior to treatment, yet the patient’s skin still responded to
treatment with either oral calcitriol, 1-hydroxyvitamin D3, or UVB phototherapy. 
As 25OHD levels between 20 ng/ml to 50 ng/ml are considered normal by the
IOM, and 30 ng/ml to 100 ng/ml are considered normal by the Endocrine
Society, this raises questions about what constitutes normal vitamin D blood
levels. UVB phototherapy protocols for psoriasis result in marked increases in
25OHD levels, often above 100ng/ml and ranging as high as 159 ng/ml with no
toxicity. Daily full body sun exposure produces up to 10,000 to 25,000 IU a day
of D3. Doses of vitamin D3 in this range and up to 50,000 IU/day appear to be
safe and effective in treating psoriasis.  Increased use of oral vitamin D in
treating psoriasis would result in substantial cost savings compared to current 
biological therapies, and is a much safer alternative, with no risk of causing the
cancers, infections, neutropenia, or autoimmunity associated with the use of
biologics.
85 Outcomes in children and adolescents undergoing cholecystectomies
with a high ejection fraction
Salony Dighamber, Karen Herzing, Arturo Aranda, Jeffrey Pence, Sean
Barnett
Surgery
Background: Cholecystectomy is commonly performed electively for 
symptomatic cholelithiasis and biliary hypokinesia with an ejection fraction (EF) 
less than 35%. Recent literature has shown that cholecystectomy in adults for 





























   
  
   
  
  




   
  
  
   
    
    
   
 
  
   
   
 
  
pain) for the majority of patients. We seek to determine whether 
cholecystectomy is efficacious in the treatment of symptomatic biliary
hyperkinesia in the pediatric population. 
Method: The charts of 105 patients aged 10 to 18 from 2008 to 2018 who
underwent cholecystectomy were reviewed to determine ejection fraction, BMI,
race, pain with CCK-HIDA, complications, and resolution of symptoms (pain, 
vomiting, steatorrhea, diarrhea) post operatively. Analyses of surgical outcomes
were performed between two groups, low/normal EF and high EF, which were
stratified and compared. 
Results: A total of 79 patients had low/normal EF (EF <65%), and 26 had high
EF (EF>65%). Mann-Whitney, Chi-square, & Fisher’s exact tests differentiated
between groups. The resolution of symptoms rate was similar between groups
with no statistical difference: low/normal EF (75%) vs. high EF (69%), p=0.497. 
Pain with HIDA scan appeared higher in the high EF group (p=0.047), refer to
Table 1. No difference was shown between groups for gender, race, age, BMI,
and follow-up rates. No surgical complications were seen in either group.
Conclusion: Pediatric patients with symptomatic biliary hyperkinesia experience
a similar rate of resolution of their symptoms when compared to similarly
matched patients who underwent cholecystectomy for biliary hypokinesia.
86 A Pilot Study of Proteomic Profiles in Patients who Develop Ventilator 
Acquired Pneumonia
Hima P. Yenuga, Ravi P. Sahu, William C. Grunwald, Jr., Thomas A. Sensing, 
Claire E. Hardman, Jennifer M. Lynde, John S. Bruun, Rachel L. Armstrong, 
Angela S. Shoen, and John K. Bini, David R. Cool
Pharmacology & Toxicology
Ventilator associated pneumonia (VAP) is the most common nosocomial
infection leading to increased mortality in ICU patients. Patients in this study
were in the ICU, required ≥48 hours of mechanical ventilation, and had a
Clinical Pulmonary Infection Score ≥6. For this study we recruited 16 subjects
who were on ventilator >48 hrs, obtained serum and sputum from each that was
frozen at -80°C and stored until use. Six patients developed pneumonia (VAP) 
and the rest were considered Non-VAP. Our goal was to analyze cytokine
levels, Platelet Activating factor acteylhydrolase (PAFAH), and Pentraxin3, in
the sputum as well as serum samples from these patients. PAFAh is an enzyme
that inactivates platelet activating factor, which is involved in cytokine release. 
Pentraxin3 is an early marker of lung injury. Using the Bio-Rad BioPlex system, 
we analyzed 27 cytokines in sputum and serum. Of these, we found that 6 were
significantly increased in the sputum of VAP patients, while only 1 was
significantly increased in the serum from VAP patients. The PAFAh assay
revealed no significant difference between VAP and non-VAP patient sputum or 
serum, though there was a trend for lower PAFAh in VAP patients compared to
non-VAP. Analysis for Pentraxin3 indicated that it was present in both sputum
and serum though there was no significant difference. Analysis of the sputum
samples by mass spectrometry revealed no obvious profile differences between
VAP and non-VAP. However, a polymeric compound was observed, mostly in




    
   
  












     
 
   
  






   
  
   
   
     
 
   
 
    
   
   













fragmented peptides from the sputum also revealed a peptide from pneumonia
bacteria. In conclusion, the results strongly suggest that a larger study is
needed, in addition to cytokines, other enzymes and proteins need to be
explored as potential markers for early diagnosis and potential new treatments
of VAP.
87 The Clinical Course and Proposals for More Comprehensive Management 
of a Schizoaffective Immigrant with Over Sixty-Five Hospitalizations and
Unsupportive Family
Jon L. Miller, BA, Dr. Nita Bhatt, MD, MPH
Psychiatry
Ms. B. is a 59 year old somali female with an extensive history of 
Schizoaffective disorder, bipolar type with chronic right forearm swelling due to
remote trauma who has presented to various psychiatric hospitals since first 
coming to the United States, totaling nearly 60 hospitalizations in Texas, and 6
hospitalizations (with lengths of stay of averaging 1.5 months) since moving to
Ohio in June 2017. Patient has repeatedly been abandoned by her family near 
the community mental healthcare center for disorganized behavior, resulting in
inpatient admissions. The family has at times locked the patient out of the family
house, leaving the patient to wander the streets. As an inpatient, the patient was
notably intrusive with staff and peers. Per outpatient pharmacy, the patient was
non-compliant with her outpatient medications. Patient was previously set up
with a community mental health agency and had been assigned a case
manager, but followed up with neither. 
While most recently hospitalized, patient was communicated with via live or 
phone Somali interpreter. She was administered Invega Sustenna
(Paliperidone) 234 mg IM at 3 weeks. Patient previously responded well to long-
acting injectable medications and stabilized in the hospital. Patient was
discharged into the care of her family who had previously allowed her to wander 
the streets. This case illustrates the challenges faced by the social and mental
healthcare system when dealing with individuals who are not only dealing with
serious mental illness, but also lacking familial support. Could such cases be
handled as elder abuse for slightly older patients? Considering that the very
high average cost of a mental health admission for 
Schizophrenia/Schizoaffective, steps to better classify and prevent abuse of the
mentally ill and more effective means of legally maintaining outpatient 
adherence to medications should be explored by the state and healthcare
system.
88 Is CT necessary for the diagnosis of perirectal abscess?
Declan A. Feery, BS, Claire E. Hardman, RN, BSN, Mary C. McCarthy, MD 
Surgery
Introduction: Computed Tomography (CT) scans are often over utilized in the
emergency department, particularly in diagnosing perirectal abscesses. CT is
useful in complicated disease with abscesses having fistulas and recurrence, 
but it has its pitfalls. CT use results in increased time before treatment,
exposure to radiation, and increased cost of care1. The physical exam (PE) and
history are often significant enough to make the diagnosis. In this study, we












   
  
  
   
  
    
  
  
   
    
   
   
    
 
 
   
  
 
   









     
    
 
     
  
   
   
  
sensitivity of PE was superior to CT in terms of identifying a true positive, 
perirectal abscess. 
Materials and Methods:This retrospective chart review used data from 2012-
2017 at Miami Valley Hospital (MVH). Patients who were diagnosed with a
perirectal abscess by physical exam, recieved a CT, and went to the operating
room (OR) for incision and drainage (I&D) were included. The data was
extracted from the electronic health record, de-identified, and stored on a PHP 
server. Using MedCalc, the sensitivities and specificities for identifying a true
positive were calculated. A true positive was defined as having the diagnosis of 
perirectal abscess confirmed in the OR after I&D. 
Results: PE proved to be superior with a sensitivity of 95.92% (47/49); while CT
was found to have a sensitivity of 89.0% (44/49).
Discussion: Given the drawbacks and overutilization of CT, we sought to
investigate if physical examination (PE) was sufficient to correctly diagnose
perirectal abscesses. Through a retrospective chart review of patients who were
diagnosed with perirectal abscess, received a CT scan, and went to the
operating room for (I&D), we compared the sensitivity of PE and CT. PE proved
to be superior with a sensitivity of 95.92%; while CT was found to have a
sensitivity of 89.0% (n=49). With this information in mind, we hope staff at our 
institution continue to rely on the PE for the diagnosis and avoid the
overutilization of CT frequently seen in the ED. If the patient’s buttock pain is
disproportionate to clinical exam findings, image studies are warranted to
differentiate between a deep tissue infection or simple cellulitits2. In the majority
of cases however, PE is remarkably dependable.
Acknowledgements: The authors would like to thank Rebecca Miller for her help
with data collection.
References:
1. Shuaib, W., Hashmi, M., Vijayasarathi, A., Arunkumar, J., Tiwana, S.,
& Khosa, F. (2015). The Use of Facial CT for the Evaluation of a
Suspected Simple Dentoalveolar Abscess in the Emergency
Department. Clinical Medicine & Research, 13(3-4), 112-116.
89 Successful Adrenal Vein Sampling Using Gadolinium in a Patient With
Iodinated Contrast Dye Allergy
Alexandria Sutton MS4, Robert Short MD/PhD, Tiffany Castle FNP-C, Ankur 
Gupta MD, FACE
Internal Medicine
A 46-year-old Caucasian man with history of hypertension since age 36 years
was admitted to the hospital for refractory hypertension despite being on
multiple blood pressure medications. Endocrinology was consulted after 
nephrology providers were unable to control his hypertension. His blood
pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) at that time were 163/119 and 73 despite
taking 10 scheduled BP medications and one as needed. Laboratory testing for 
pheochromocytoma and hypercortisolism was unremarkable. Serum
deoxycorticosterone level was <2 ng/dl. Dexamethasone trial was unsuccessful.







   
  




    
  
      




   
 
  
    
 
   
 
   
 
 
   
   
   
  
   
    
  
  
   
 
 
     
 
    
   
   
   
    
    
     
  
 
    
 
tomography (CT) scan abdomen showed a 5 mm right adrenal nodule with HU 
<10 consistent with adenoma. Diagnosis of PA was considered with no other 
possible diagnosis in the differential. AVS was pursued but the patient reported
history of anaphylaxis to iodinated contrast dye. The patient could not be
pretreated with steroids for his contrast allergy. The AVS and venography were
successfully performed using gadolinium under fluoroscopy. The selectivity
index confirmed successful catheterization. However, no evidence of unilateral
hypersecretion of aldosterone from the right or left adrenal gland was seen. His
serum aldosterone level on the day of AVS resulted <3 raising doubt of PA. His
blood pressure remained uncontrolled despite trials of multiple blood pressure
medications. There are only three reported cases worldwide of successful
adrenal venous sampling with gadolinium. All three reported cases are from
Japan and none are from the United States. AVS is an important procedure in
localizing adrenal nodules causing primary aldosteronism and surgery can be
curative of hypertension. AVS is usually performed using iodinated contrast dye
but our patient was allergic to iodinated contrast dye. This case reports a
successful AVS with gadolinium in a patient with iodinated contrast dye allergy.
90 Formation of Delusions from Past Experiences
Ashwatha Thenappan MS3, Nita Bhatt, M.D., M.P.H.
Psychiatry
Mrs. P is a 52 year old African American female with a past medical history of
Bipolar I Disorder, Obesity, and Infertility secondary to PCOS, who was
admitted to the inpatient psychiatric unit for acute mania due to medication non-
compliance.
Patient’s husband states that she stopped taking her psychiatric medications 6
months prior to admission. On admission, patient was responding the auditory
and visual hallucinations, was euphoric, and had not slept for several days. The
patient made several delusional statements related to pregnancy and
motherhood such as “I have 144 children”, “We having babies, me and baby
daddy.”, “I am pregnant and you all got my babies!’ and “I’m having 180 baby
boys”. At the time, the patient had no children. Patient insisted that she was
pregnant although she had been through menopause and her urine pregnancy
test was negative. The patient was complaint with medications and returned to
baseline.
This case is significant because the patient’s delusions of pregnancy and
motherhood are rooted in reality. The patient may have greatly benefited from
psychotherapy to help her process her several miscarriages as she had a
strong desire to be a mother but was never able to have children. This leads to
the question: are most delusions based on reality/past experience? There is
limited research on this topic, but overall, it seems that there can be a reality
component to delusions. One theory on delusion formation is the multifactorial
model. The delusion is precipitated by a significant life stressor and often in a
patient with pre-existing mental health conditions. In the search for explanations
during this time of confusion and vulnerability, the individual often finds their 
answer in a delusion. These delusional explanations reflect the interactions






   
 
    
   
  
   
 
    
  
   
 
    
  
   
   
  
   
    
     
    
   
  
     
                                                                                                                   
 
     






    
 
   
    
 
    
   
  
 
     
   
    
   
  
 
91 Effectiveness of DVT Trauma Screens in Prevention of Pulmonary
Embolism
Danielle Harris, Dr. Peter Ekeh, Jennifer Gibson
Surgery
Introduction: Trauma patients are more prone to DVT despite measures to
prophylactically treat them. Increased rate of DVT is also correlated with high
rates of pulmonary embolism (PE). In 2011 the American College of Chest 
physicians cited PE as the third leading cause of death in trauma patients who
survive more than 24 hours. For the past 5 years Miami Valley Hospital(MVH) 
has implemented a DVT screening protocol for trauma patients in an attempt to
reduce the number of PE’s. The protocol requires DVT U/S screening for all
trauma patients on post trauma day(PTD) 7. 
Methods and results: A retrospective chart review of 120 trauma patients
admitted to MVH between January 1, 2013- October 31, 2018 was performed. 
Trauma patients 18 years or older who received at least one DVT Trauma
Screen throughout their hospitalization were included. The final sample was 65
with 16 females and 49 males. The median age was 59.61. There were 61
patients diagnosed with a DVT, of those 4(6.5%) developed a PE. 4(6%)
patients developed a PE but no DVT. 12%(8) of patients screened eventually
went on to develop a PE. 47(72%) patients had chemoprophylaxis. Of those 47
patients, 6 developed a PE. Of the 8 patients total that developed PE, 75% of 
them were on mechanical ventilation an average of 13.33 days. 75% of them
also went to the operating room an average of 4.8 operations. Only 2 had risk
factors for anticoagulation prior to their trauma. 
Discussion: The majority of the patients that developed a PE had risk factors
such as multiple operations and increased time spent on a ventilator. Screening
for DVT on PTD 7 still needs more research. Further research should aim to
study larger cohorts as well as randomizing the PTD that screening occurs, 
taking into account patient risk factors.
92 Unusual Abdominal Distention in the setting of cryoglobulinemia-
mediated vasculitis
Benita Y. Wu, Sangeeta Agrawal, MD, Melinda Wayde, MD
Internal Medicine
Cryoglobulinemia is a vasculitic condition that mainly affects small and medium
sized vessels with deposition of immune complexes. It is known to be
associated with hepatitis C virus (HCV), human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
and other chronic inflammatory states such as connective tissue diseases. Due
to the myriad of locations for deposition within the body, cryoglobulinemia has
potential for many interesting clinical manifestations that make elucidation
difficult and can muddy the clinical picture. We are presenting a case that 
initially presented as a gastroenterology consult for abdominal distention and
became a hunt for an etiology. In discussing our patient’s interesting case, there
is hope of finding patterns to more rapidly evaluate and pinpoint
cryoglobulinemia effects and of creating awareness of some of the less
considered presentations. Also, we also hope to review some classic








    
      
  
    
 





    
 
   
   
 
  
    
   
  
   
 
   
 
  










    
    
 
   




93 The Perplexing Presentation Of The Most Common Form Of Hereditary 
Myopathy Presenting In Adults: A Case Report
Andrew La’Pelusa, Adam Boggs, D.O, Amar Ahmad, M.D, Dean Bricker, M.D.
Internal Medicine
Proper approach to and management of myotonic dystrophy can majorly impact 
a patient’s quality of life and can have long-term physical health affects. This
case report highlights the pathway of care that a multidisciplinary healthcare
team navigated when managing a patient with the most common form of adult
onset muscular disorder, myotonic dystrophy. The sequence of events, 
qualitative and quantitative data are presented to help correlate the etiology, 
epidemiology, and pathophysiology of myotonic dystrophy. The report 
concludes with the evidence based interprofessional team strategies that 
improve care coordination, communication, and outcomes for patients affected
by myotonic dystrophy. The goal is to help recall, analyze, and anticipate
common considerations related to the history, physical, evaluation, medical
conditions and emergencies associated with myotonic dystrophy.
94 A Case of Reactive Arthritis in the Setting of HIV
Logan Maag, Peter Li, James Dizmang, Marc Raslich
Internal Medicine
23-year-old African American male presented for polyarthritis of 3 months
concerning for reactive arthritis secondary to treated syphilis. Initially improved
with treatment, but prior to admission, noticed bilateral wrist,
metacarpophalangeal, interphalangeal, and ankle joint swelling with significant 
worsening pain. History of HIV, on anti-retroviral therapy for past month, CD4
nadir of 247. Endorsed subacute on chronic diarrhea, denied fever, dysuria, 
travel, new sexual contacts. Patient afebrile, exam notable for bilateral wrist,
hand, and ankle swelling, tenderness, decreased range of motion. No 
conjunctivitis or uveitis. Labs notable for C-reactive protein 12.2, Westergren
Sedimentation Rate 121, HIV-1 RNA undetectable, HLA-B27 negative. Bacterial
stool cultures negative. X-ray negative for erosion or subluxation. Naproxen
started with subjective improvement, therefore septic arthritis unlikely, and
orthopedic consult opted against arthrocentesis. Etiology most likely reactive
arthritis secondary to treated syphilis.
Differential included immune reconstruction inflammatory syndrome (IRIS), 
Jaccoud arthropathy, rheumatoid arthritis, HIV-associated arthritis, and reactive
arthritis. IRIS less likely given CD4 count above 100. Jaccoud arthropathy
presents with fourth- and fifth-digit ulnar deviation and metacarpophalangeal
joint subluxation. Met criteria for seronegative rheumatoid arthritis, but atypical
acute onset better explained by reactive arthritis. HIV-associated arthritis is
typically short-lived oligoarthropathy of knees and ankles, lasting 1-6 weeks.
Classic triad of conjunctivitis, urethritis, and arthritis is not typical in all reactive
arthritis cases. Joint involvement is often multidigit dactylitis, synovitis, or 
enthesitis; can present asymmetrically or with small joint involvement. His
history of diarrhea and syphilis treatment within the past 3 months in the setting
of HIV with a low CD4 count, and pattern of joint involvement, makes reactive
arthritis most likely. HLA-B27, a genetic marker associated with increased risk







   
 






     
   
   
     
  
 
   
  






   
  
      
    




     
  
   
   
 
 
   
  
  
     
   
 
     
   
 
associated reactive arthritis, 90% of Caucasians are HLA-B27 positive while
Africans nearly all negative.
95 Peer Instruction in Medical Education: Predictive Value of Individual 
Performance
Alex Chase; Dean Parmelee, MD
Medical Education
Objective: To determine if individual performance in Peer Instruction (PI)
classroom sessions is predictive of individual performance on summative
assessments.
Methods: Individual scores from PI sessions derived from Origins 1 and 2
courses for the Class of 2021 were collected. These scores were compared to
the Origins 1 and 2 NBME final scores, as well as Origins 1 and 2 MCQ exam
scores, using linear regression to determine predictive value. The linear
regression models were built by consecutively adding sequential PI scores. 
Results: Individual PI scores were found to be predictive of final NBME exam
scores. The first seven PI scores were found to create a significant model
capable of accounting for 67% of final NBME score. PIs were not found to have
a strong or consistent ability to predict MCQ scores.
96 Academic success in medical school for prematriculation program
students—A retrospective analysis of year 1 course exams at Boonshoft 
School of Medicine at Wright State University
James Elliott, Amber Todd, Ph.D
Medical Education
As medical schools strive to enroll diverse candidates, the schools have
developed and offered prematriculation programs to their diverse candidates to
ensure all students are prepared for the first year of medical school. The
prematriculation programs attempt to incorporate academic content with new
study techniques to help students become confident in their learning skills for 
the duration medical school. Following the implementation of these programs, 
there is scant evidence to support the need for these programs and justify
allocating funds towards these programs.  Analyzing the success of those who
attended prematriculation programs is imperative to understanding the impact of 
these programs and can determine if these programs should be expanded or 
altered.
A data set from two consecutive years of a prematriculation program at The
Boonshoft School of Medicine at Wright State University (BSOMWSU) was
analyzed to determine the effectiveness of the program by measuring academic
success of those who attended the program compared to those who qualified
for the program but did not attend as well as those who did not qualify. The
hypothesis was testing using individual exam scores throughout the first year of 
school from the respective three groups and used analysis of covariance test.






    
    
  
   
   





   
  
    
  
    
    
     
     
 
   
 
 
   
     
 
  
   
  




    
  




    
 
     
     
 
   
    
 
     
   
Analysis showed those who did not qualify for the program scored higher on all
Year 1 exams. Additionally, those who qualified and enrolled in the
prematriculation program scored lower on all Year 1 course exams than their 
counterparts. These results may suggest the prematriculation program is
ineffective.  Since the program’s curricula is new, the results may indicate the
curricula needs better alignment to the school year curricula or more
instructional training. While the program does not demonstrate an academic
boost, there may be social and emotional benefits that can be studied in the
future.
97 The Relationship Between Advanced Degrees and Performance on USMLE 
Step 1
Martha E. Orozco Cortes, Dean X. Parmelee, M.D., Adrienne Stolfi, M.S.P.H.
Medical Education
While previous studies have analyzed the relationship of pre-admission factors
on USMLE Step 1 scores, few studies have looked at the effects of obtaining a
graduate degree before medical school matriculation. Therefore, this study
sought to determine if there was an advantage of obtaining a graduate degree
before medical school when it came to USMLE Step 1 board exam scores. This
retrospective study analyzed USMLE Step 1 scores and medical school
application data from 718 students who matriculated at a public Midwestern
medical school between 2014 and 2016. A combination of analyzes of variance, 
chi-square tests, and multiple regression analyses were used. When controlling
for age, gender and MCAT scores, results showed that there was no
association between having a graduate degree either in a science or a non-
science field before medical school matriculation and USMLE Step 1 scores.
98 Evidence for the power of collaborative learning in medical education
Mark Wright MS3, Dean Parmelee MD
Medical Education
Active learning strategies for the classroom are increasingly used as the
evidence for their effectiveness mounts. Team-Based Learning (TBL) is one
such strategy used in US medical schools. One core feature is utilizing teams of 
5-7 students that solve problems collaboratively. Another core feature is that 
both the individual’s and team’s performance are included in the grading, 
thereby incentivizing individuals to contribute to their peers’ learning. Using data
from one first year medical school class’s performance in course exams, we
investigated how much of a team’s performance is related to having a high-or 
low scoring individual, and how much of its performance is from the
collaborative effort of the team, specifically the mean performance of its
members. 
Linear regression found the average of a team individual’s scores over 12
exams was statistically significant for predicting team group scores on the 12
exams with a correlation of 0.829. Applying ANOVA, this remained significant 
(p-value < .001). For every 0.229% increase in a team’s individual average, the
group score would increase by 1.0%.
Our finding is that the best predictor for a team’s performance is the average of 











    
   
  
   
  
   
    







   





     
  
   
       
  
  












    
 
 
significantly impacts the team. Our findings can assure teams that collaboration
will enhance their exam results. 
99 Educational outcomes and student perceptions of psychiatry and
neurology following a combined clerkship experience
Brent Schnipke, MD; Kate Boroff, MS4; Bethany Harper, MD
Psychiatry
Psychiatry and neurology are required clerkships for all medical students at
most US medical schools. Due to curriculum changes, our psychiatry and
neurology clerkships were combined, limiting time in which to meet educational
objectives. Clinical and didactic time was decreased to 4 weeks psychiatry and
2 weeks neurology, and students take the NBME clerkship exam in psychiatry
at the end of the rotation. Our objectives include investigating the educational
components of the clerkship, correlating student perceptions with objective
performance data, and drawing conclusions about the effectiveness of the
psychiatry clerkship and the effect of changing curricula on attitudes and
academic performance. A survey was developed with Likert scale questions to
assess student confidence and competence in psychiatry and neurology in a
combined clerkship. Additional questions determined the effectiveness of 
specific clerkship components: teaching in clinical context, voluntary resident 
lectures, and mandatory structured didactic time. Preliminary survey data
includes results from two student groups. Students identified teaching in clinical
context as the most helpful educational component, with formal didactics being
the least effective. This gradient was more pronounced for the neurology portion
of the clerkship. 57% agreed the combined clerkship improved their 
understanding of both disciplines, though 53% felt that it negatively affected
performance on graded activities. 84% agreed they were confident in
performing a mental status exam and a neurological exam. 42% would have
benefitted from more time in psychiatry, with another 37% neutral, while 53%
would have preferred more time for neurology. As there is no control group this
data is largely descriptive, and the small sample size currently limits strong
conclusions. Despite a shorter clerkship, students felt they were able to learn
the important skills in both disciplines and were satisfied with the time. More
conclusions may be possible in the final report after collecting data from all
students who complete the clerkship.
References:
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100 An Ecological Study Correlating Outcomes of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
With Variables Associated With Healthcare Resources and Etiology of 
Disease
Ryan Clark, Kenton Barry
Global Health
Background: This analysis uses an ecological study to delve into what factors
could be associated with the high global mortality due to Type 2 Diabetes
Mellitus (T2DM). The goal is to advance global health efforts and work toward
lowering the mortality by identifying which factors are correlated and which
factors are not.
Methods: Nineteen countries were selected based on a mixture of low, medium
and high GDP to serve as a simplified representation of other countries of
similar GDP. Data was gathered from 2016 using the World Health Organization
database. The statistical analysis was performed with SPSS to create a forward
step-wise multiple regression. Variables used in the analysis include overweight 
children <5 years (% weight for height >2SD), prevalence of overweight adults
with BMI > 25, prevalence of insufficient physical activity among adults aged
18+, prevalence of raised blood pressure in those aged 18+ (SBP > 140 OR
DBP > 90), prevalence of raised fasting blood glucose aged 18+ (>= 7.0
mmol/L), prevalence of current tobacco use among those aged 15+, population
using at least basic drinking water services, general availability of diabetes
testing (HbA1c), out-of-pocket expenditure per capita in US dollars, pharmacists
per 10,000 people, alcohol consumers in past 12 months, existence of a
diabetes registry, infant mortality rate, number of registered vehicles, and
medical doctors per 10,000 people.
Results: The only statistically significant correlation with mortality from T2DM
was prevalence of overweight adults with BMI >25 (P=0.010). The other 








   
    
  
   
  
   
   
     
  
  
   
 
  
   
   
    
     
   
      
   
  
 
   
  
    
 






   
 
     
 
  
    
  






Conclusion: In light of these findings, global health efforts should be made to
decrease prevalence of overweight adults, as this study showed that this is
positively correlated with mortality in T2DM.
101 Alcohol Education and Consumption in Rural Northwest Ohio
Katie Lomeo, MS3 and Dawn McNaughton, MD
Family Medicine
Purpose: The current health assessment from the Auglaize County Health
Department claims that 61% of adults in Auglaize County had at least 1
alcoholic drink in the past month and 28% are binge drinkers. Many health
providers in this rural community note sensitivity when talking to patients about 
their drinking habits. This study was conducted in order to assess both
behavioral and educational change with the introduction of in-office alcohol
education to adults in Auglaize County, Ohio. The aim is to ultimately address if 
alcohol education would have an impact on patients’ drinking habits.
Methods: Two surveys were given to participants to explore the research
question. First, a pre-survey was given that asked general alcohol education
questions and addressed patients drinking habits. A post-survey was then given
to participants, after they read an alcohol information handout, to inquire about
their amount of learning and impact on drinking habits going forward. 
Results: The study was carried out on a small scale (n=41) at Grand Lake
Primary Care and found that 22.5% of participants drank 1 or more drinks a day
and 17.5% qualified as binge drinkers. On the pre-test survey, it was
demonstrated that majority of patients were unaware of all the possible cancers
and disease processes drinking alcohol can lead to. Therefore, 90% of 
participants claimed on the post-survey that they learned more about alcohol.
What is of greatest significance is that most participants, 44.7%, responded that
the alcohol education will “neutrally” impact their drinking habits. 
Implications: From an education perspective, this study demonstrates the
importance of talking to patients about their drinking habits and the possible
disease processes that can result from excessive use. Using this study
information in conjunction with SBIRT can have an even bigger impact in
bringing more awareness to alcohol consumption in rural communities.
102 “To Primary Care or Not to Primary Care: the relationship between DDx
and pursuit of a primary care specialty”
Maya V. Prabhu, Lillian White, Katharine Conway MD, Timothy Crawford MS 
PhD, F. Stuart Leeds MS MD
Family Medicine
The process of generating, ordering, and filtering differential diagnoses (we will
refer to this process as “DDx”) is an important skill in the arsenal of any
physician, but is especially important in the practice of primary care physicians
(PCs). Due to their scope of practice, it is likely that PCPs and non-primary care
physicians (NPCs) place varying emphasis on DDx. In the present study, we
hypothesize that students who choose a PCP career may perform better on
tests of DDx skill and may be more receptive to DDx training compared to








      




   
  
     
   
 
  
     
    
 
   
 
   
   
    
   
   
  








   






   
   
   
  
 
   
    
  
103 Non-Pharmaceutical Fentanyl and Cocaine Positive Unintentional 
Overdose Death Cases in Montgomery County, Ohio
Melissa Casella, Raminta Daniulaityte, PhD, Robert Carlson, PhD
Population and Public Health Sciences
Cocaine is a tropane alkaloid that acts as a central nervous system stimulant 
(CNS) and local anesthetic. Non-pharmaceutical fentanyl (NPF), a synthetic
opioid analgesic, has been found increasingly intermixed in cocaine to create a
“speedball.” This mixture allows for the user to experience the “high” of cocaine, 
while the opioid helps to mitigate the sharp comedown after the effects of the
cocaine have subsided. In Ohio, cocaine-related overdose deaths have risen
from 685 in 2015 to 1,109 in 2016 (61.9% increase). The purpose of this study
is to describe the trends in unintentional overdose deaths that tested positive for 
cocaine and non-pharmaceutical fentanyl-type drugs (NPFs) that occurred in
Montgomery County, Ohio and to analyze the demographic and drug-related
characteristics. The data used for this study included 1023 overdose deaths in
Montgomery County, Ohio that occurred between January 2015 – July 2018
and tested positive for any type of NPF. Liquid-chromatography-tandem-mass
spectroscopy and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay were used to detect 
NFPs and cocaine, respectively. Of the 1023 overdose cases that tested
positive for NPFs and were analyzed between January 2015 and July 2018, 443
(43.3%) involved cocaine. Cocaine positives among NPF cases increased from
36.36% in 2015 to 44.60% in 2017. 65.9% of cases with cocaine included males
and 34.1% included females. Whites also comprised the majority race in both
cocaine positive (76.3%) and cocaine negative overdoses (86.7%). The mean
age of death for cocaine positive overdoses was similar to cocaine negative
overdoses being close to 40 years old (39.97 vs. 40.35). In comparison with
cocaine negative cases, cocaine positive cases were also more likely to test 
positive for alcohol (29.6% vs. 20.0%, p < 0.001) and marijuana (42.4% vs.
32.1%, p = 0.001), but less likely to test positive for any pharmaceutical opioid
(14.4% vs. 22.2%, p = 0.002).
104 Patterns of Non-Prescribed Buprenorphine and Other Opioid Use Among 
Individuals with Current Opioid Use Disorder: A Latent Class Analysis
Daniulaityte, R.; Nahhas, RW; Silverstein, S.; Martins, S.; Carlson, R.
Population and Public Health Sciences
Aim: Non-prescribed buprenorphine (NPB) use increased in the US. This study
aims to characterize heterogeneity in patterns of NPB and other opioid use
among individuals with current opioid use disorder.
Methods: The study recruited 356 participants in Dayton (Montgomery County), 
Ohio, area in 2017-2018 using targeted and Respondent Driven Sampling. 
Participants met the following criteria: 1) 18 years or older, 2) current 
moderate/severe opioid use disorder (DSM-5), 3) past 6-month NPB use. Latent
class analysis (LCA) was conducted to identify subgroups based on past 6-
month (days of NPB and heroin/fentanyl use; use of NPB to get high; use of 
non-prescribed and prescribed pharmaceutical opioids; participation in formal
treatment) and lifetime (years since first NPB and other illicit opioid use) 
characteristics. Selected auxiliary variables were compared across classes












     
 
    






   
      
     
 
   
  
    
  
   
    
   
  
  
   
 




     
     
   
     
 
  






Results: 49.7% were female, and 88.8% were non-Hispanic whites. 89% used
NPB to self-treat withdrawal. LCA resulted in three classes: "Heavy
Heroin/Fentanyl Use" (61%), "More Formal Treatment Use" (29%) and "Intense
NPB Use" (10%). After adjusting for multiple testing, the following past 6-month
variables differed significantly between classes: injection as a primary route of 
heroin/fentanyl administration (p<0.001), cocaine use (p=0.044), unintentional
drug overdose (p=0.023), and homelessness (p=0.044), with the "Intense NPB 
Use" class having the lowest prevalences.
Conclusion: Predominance of self-treatment goals and the association between
more intense NPB use and lower risks of adverse consequences suggest 
potential harm minimization benefits of NPB use. More research is needed to
understand consequences of NPB use over time.
105 Measuring Nomophobia and Exploration of Consequences and
Comorbidities
Sarah Fryman, M.P.H.c and Dr. William Romine, Ph.D.
Population and Public Health Sciences
It is estimated that 95% of Americans use some sort of cellular device, while
77% of Americans use smartphones. Excessive use has resulted in
“Nomophobia”, or fear of not being able to use your smartphone. These devices
have, in part, become an extension of ourselves—which raises hesitation on
whether or not society has become addicted. It is apparent that mobile devices
have not only affected our personal lives, but also our physical and
psychological health. This study explored all of these factors, and additional
areas such as phone usage while driving and sleep habits, in order to get a
broader view on cellphone addiction, including its comorbidities and
consequences. A total of 176 subjects (82.3% students, 16.6% faculty) from
Wright State University completed an anonymous survey link. The tendency to
drive distracted with mobile phones was found to be a significant and positive
predictor of nomophobia (B = 0.108, SE = 0.023, rpartial = 0.359), indicating
that distracted driving provides a useful diagnostic indicator for the disease. 
Nomophobia was also found to increase with a person’s level of social anxiety
(B = 0.018, SE = 0.006, rpartial = 0.246) as found in prior studies.  Females
have significantly higher levels of nomophobia on average than males (B = 
0.417, SE = 0.153, rpartial = 0.216). Based on a single nomophobia measure, 
found by Rasch modeling, the degree to which mobile phone use interferes with
daily life can be qualified (Figure 1). This is essential in quantifying cellphone
addiction within a scale. The relationship between nomophobia and social
anxiety supports our hypothesis that phone addiction can be magnified by
personality traits and psychiatric comorbidities. It is apparent that technology
addiction and cell phone addiction need to be studied among a greater 






    
      
  
   
 
    
 
   





     























    
      
   
 





106 Perceptions of Overdose Risks and Access to Naloxone (Narcan) among 
Non-Pharmaceutical Fentanyl/Heroin Users in Montgomery County, Ohio
Rachel Rhee and Raminta Daniulaiyte
Population and Public Health Sciences
Background: Over the past few years, opioid-related overdose (OD) deaths
increased significantly in the U.S. Synthetic opioids such as fentanyl surpassed
heroin and prescription drugs as the primary cause of opioid-related deaths. 
Naloxone (Narcan) can rapidly reverse opioid OD and is one of the harm
reduction strategies in reducing opioid-related mortality. Conducted in Dayton, 
Ohio, the study aims to characterize perceptions of OD risk and Narcan-related
knowledge and experiences among individuals who use non-pharmaceutical
fentanyl-type drugs (NPFs) and heroin. 
Methods: Between May 2017–January 2018, 60 individuals who self-reported
heroin/NPF use were interviewed using structured questionnaire on socio-
demographics, NPF and other drug use practices, perceptions of OD risk and
knowledge, and access and use of Narcan.
Results: Out of 60 participants, almost 52% were female, and over 90% were
white. Almost 70% had only high school education or less, and 75% were
unemployed. Participants reported experiencing a mean of 2.8 overdoses (SD 
3.9) in their lifetime. They reported high opioid-related mortality in their 
immediate social networks—on average they knew 9.7 (SD 10) friends/family
members who died from an unintentional overdose. Nearly all (90% or above) 
acknowledged the following risk factors for OD: increased NPF/heroin purity; 
using NPF instead of heroin; increased dosing; switching to injection; using after 
a period of abstinence; and using in conjunction with benzodiazepines. 59.2%
found it easy to access Narcan while 14.8% found it difficult. 69.2% had
obtained Narcan although 47.1% reported never having used it to help
somebody. 
Discussion: While most study participants reported knowing an average of 10
deaths from OD within their immediate social networks, only 47% reported
having used Narcan to help somebody despite nearly 70% having access to
Narcan. More research is needed to better understand how people respond in
OD settings and their perceptions of Narcan.
107 Who Avoids Formal Treatment? Characterizing A Group of Opioid-
Dependent Individuals
SM Silverstein, R. Daniulaityte, RW Nahhas, RG Carlson
Population and Public Health Sciences
Aims: Ohio’s recent Medicaid expansion has made drug treatment options
increasingly available to opioid users in the Dayton area. If standard barriers
such as access and cost are decreasing, it is urgent to better understand who is
avoiding formal treatment, and why. Drawing on quantitative and qualitative
data on drug use and treatment behaviors, we aim to characterize individuals








   
   
 



















      
   
  
    
     
  
  
   
        
   
 
 
   
 
  
   
  




Methods: Baseline structured interviews were conducted with 357 individuals
who met the DSM-5 criteria for current opioid use disorder (moderate or 
severe), had used illicit buprenorphine in the past 6 months, were 18 years of 
age or older, and resided in the Dayton (OH) area. SPSS was used to conduct 
statistical analyses of the baseline data and identify differences between the
individuals who had never been in treatment (inpatient, outpatient, or MAT via
prescribing doctor) for opioid use (n=54) and those who had (n=306). Chi-
square tests and one-way ANOVA were used to compare treatment and no
treatment groups (NTG) in terms of socio-demographics, drug use
characteristics, and attitudes towards substance use treatment. A sub-set of 
qualitative interviews (n=65) with study participants was used to further 
contextualize quantitative findings. 
Results: A significantly larger percentage of the NTG group expressed that they
were too embarrassed or ashamed to go to treatment (20.4% vs 7.5%, p=.003) 
and that they could handle their drug use on their own (29.6% vs 13.4%, 
p=.003). Of the NTG sub-sample, 79.6% (n=43) have attempted self-treatment 
on their own, and all of these individuals have attempted self-treatment with
illicit buprenorphine. Perceived barriers to treatment included work, home, or 
caring duties, stigma, and demands of treatment programs.
Conclusions: Novel treatment strategies—and particularly self-treatment with
diverted buprenorphine—may be forming among opioid-dependent individuals.
Further research is needed to explore the nature of self-treatment.
108 Carfentanil-Related Unintentional Overdose Death Cases in Montgomery 
County, Ohio
Lauren E. Trout, Raminta Daniulaityte, PhD, Linna Li, MS, Robert Carlson, 
PhD
Population and Public Health Sciences
Methyl-1-(2-phynylethyl)-4-[phenyl(propanoyl)amino] piperidine-4-carboxylate, 
otherwise known as carfentanil, is a lipophilic and water-soluble fentanyl analog.
Fentanyl and its analogs are not often sought out as illicit drugs in and of 
themselves; instead, they are added to other illicit substances – such as heroin
or counterfeit opioid analgesics – to increase their potency. In fact, many times
users may not know that fentanyl or its analogs have been added to the
substance they purchased. Carfentanil is an incredibly potent analog of fentanyl, 
boasting an estimated potency about 10,000 times that of morphine. 
Traditionally, carfentanil – under the brane name Wildnil – has been used by
veterinarians to incapacitate large mammals in the wild for the purposes of
examination or tagging for observational studies. While the production of 
carfentanil is not tremendously complicated, the process does require
tremendous caution because the substance can be inhaled or absorbed through
the skin or mucous membrane, producing toxic opioid effects. Effects of 
carfentanil mirror those of other opioids. Respiratory depression, in particular, is
of concern when carfentanil is used illicitly. Carfentanil’s effects are amplified
when users inject or inhale the drug or use a similar drug simultaneously. Due
to its incredibly high potency and its rapid onset of action, overdose is common
and overdose reversal requires higher doses of naloxone than normal. Of 
particular concern is the coveted aspect of fentanyl and its analogs that comes




   
     
   








     
  
   
 
 
   
    
  
     
    
 




   
 
 
   
   
  




    






   
  
   
 
in July of 2016 in Summit County, Ohio; five deaths in one weekend were
attributed to carfentanil. Since that time we have continued to see carfentanil
used illicitly. The key aims of this study are to describe trends in unintentional
overdose death cases that tested positive for carfentanil and occurred in
Montgomery County, Ohio and to analyze their demographic and drug-related
characteristics.
109 Sleep Disturbance Between Natural and Surgical Menopause
Abbey Benner, Rose Maxwell, PhD, Jerome Yaklic, MD, Miryoung Lee, PhD, 
Traci Rackett
OB/GYN
Objective: The transition to menopause has been associated with sleep
disturbances, but the underlying mechanism for this is not well understood. We
compare sleep disturbance in women underwent menopause naturally (Nat
Post-M) versus surgically (Surg post-M). 
Methods: This is a secondary data analysis of 217 women who participated in
the Fels longitudinal study met criteria for natural (>1 year without periods and
FSH >25) or surgical (bilateral oophorectomy) menopause. Participants
completed self-reported surveys to assess sleep quality using the Pittsburgh
Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) and Epworth Sleepiness Scale, medical history, 
mental health using PHQ9, medications, stress and quality of life using the
medical outcomes study 36-item short form survey (36-SF) as part of their 
participation in the Fels study. Regression models were created to compare
sleep disturbance between Nat post-M and Surg post-M. 
Results: In the study, 66.8% (n=145) went through natural menopause and
33.3% (n=72) went through surgical menopause. There was no significant 
difference in sleep quality using the Epworth Sleepiness Scale between Nat 
Post-M (6.6 ± 3.8) compared to Surg Post-M (.7 ± 4.0). There was also no
significant difference in sleep quality using PSQI between Nat Post-M (4.5 ± 
3.0) and Surg Post-M (5.0 ± 2.9). 8.3% of Nat Post-M women reported a history
of insomnia versus 6.9% of Surg-Post M women. 19.4% of Surg Post-M women
reported use of sleep medications greater than 3 times per week versus 16% of 
Nat Post-M women (p<0.04). 
Conclusions: In our study, the route of menopause did not affect quality of 
sleep. This suggests the rate of estrogen decline does not contribute to sleep
disturbance during menopause. While others, (Cho et al ) have reported a
difference in history of insomnia between naturally menopausal women and
surgically menopausal women, we did not see this difference in our study.
110 The relationship between marital status and blood pressure, cholesterol, 
BMI, and smoking
Hannah Carson, Adrienne Stolfi, M.S.P.H., Priya Small, M.P.H
Medical Education
Cardiovascular disease is the number one cause of death in the United States
with seven factors for evaluating cardiovascular health. Social belief suggests




   
    






    
    
   
    




   
     
   
   
  
 
    
  
 
   
  




   
  
  




    
   
 
   
   
  
potentially decreased mortality among married individuals in relation to
cardiovascular disease. We assessed the hypothesis that marital status is
related to mean arterial pressure, cholesterol, BMI, and smoking. The study
used 931 subjects from the Fels Longitudinal Study. SPSS was used for the
statistical analysis. MANCOVA allows for analysis of three of more groups on
multiple dependent variables while controlling covariates. The subjects were
broken into married-living with a partner, single-never married, and separated-
divorced-widowed. The p-value for each MANCOVA was not significant.
Therefore, marital status does not affect cardiovascular risk factors as a whole.
However, the relationship between cholesterol and marital status was
significant. Regardless of marital status, females consistently had higher 
cholesterol levels. The study did confirm that age and sex are critical in
evaluating cardiovascular risk factors. However, the limitation of unequal
sample sizes may compromise this study’s results.
111 Attitudes towards substance use treatment among individuals with opioid 
use disorder
Martin K; Daniulaityte R; Carlson RG
Population and Public Health Sciences
Aim: As opioid use continues to increase in the United States, the need for 
effective treatment has become imperative, yet many individuals do not seek
treatment for opioid use disorder. This study aims to investigate attitudes toward
seeking substance use treatment among these individuals.
Methods: This study recruited 357 participants in the Dayton, Ohio area
between 2017-2018 via Respondent Driven Sampling. Individuals included in
the study were 18 years of age or older, had a diagnosis of current 
moderate/severe opioid use disorder (DSM-5), and a history of non-prescribed
buprenorphine usage within the last six months. Structured interviews were
conducted to assess socio-demographic and drug use characteristics.
Treatment attitudes among participants were assessed using 11 questions
related to common attitudes toward/barriers to treatment (e.g. transportation, 
embarrassment, affordability, etc.). Chi-square analyses were used to assess
how treatment-related attitudes differed in relation to socio-demographic and
drug use characteristics.
Results: Females were more likely than males to report that they could not 
attend treatment because of household responsibilities (32.8% vs 19.4%, 
p=0.004). Individuals with psychiatric comorbidity (10.9% vs. 3.9%, p=0.011) 
and no prior overdose (10.6% vs. 4.5%) were more likely to believe treatment
would not be beneficial. Participants with no history of heroin injection were
significantly more likely to believe that treatment would not be beneficial (13.4%
vs. 4.8% p=0.01) and to believe they could quit on their own (23.9% vs. 13.8%
p=0.041). Individuals who had never received treatment were more likely to be
embarrassed to seek treatment (19.2% vs. 7.5 % p=0.007).
Conclusion: These findings suggest that belief in successful self-treatment as
well as a negative outlook toward formal treatment were more likely to be held




     
   
 
  
   
 
    




   




   
   
 
 





    
   
  
     
    
 
    
 





    




   
   
   
research is needed to develop more effective strategies to engage individuals in
substance use treatment.
112 Albuterol Overuse in Inhalant Use Disorder
Courtney Smith, MS3; Nita Bhatt, MD, MPH
Psychiatry
55-year-old male with a past medical history of substance use disorder, anxiety, 
MDD, and asthma presented to the psychiatric hospital with suicidal ideation
following a 5-day inhalant use binge of approximately 36 cans of computer 
duster. The patient originally presented to the emergency department for 
treatment of inhalant use disorder. It was discovered during HPI that the patient 
had also been using increasing amounts of his albuterol inhaler for several
years, with frequency every 30 minutes at the time of presentation. He had also
been receiving several short-term prednisone prescriptions from multiple
physicians and noted that he had taken prednisone nearly every day over a
recent 3-month period. Upon admission to the psychiatric hospital, the patient
complained of subjective symptoms of shortness of breath and was requesting
an additional prednisone prescription and frequent albuterol dosages. Physical
exam revealed no respiratory distress with no tachypnea, no use of accessory
muscles, and O2 saturation recorded at 94-95% both prior to and after use of 
albuterol, with albuterol administration witnessed for proper medication delivery. 
The patient was diagnosed with Severe Inhalant Use Disorder and Major 
Depressive Disorder. Suicidal ideation quickly resolved with Prozac (fluoxetine). 
Restrictions were placed on his albuterol use, with administration no more than
every 4 hours during admission. A prednisone prescription was initially denied
but a 4-day taper was provided upon O2 saturation decompensation to 92%. 
Admission to Mary Haven upon discharge was recommended but ultimately the
patient denied inpatient treatment for his inhalant use, referencing linkage to
Southview as a sufficient treatment plan. This case study demonstrates the
importance of recognizing substance use disorder and alternatively applying
diagnostic criteria more broadly to include non-addictive medications or other
substances because their overuse can stem from mental health disturbances
and can have a significant impact on patients’ physical health and wellbeing.
113 Psychosis due to Traumatic Brain Injury In a Patient with Autism
Spectrum Disorder
Nita Bhatt, M.D., M.P.H., Mark Wright, MS3
Psychiatry
P.C. a 47-year-old Caucasian male with Autism Spectrum Disorder, previously
diagnosed as Asperger’s (DSM-IV), presented to the state psychiatric hospital
with acute psychosis for the third time in one year. He presented with
disorganized speech, disorganized behavior, and negative psychotic symptoms. 
Upon treatment with Haldol 10mg for three weeks the patient’s psychosis
improved, however, his responses remained short, he continued to isolate
himself, remained apathetic, and his executive functioning was impaired. It was
believed that his behavior was due to his Autism Spectrum Disorder as his
acute psychosis had resolved. However, collateral information from the patient’s
family led to the realization that the patient had fallen off of a bridge one month
prior to the onset of these psychotic episodes. The patient had previously held







   
    











   
 
     
 
 








    
   
   
 
     
  
      
   









   
patient became insulated, his personality changed, he lost his jobs, no longer 
engaged in relationship with his family, and experienced several episodes of
acute psychosis. The patient had several CTs and a MRI which were normal.
Due to the acute onset of his psychosis and the change in the patient’s behavior 
and personality occurring immediately after the fall, a diagnosis of psychosis
due to traumatic brain injury was given. With the collateral information provided
by his family, the patient’s poor executive functioning and his behavior after 
treatment were best explained by Traumatic Brain Injury and not Autism
Spectrum Disorder. This case study demonstrates the importance of 
recognizing Psychosis due to Traumatic Brain Injury and the importance of 
collateral information when making this diagnosis in the absence of clear 
physical exam or diagnostic findings. It shows the similar behaviors that can
appear in Autism Spectrum Disorder and a patient with a Traumatic Brain Injury
and the importance in distinguishing between them. 
References:
American Psychiatric Association. (2013). Diagnostic and statistical manual of 
mental disorders. (5th ed.) Arlington, VA: Author.
Fujii, D. (2012). Psychotic Disorder Due to Traumatic Brain injury: Analysis of 
Case Studies in Literature. Clinical Neuropsychiatry, 24(3), 278-290.
McAllister T. (1998). Traumatic Brain Injury and Psychosis: What is the
Connection? Semin Clin Neuropsychiatry, 3(3), 211-223.
114 Inappropriate Testing of Streptococcal Pharyngitis in Children Less than 
Three Years Old
Sharlo Bayless, Dr. Eric Whitney, Dr. Trevor Bihl
Pediatrics
Testing for Group A Strep in children less than 3 years old is not recommended. 
An appropriate test for strep in this age group is only indicated if the child has
been exposed to a positive contact or shows signs of complications, in addition
to displaying the appropriate symptoms. This paper analyzes the factors that 
contribute to appropriate and inappropriate strep testing of children under 3. The
results showed no significant effect from the type of ordering provider or age of 
the child, but revealed that inappropriate testing was more common at 
emergency departments and at the start of data collection. These results were
attributed to parental anxiety in emergency situations and the educational
programs that were instituted during the course of the study. Future studies
should investigate whether parental anxiety and educational programs do
influence appropriate/inappropriate testing and evaluate the efficacy of 
strategies that intend to reduce inappropriate testing.
115 Differences in Access to Care of Children with Intellectual Disability
Versus Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder
Kelly Haller, Adrienne Stolfi, MSPH, John Duby, MD
Pediatrics
Objective: With the increase in ASD awareness and diagnosis, concerns are








    
      
  
  
    
   
  
  










     
   
 
  
   





    
     
 
     
  
      
  
   
  
  
   
      






children with ASD. The purpose of this study was to assess the unmet health
care needs of children with ID compared to children with ASD and whether 
inconsistent health insurance coverage is associated with any differences.
Methods: The 2016-2017 NSCH identified children with diagnoses of ID and
ASD (with or without ID). Caregivers were asked if the child had an unmet need
for health care during the past 12 months, and the type of care that was not 
received. Caregivers were asked if a child had consistent health insurance
coverage during the past 12 months. Adjusted odds ratios (AOR) and 95%
confidence intervals for needed health care not received were calculated and
adjusted for sex of the child, insurance, and parent’s highest education level.
Results: In the 2016-2017 NSCH, the frequency of ID and ASD was 1.05% and
2.6%, respectively. Children with ID had 4.72 (95% CI: 1.93-11.49) times the
odds of needing medical care and not receiving it as children with ASD (with or 
without ID). Similar odds ratios resulted for the other categories, with the
exception of mental health where children with ID had 0.41 (95% CI: 0.19-0.92)
times the odds of needed but unmet mental health care compared to children
with ASD. In addition, children with ID had 0.36 (95% CI: 0.19-0.72) times the
odds of having consistent health insurance compared to children with ASD 
during the past 12 months.
Key Words: Intellectual Disability, Autism Spectrum Disorder, Children with
Special Health Care Needs, National Survey of Children’s Health
116 Non-Combat Veteran Suffering from PTSD (** This poster was withdrawn)
Morgan Torcasio, BS, Nita Bhatt, MD, MPH
Psychiatry
J.T. is a 59-year-old Caucasian male with a history of alcohol use disorder and
multiple remote domestic violence charges who voluntarily admitted himself to
the VA hospital with homicidal ideations. Over the prior 6 months he had 
progressing episodes of palpitations, diaphoresis, smothering sensation, distal
extremity paresthesia, paranoia and violent homicidal ideations lasting
approximately 10-15 minutes increasing from once every 2 weeks to 3-4 times
per week. These episodes of increased arousal which he described as “combat
mode” began approximately 1 month after the patient moved into a shelter and
were provoked by minimal triggers such as someone walking too close to him or 
hearing other people whisper. Although the patient was very guarded about his
time in the military only sharing that he was non-combat, he did report physical
abuse during childhood from his step-father and expressed delusions of
personal memories of his mother repeatedly trying to murder him before the age 
of 12 months. Physical examination and extensive medical-work up were within
normal limits. The patient was diagnosed with PTSD and was started on
venlafaxine. Both the high incidence of veterans with reported childhood abuse
and comorbid psychiatric conditions and this case, exemplify the necessity of 
addressing adverse childhood experiences in creating a sense of lack of 
belonging. This may play a role in the motivation of men and women in joining
the military to find their place and subsequently lower their resiliency to






    




   
  







     
 
    
       
    
     
  
     
  
    
 
 





   
   
 
     
  
   
      
     
  
    
     
    
    
   
   
    
 
117 Genetic polymorphisms are associated with response to physical training
Stacy Simmons, M.S., Michael Markey, Ph.D.
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Understanding the inter-individual variability in physical fitness performance has
been the focus of scientific research for decades, especially in the United States
military. Injury and physical inadequacy cost the U.S military millions of dollars
every year. PHITE (Precision High Intensity Training through Epigenetics)
investigates this complex trait by combining genetic and epigenetic contributions
into a single model for physical training response. Here, we analyze genomic
data from 42 subjects, male and female recruits between the ages of 18-27
years old. Each participant was randomly put blind into either a high intensity or 
moderate intensity 12-week training program. The training response were
measured by various means including % change in chest press, lat pull, and
VO2max, and DNA samples were collected. The genetic contribution was
examined by using qPCR genotyping for common single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNP) found previously to contribute to physical performance. It 
was hypothesized that the training response would be different depending on
the training group assigned and that genotype can be used to develop a
predictor for training response. There were two main aims that were
investigated for this hypothesis: the performance difference between the high
and moderate intensity programs; and whether genotype could be used as a
predictor of this training response. Individual training responses and overall
performance in each training group were investigated using ANOVA analysis. It
was determined that there was not a significant difference in individual training
responses for each group, but overall performance in group B was significantly
higher than group A (p=0.0059). Five different analyses were used to
investigate whether genotype could be used as a predictor for training
response. 16 SNPs were found to be associated with either individual training
responses or overall performance response. These results support the
importance of considering genotype in any model of physical training response.
118 Discovery of plateau potentials in myotonia congenita suggests a novel 
approach to therapy of myotonia congenita and hyperkalemic periodic
paralysis
Chris DuPont, Ahmed A Hawash, Andrew Koesters, Kevin R Novak, Xueyong
Wang, Kirsten Denman, Rudi Vennekens, Marc Friechel, Anamika Dayal, David
Ladle, Manfred Grabner, Andrew A Voss, Mark M Rich
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
In searching for the mechanism underlying transient weakness in myotonia
congenita, we discovered that some runs of myotonia terminated with the
development of transient depolarization to -25 to -35 mV. The depolarizations
began and ended suddenly and lasted seconds to minutes. While the
depolarizations appear distinct from previously described depolarizations, we
termed them plateau potentials based on partial resemblance to events in
neurons.  Plateau potentials could be triggered in wild type muscle following
acute block of ClC-1 chloride channels pharmacologically.  This suggests the
ion channel responsible for development of plateau potentials is present in wild
type skeletal muscle. Two drugs thought to block transient receptor potential
canonical (TRPC) ion channels eliminated plateau potentials and lessened
myotonia.  The drugs do not appear to be acting by blocking or activating any




    
     
  





    
     
  
 
   
 
  









   
     
   
     




   
 
   
      
      
   




   
     
  
   
   
effective in treating transient weakness in a mouse model of hyperkalemic
periodic paralysis. Our data suggest the presence in skeletal muscle of a large
current that is likely carried by a member of the TRPC channel family and is a
master regulator of skeletal muscle excitability.  Block of the channel involved
may provide effective therapy for a wide range of muscle channelopathies.
119 The central role of subthreshold currents in disorders of muscle
excitability
Sabrina Metzger, Chris Dupont, Andrew A. Voss, Mark M. Rich
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
It is generally thought that muscle excitability is wholly controlled by Na+, K+, 
and Cl- currents responsible for regulation of resting potential and generation of 
action potentials. We propose that smaller ion channel currents also modulate
excitability in important ways during repetitive firing. These channels open at 
voltages more negative than action potential threshold and are thus termed
subthreshold currents. As many subthreshold currents are small, they are hard
to identify and easily overlooked.  Discovery of their importance in regulation of 
excitability opens new avenues for improved therapy for muscle
channelopathies and diseases of the neuromuscular junction.
120 Optimization of Lipid-Polymer Hybrid Nanoparticles for Cargo Delivery
Danielle L. Spanbauer, Sarah D. Williams, Thomas L. Brown
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
Pre-eclampsia is a pregnancy-associated disorder that results in 70,000
maternal and 500,000 fetal deaths per year worldwide. This disorder can result 
in life-threatening symptoms in both the mother and baby, including
hypertension, proteinuria, premature birth, and low birth weight. To date, there
is no effective cure for pre-eclampsia, other than delivery of the baby; therefore, 
new therapies are urgently needed. Our lab is investigating the possible uses of 
lipid-polymer hybrid nanoparticles, which we have shown can be synthesized
through a single-step sonication method. Lipid-polymer hybrid nanoparticles are
an advantageous means of drug delivery for a number of reasons. Primarily, the
lipid monolayer that surrounds the hydrophobic core enhances drug retention; 
while the polymer, in this case polyethylene glycol (PEG) promotes uniform size
and morphology, as well as structural integrity in the nanoparticles. Our data
indicate that not only can these lipid-polymer hybrid nanoparticles be made
quickly and consistently, but they can also be used to deliver various cargo
types to target sites. Lipid-polymer hybrid nanoparticles synthesized by this
method have successfully encapsulated and delivered two different dyes into
human embryonic kidney cells, as well as rat and mouse placental cell lines. 
The average size and concentration of the nanoparticles were obtained using a
NanoSight machine and were shown to have concentrations that range from
7.93x108-7.18x109 particles/µL with a size range of approximately 90-120nm. 
Additionally, these lipid-polymer hybrid nanoparticles are stable for over one
month. In future studies, we will incorporate lipid-polymer hybrid nanoparticles
into pre-eclampsia research by developing placenta-specific nanoparticles. This








   
 
     
   
   
   
  







    
 












   
 
   
   
     
  
   
 
     
  
     
   
     
    
     
   
toxicity issues in both the mother and the baby, and provide the potential for 
new therapeutics for this devastating disorder.
121 Zinc Deficiency Drives Renal NFκB Activation
Tara-Yesomi Wenegieme, Aston M. J. Waite, Meagan K. Naraine, Dylan S.
Schindele, Cindellynn K. Murta, Martha Sonner and Clintoria R. Williams
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
Background: Zinc deficiency (ZnD) is comorbid with life-threatening diseases
such as diabetes and kidney disease. In these populations, the prevalence of
hypertension is high. In our recent studies, we demonstrated that zinc deficient 
mice develop hypertension. Our findings showed that the high blood pressure
results from enhanced Na+ uptake by the renal sodium chloride co-transporter 
(NCC). However, the exact molecular mechanisms involved in NCC
upregulation were undefined. 
Hypothesis: Since nuclear factor-κB (NFκB) is implicated in ZnD-mediated
detrimental effects, we hypothesize that ZnD drives renal NFκB activation.
Experimental Design: To examine the effects of ZnD on renal NFκB activation, 
adult male C57Bl/6 mice were fed a ZnD diet for 6 weeks. NFκB expression and
nuclear translocation were examined by immunofluorescence. To confirm the
role of zinc in NFκB regulation, mouse distal convoluted tubule (mDCT) cells
were cultured in medium containing N,N,N',N'-tetrakis(2-pyridylmethyl)ethane-
1,2-diamine, TPEN (a zinc chelator), or vehicle ± Zn2+ supplementation. 
Results: In ZnD mice, immunofluorescence showed increased NFκB expression
and nuclear localization. Consistently, in mDCT cells, TPEN-induced ZnD 
stimulated NFκB expression and nuclear translocation. However, Zn2+
supplementation reversed TPEN-induced NFκB upregulation.
Conclusions: Together, our findings demonstrated that 1) NFκB is a zinc-
regulated nuclear transcription factor and 2) ZnD drives renal NFκB activation. 
Significance: NFκB is a potential mediator in ZnD-induced NCC upregulation
and subsequently renal sodium retention which leads to hypertension.
122 Trophoblast Giant Cell-Specific Gene Targeting
Sarah D. Williams, Savannah R. Doliboa and Thomas L. Brown
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
Preeclampsia is caused by abnormal placental development that results in
maternal hypertension and proteinuria and is one of the leading causes of 
pregnancy related deaths.  Trophoblast giant cells are responsible for the
invasion into the uterus and the remodeling of the maternal spiral artery, thus
establishing the transport of nutrients and oxygen from maternal circulation to
the fetus. In this study we have developed a trophoblast giant cell-specific
lentiviral construct that can be used in vivo to elucidate the role of trophoblast 
giant cells in the development of preeclampsia. Placental lactogen-1 protein is
expressed solely in the trophoblast giant cells. Two promoter sequences, one
at -274 bp and one at -2700 bp of the PL-1 gene were analyzed.  These two







    
   
    





   
   
   
   
   
  
  
    
 
   
    




   
  
    
      
    
    
    
   
     
     





   
   
  
     
   
    
    
   
placental cell lineages; RCHO-1 trophoblast giant cells that express PL-1 and
SM10 labyrinthine progenitor cells that do not express PL-1, were transfected
with the construct and GFP activity was monitored. While the -274 bp promoter 
region did drive expression in the Rcho-1 cells, it also was able to drive
expression in the SM10 cell line.  The -2700 bp region, on the other hand, was
able to drive expression in the Rcho-1 cell line, while showing no activity in the
SM10 cell line.  These data indicate that the -274 region lacks specificity and
that the -2700 region maintains lineage specificity.
123 Potential application of hierarchical multi-walled carbon nanotube-coated 
carbon supports as wound healing scaffolds
Soham D Parikh, Courtney E.W. Sulentic & Sharmila M Mukhopadhyay
Mechanical and Materials Engineering
Traumatic injuries involving skin affect approximately 5 million people every
year and cause financial burden of $20 billion in the USA alone. Current 
therapeutics for wound healing often do not effectively close the wound or 
require extensive post-operative care. Different materials with carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) have been utilized for effective adhesion, growth, and differentiation of 
bone, muscle, and cardiac cells; however, this has not been extensively studied
in keratinocytes. The proposed project aims to determine whether the use of 
CNTs attached to carbon scaffolds are capable of sustaining keratinocytes for 
future development of novel skin grafts and/or bandage development. CNTs can
provide excellent mechanical and electrical properties, biocompatibility, nano-
roughness and wettability that may help in cell adhesion, growth, and
differentiation for cell scaffolding. However, loose CNTs can migrate, causing in-
vivo toxicity. To suppress this risk, our team has developed biomimetic scaffolds
with multiscale hierarchy where carpet-like CNT arrays are covalently bonded to
larger biocompatible substrates. We found that the hydrophobic CNT-coated
scaffolds initially reduce cell proliferation. However, altering wettability of the
scaffolds using chemical and surface plasma treatments result in normal growth
curves of different cell types including keratinocytes, indicating that cell growth
can be modified through wettability control. CNT-coated fiber scaffolds can
resemble a band-aid and could support cell growth and could maintain normal
proliferation while healing progresses. In this study, various cytotoxicity, cell
proliferation and viability, and cellular migration assays will be conducted to
understand keratinocyte cell growth on these CNT-coated scaffolds. Due to their 
large surface area, these scaffolds have a great potential to be coated with
multiple growth factors and anti-bacterial agents, which would be ideal for 
wounds requiring extensive skin regeneration. While detailed cell growth and
toxicity analyses are underway, preliminary results support future potential of 
bio-mimetic scaffolds in tissue engineering.
124 Photodynamic therapy induces Microvesicle particles production
Oladayo A. Oyebanji, Langni Liu, Christine M. Rapp, Jeffrey B. Travers
Pharmacology & Toxicology
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) involves the use of light at an appropriate
wavelength acting on a photosensitizing chemical to cause cell death via
generation of reactive oxygen species. PDT has been useful in the
management of skin conditions (like acne, psoriasis) and cancers like superficial
skin, esophageal and non-small cell lung cancers. In addition to these




   




   
  
    
  





   
     
 
   
    
 
  
   
  
   
   
  
    
    
  
   
  
  
    
 







     




   
      
   
  
  
that topical PDT induces immunosuppression in vivo. Thus, PDT of skin can
generate a systemic effect through unknown mechanisms. Microvesicle
particles (MVPs) are small extracellular membrane-enclosed particles believed
to mediate cell-to-cell communication via the transport of bioactive signaling
substances. These present studies tested if PDT can generate MVP release. 
Our studies used in vitro (HaCaT; keratinocyte cell line), ex vivo (human skin
explants) and in vivo (mice) models. PDT increased MVP release in both
keratinocytes in vitro as well as treatment of human explants ex vivo. Murine
studies also revealed a significant increase in skin MVPs following PDT
treatment. These studies reveal a consistent production of MVPs following PDT
and thus, provide an insight into a possible novel mechanism whereby PDT
exerts its effects; via generation of MVPs.
125 Identification of new metabolic targets to enhance the therapeutic effects
of hydroxyurea, a clinically used drug with multiple clinical implications
Rittu E. Samuel, Alaa T.A. Mahdi, Michal Wozniak, Saman Khan and Yong-jie
Xu
Pharmacology & Toxicology
Cancer is one of the leading causes of death and a worldwide health issue. 
Intensive researches have been conducted in the past to unearth new anti-
cancer agents or more effective chemotherapeutic strategies. One such anti-
proliferative drug is hydroxyurea (HU). HU has been used in clinics for ≥ 100
years to treat various neoplastic and non-neoplastic diseases. Although newer 
agents have been developed, as a WHO-enlisted essential medicine, it remains
the staple drug for the management of chronic myeloproliferative disorders and
sickle cell anemia. A better understanding of the HU-induced cell death will
improve or expand the therapeutic spectrum of this clinically important drug. HU
arrests DNA replication and causes DNA damage in proliferating cells by
inhibiting ribonucleotide reductase, which is thought to be responsible for its
cytotoxic and therapeutic effects. While studying the DNA replication checkpoint 
activated by HU treatment, we unexpectedly discovered a new set of "non-chk"
mutants in fission yeast that are highly sensitive to HU. Our preliminary and
published data have shown that these non-chk mutants are not killed by
arrested DNA replication but by a previously unknown mechanism involving
perturbations of various other cellular metabolic pathways.
126 Prolonged Trophoblast-Specific Hif-1 alpha: A new mouse model of early-
onset preeclampsia
Melissa R. Kaufman, Renee E. Albers, Bryony Natale, Chanel Keoni, Kashmira
Kulkarni-Datar, Sarah Min, Clintoria R. Williams, David R. Natale, and Thomas
L. Brown
Neuroscience, Cell Biology & Physiology
The placenta is a transient organ that is formed during pregnancy and is
essential for embryonic survival. Abnormal placental development early in
pregnancy usually results in pregnancy associated disorders, in particularly
early-onset preeclampsia. This condition results in the development of 
dangerously high blood pressure and kidney damage. While existing animal
models have been shown to display some of the pathological effects present in
human preeclampsia, these models often lack the physiological aspects that are
known to occur. Hypoxia-inducible factor 1 alpha (Hif-1α) is critical oxygen-








   
 
     












   
 
 
    
     
 
    
    
  
 
    
  
   
   




     
    
  
  





    
 
  
     
trophoblast differentiation and elevated levels of Hif-1α have been linked to
preeclampsia. As oxygen regulation is a critical determinant for 
placentogenesis, we determined the effects of prolonged Hif-1α on mouse
placental development in vivo. Our research indicates that prolonged
expression of trophoblast-specific Hif-1α leads to significant physiological
alterations in placental differentiation that included reduced branching
morphogenesis, alterations in maternal and fetal blood spaces, and failure to
remodel the maternal spiral arteries. These placental alterations resulted in
subsequent maternal hypertension, which resolved at birth, maternal kidney
damage, and fetal growth restriction; classic hallmarks of early-onset 
preeclampsia. Our findings have identified Hif-1α as a critical molecular 
mediator of placental development and indicate that prolonged expression of 
Hif-1α, explicitly in placental trophoblasts during pregnancy, causes maternal
preeclamptic pathology. Our studies have established a new mouse model that 
significantly recapitulates the physiological and pathophysiological
characteristics of early-onset preeclampsia.
127 Developing Analytical-Based Methodologies to Study the Absorption, 
Distribution, Metabolism, and Excretion (ADME) of Silver Nanoparticles in 
Red Blood Cells
Praveen K. Alla, Kelsey L. Hood, Arathi S.L.Paluri, John D. Ryan,  Peter K.
Lauf, Norma C. Adragna, Ioana E. Pavel
Chemistry
Multiple national agencies such as the National Nanotechnology Initiative and
the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health outlined the need to
improve the risk assessment and control associated with heavy use of 
nanomaterial such as silver nanoparticles. This work addresses this knowledge
gap by developing analytical-based methodologies for the identification of key
pharmacokinetic parameters: the absorption (A), distribution (D), metabolism
(M), and elimination (E) of AgNPs from human red blood cells (RBCs). To
achieve this, citrate-capped AgNPs of 5- 10 nm in diameter were incubated with
RBCs in 5% glucose solution. (A) Graphite furnace atomic absorption
spectroscopy (GFAAS) measurements revealed that 48±5% of the administered
AgNPs were accumulated in cells. (D) CytoViva hyperspectral imaging of the
RBCs showed that ~ 70% of the up taken AgNPs were adhered to the cell
membrane components. In addition, Raman Hyperspectral imaging revealed
molecular interactions between AgNPs and hemoglobin (diminished
oxyhemoglobin Raman peaks), and thereby, suggested the formation of 
deoxyhemoglobin.(M) AAS measurements on cell extracts indicated that AgNPs
inhibit the Rb+ influx and reduce the K+ ion concentration in RBCs. (E) GAAS
methodologies are currently explored for examining the elimination rate laws of 
AgNPs. Overall, the results of this study suggest AgNPs may remain
concentrated in the circulatory system in spite of their negative charge and
biocompatible capping agent.
128 Human optic atrophy associated OPA1 gene induces mitochondrial 
dysfunction in yeast
Annabel Vivian P. Almazan, Shuzhen Chen, Shulin Ju, Quan Zhong
Biological Sciences
Mitochondria are the primary source of energy production and a key cellular 










   
   
  
    
     
    
   
    
  
   
   
   
   
  
     
   
    




   
   
 
   
 






   
   
  
      
   
  
 
   
 
mitochondrial fusion and fission, which is the dynamic joining and dividing of this
tubular-structured organelle, is essential to the cell. Among the genes that 
regulate this pathway of mitochondrial dynamics, OPA1 has been genetically
linked to a dominantly inherited optic neuropathy, optic atrophy type 1. Both
OPA1 and its yeast homolog, MGM1, encode a dynamin-like GTPase that is
required for the fusion of the mitochondrial inner membrane and the integrity of 
the cristae structure. Both proteins are cleaved by mitochondrial proteases into
long and short isoforms, which have distinct roles in the mitochondria. The
precise ratio of isoforms is critical in the maintenance of mitochondrial structure
and function. Interestingly, human OPA1 can be proteolytically processed by
yeast mitochondrial proteases into primarily short isoforms. Using yeast as a
model system, we found that high-level expression of human OPA1 leads to
distorted mitochondrial morphology, collapse of membrane potential, and
defective growth, resembling the phenotypes induced by the deletion of MGM1. 
Using genetic and biochemical analyses, we found that mitochondrial
dysfunction induced by OPA1 requires proteolytic processing of OPA1 into
functional short forms targeted to the mitochondria. The toxic forms of OPA1
appear to be specifically targeted to the matrix. This is consistent with a recent 
in vitro model that suggested that Mgm1 and OPA1 localize to the mitochondrial
matrix to catalyze membrane scission and fusion processes. Furthermore, we
found that the deletion of MGM1, but not its overexpression, can rescue toxicity
induced by OPA1. Overall, our data suggest that the toxicity induced by OPA1
requires interaction between OPA1 and Mgm1. Our findings support the use of 
yeast as a model system to study evolutionarily conserved human gene 
functions.
129 Colloidal Silver Nanoparticles: A more effective bactericidal agent than 
chlorine against waterborne Gram-negative bacteria
Ashley Wilcox, Marjorie Markopoulos, John Ryan, Alex Gilman, Ioana Pavel
Chemistry
The main aim of this study was to determine the antimicrobial and bactericidal
activity of unfunctionalized, silver nanoparticles (eAg) of ~10 nm in diameter 
against well-established water indicator organisms: Escherichia coli, Klebsiella
variicola, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. This was achieved by determining the
Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) and Minimum Bactericidal
Concentration (MBC) of eAg, which were synthesized electrochemically, size-
selected, concentrated, and purified by tangential flow filtration. The MIC values
for E. coli, K. variicola, and P. aeruginosa were 0.75-4.02, 1.09-4.08, and 1.55-
5.39 mg L-1, respectively. The MBC values for the same bacteria were 1.51-
3.96, 1.55-5.39, and 2.18-4.99 mg L-1, respectively. When tested against 
chlorine, the MIC values increased 1000-, 2000-, and 3000-fold, respectively, 
for mentioned bacteria. The MBC values increased 1000-, 1500-, and 1500-fold, 
respectively. ICP-OES was then used to track potassium leakage in order to
determine cellular membrane damage. CytoViva Hyperspectral Imaging was
then performed to confirm the proposed mechanistic aspects associated with
the attachments of the negatively charged eAg to the cellular membrane and
their subsequent structural disruption.







   
  
     
     
  
     
 
    
    








   




   
    
   
    
 
   
  
 




   
   
   





    




   
Bushra Faisal Al-Harbi, Felicia Chee-Tuan Gooden, Anita Thyagarajan, Ravi
P. Sahu
Pharmacology & Toxicology
Lung cancer remains one of the leading causes of mortality, representing
approximately 5.2% of all deaths in the United States in 2017. Non-small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC) is the major type affecting patients; and despite the
plethora of treatment options including chemotherapy, radiation, and targeted
therapy; the 2015 survival rate of 18.6% is dismal in comparison to 67% 5-year 
cancer survival overall. In particular, while targeted therapy exerts improved
responses compared to conventional chemotherapy; adverse GI, hair loss,
reduced immunity, increased bleeding, and fatigue effects are a notable
concern. Among various factors, tumor angiogenesis has been shown to be a
critical influence to therapeutic outcomes as methods that inhibit angiogenesis
demonstrate marked reduction in cancer size and metastasis. In this review, the
mechanisms of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-based targeted
therapy and recent VEGF-based combination approaches for the treatment of 
NSCLC are discussed.
131 KRAS Pathway based Targeted Therapy Responses in Pancreatic Cancer
Abdullah Althiaban, Anita Thyagarajan, Ravi P. Sahu
Pharmacology & Toxicology
Pancreatic cancer is among the leading causes of cancer-related deaths. There
have been advancements in the treatment approaches for pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma (PDAC), yet the response rates in PDAC patients were
relatively low and/or short-lived. Therefore, there is an urgent need to introduce
novel approaches to improve the efficacy of current therapies. As mutations in
the KRAS oncogene have been found to be the most prevalent, yet difficult to
target, strategies to target the downstream signaling cascades (Ras-Raf-MEK-
ERK) have been explored for PDAC. Notably, therapies targeting MEK and ERK 
kinases have been associated with promising outcomes. Here, we discuss the
recent updates with particular focus on MEK and ERK-based approaches for 
PDAC.
132 Expression of Kcc2a-S25, a new splice variant of the neuronal K+Cl–
cotransporter-2 in endocrine tissues and testicle germ cells
Yaksh Rathod, Shams Kursan, Eduardo Dias-Junior, Lisa Kelly and Mauricio
Di Fulvio
Pharmacology & Toxicology
The Slc12a5 gene encodes the K+Cl– cotransporter-2 (Kcc2), a membrane
protein which maintain the intracellular chloride concentration ([Cl–]i) below
thermodynamic equilibrium in neurons. Therefore, Kcc2 function determines the
inhibitory action of activated γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) type-A (GABAA) and
glycine receptors, two Cl– channels gated by their respective neurotransmitters. 
Two main splice variants of Kcc2 have been functionally identified in rodents
and human central neurons: KCC2a and KCC2b, both constitutively active
neuronal Cl– extruders under most physiological conditions. Recent results from
our laboratory demonstrated that Kcc2 has an extra-neuronal expression
pattern and function. Indeed, Kcc2a, Kcc2b and a new splice variant lacking
exon 25 (Kcc2a-S25) were found at the transcript level in the mouse, rat and
human pancreatic endocrine islet whereas immunoreactive Kcc2 was detected




   






   
    
   
 
   
  
    
     
 
secretion. Notably, Kcc2a-S25 and immunoreactive Kcc2 mostly, but not
exclusively, localized to intracellular granules of chromaffin cells of the adrenal
medulla. Therefore, our aim was to test the hypothesis that Kcc2a-S25 is
expressed in endocrine tissues. To this end, we screened Kcc2a, Kcc2b and
Kcc2-S25 transcript expression pattern in RNA extracts from mouse
hypophysis, thyroid, ovary, testicle, adrenal, prostate and adipose tissues. We
used conventional RT-PCR and variant-specific primer sets to demonstrate
Kcc2a and Kcc2b mRNA expression and RT-PCR coupled to MspI-restriction
digestion to demonstrate expression of Kcc2a-S25 in mouse tissues. To verify
expression of Kcc2 at the protein level, we performed immunofluorescence
microscopy using polyclonal antibodies characterized and validated against 
knock-out tissues. Our findings extend previous data from our laboratory and
demonstrate that Kcc2a-S25 is the splice variant of Kcc2 expressed in the
tissues tested whereas immunoreactive Kcc2 is found in all endocrine cells of 
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